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ABSTRACT

Subsidence affects many residences in the New Orleans region
as a result of the interaction between house and yard elements and
environmental factors.

Previous to this research there has been no

detailed study of the problems and costs faced by homeowners in r e 
claimed wetland areas of this metropolitan region.

Identification,

description, and quantification of homeowner problems and costs related
to land subsidence were a c complished.
The study area, in eastern New Orleans, Louisiana, is part of
the deltaic coastal plain of Recent origin.

Its riverine,

lacustrine,

and bay/sound deposits overlie firm Pleistocene terrace formations at
30 feet

(9.1 m) to over 100 feet (30.5 m) beneath the surface.

Reclamation and urbanization of the Recent coastal swamps and marshes
has led to subsidence damage to homes and property.
The approach to the research involved a questionnaire survey of
homeowners and field data collection.

The study area was divided into

seven environmental units based upon physical and cultural parameters.
The environmental units served as the basic framework for problem/cost
comparison.

Soil and architectural variables were also evaluated.

Sub

sidence , landscape, building, utility, and cost parameters were analyzed
in relation to environmental parameters.
Subsidence is an active process in the region.
cent of the homeowner sample report 4 inches
sinking on their property.

Almost 33 p e r 

(10.2 cm) or more of land

Over 60 percent cf the respondents
xviii

add fill

to their yards periodically; the mean frequency is once in every 2 to 5
years.

There are highly significant

(p <.01) differences in subsidence

among environmental units and a noticeable relationship between soil
type and subsidence.
Landscape elements are affected by subsidence.

Driveway and

sidewalk subsidence occur in about 30 percent of the sample; there are
highly significant differences in occurrence among environmental units.
Highly significant differences in damage to a variety of other landscape
elements occur based upon the soil type v a r i a b l e .
Building components are damaged b}? subsidence.

About 5 percent

of the sample report large cracks or breakage of floors and walls;
about 12 percent report all or a portion of the house tilted.

There

are differences in extent of problems among both environmental units
and soil types.

Variables related to both architecture and the land

base are involved in damage to homes.
Utilities systems seem to be less affected by subsidence than
other elements.

Water and sewerage systems have higher levels of

damage than electric or gas systems.

There are patterns of differences

in utilities problems among environmental units and a highly signifi
cant linear relationship between mean subsidence and reports of damage
to water and sewerage systems.
The result of damages is homeowner costs.

It is estimated that

the total direct cost of subsidence to homeowners in the study area is
about $800,000 per year.

This cost is unequally distributed among

homeowners; mean yearly cost ranges from $14 to $119 depending upon
environmental unit.

About 3 percent of the sample report mean costs

above $500 per year.
xix

A questionnaire survey of homeowners in other parts of the
region indicates that the problems and costs found in the study area
m a y be conservative estimates.

The extent of problems and costs are

such that they should be of concern to government agencies involved in
planning and housing.

Further reclamation and expansion of the urban

area into its remaining surrounding and subsidence prone wetlands is
considered an unwise policy for future urban growth.

xx

INTRODUCTION

STUDY BASE - The physical form of the New Orleans metropolitan
region is the result of an interaction among geologic, atmospheric, b i o 
chemical, and social components.

Each component provides opportunities

and constraints to regional growth and land use.

The form of the urban

area evolves from an interplay of the processes, m a t erials, and energy
available from its component parts and the manipulation of information
by people making decisions.
The opportunities offered by the region are many.

Much of the

economic prosperity of New Orleans is based upon its riverine and
coastal setting.

It has a mild climate and is surrounded by highly

productive wetlands supporting a large fisheries industry and providing
space for recreation.

Its cultural traditions and historic buildings

give charm and character to its urban life style.

The opportunities

of the region have been well publicized-by organizations of commerce
and tourism.
That the region also has constraints to growth and development
is not so w idely publicized.

The transformation of the New Orleans area

from wetland to urban land has produced serious limitations that are
overcome only by a large economic and energy subsidy.

Almost all of

the metropolitan area is now at an elevation below sea level and the
mean level of the Mississippi River.

This position leads to danger of

flooding by intense subtropical rainfall, yearly river fluctuations,
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and occasional hurricanes.

The region is surrounded by protection

levees so most of the water falling into the area must be pumped out.
Associated with the reclamation of Louisiana's coastal wetlands
for urban use is the problem of land subsidence, a continuous and long
tern process related to the region's alluvial setting and soils.

As

the land gradually becomes lower in relation to sea and river level
more and higher levees and greater pumping capacities are needed.
sidence causes damage to m a n y existing urban facilities.

Sub

Government

agencies, developers, utilities companies, and homeowners all have
problems and costs related to subsidence.

This research is concerned

with one facet of the subsidence issue--problems faced and costs borne
directly by homeowners.

Objective - The objective of the research is the identification,
description, and quantification of homeowner problems and costs a s s o 
ciated with subsidence in a n area of urbanized reclaimed wetlands.
Specifically, the relationship among selected environmental conditions,
building and landscape element deterioration, and home maintenance
problems and costs related to subsidence is examined.

Location - The study area is located in the northeastern q u a d 
rant of the New Orleans metropolitan region (Figure 1).

Study area

boundaries are included within the coordinates of 30°00' to 3 0 ° 0 5 ' north latitude and 8 9 ° 5 4 ' to 9 0 ° 0 3 ' west longitude.
chosen because it offered:

The study area was

1) variance in types of physical and c u l 

tural settings, 2) homeowner problems and costs related to land
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Figure 1. Location of the study area w i thin the New Orleans metro
politan region and the Louisiana coastal zone.
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subsidence, and 3) an opportunity to work with the East Orleans Civic
Council, a volunteer association of local homeowners, subdivisions,
and service groups.
The metropolitan region lies within the coastal zone as defined
by the Louisiana Advisory Commission on Coastal and Marine Resources
(1973).

This region has experienced rapid urban growth through w e t 

land reclamation in this century and its developed area is bordered
on all sides by estuarine environments under consideration for future
urban use.

The location of regional features and places referred to

in the text are labeled in Figure 2.

Problem Definition - The research examines the problems and
costs to homeowners resulting from property deterioration associated
w i t h subsidence conditions.

Observations in the region reveal that

problems related to land subsidence of reclaimed wetlands do occur
(Figures 3, 4, 5).

The problems may be grouped into three sets.

Set

one, landscape elements, includes land sinkaga, damage to driveways
and sidewalks, and deterioration of landscape features such as walls,
patios, and pool areas.

Set two, architectural elements, includes

foundation failure or tilting and problems with wall or roof struc
ture.

Set three, service elements, includes damages to electric,

water, gas, sewerage, and street systems.
In relation to Figure 3, it should be noted;

a) Sidewalk

warping in residential neighborhoods is a common occurrence in areas
affected by subsidence.

Such conditions degrade the appearance of the

neighborhood and are a safety hazard,

b) The walk and piling supported
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Figure 2. Location of regional features and places referred to in
the study.

Figure 3. Landscape element problems, a. sidewalk warp, b. need for
foundation fill, c. entry walk breakage, d. driveway sink
ing at garage, e. exterior wall damage, f. driveway pavement tilt.
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Figure 4. Architectural element problems, a. piling exposure, b. in
terior wall damage, c. fracture in interior floor, d. foun
dation sinking, e. exterior wall crack, f. foundation
support work.

Figure 5. Service element problems, a. air conditioner tilt, b. sewer
age clean-out exposure, c. manhole support of sidewalk, d.
subsidence around public service substation, e. water pipe
bending, f. flexible gas line connection.
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foundation of the house were originally at about the same elevation.
The owner has terraced fill around the house to keep pilings from being
exposed.

Fill added by the owner continues under the house slab,

c)

Sheer-pressure of walk subsidence has caused breakage of the front
entry walk.

The space under the exposed slab is continuous under the

building allowing air and moisture to reach exposed organic soil and
wood support pilings,

d) Subsidence of 6 inches (15 cm) has made the

garage of this house unuseable for car parking without a ramp or d r i v e 
way reconstruction,

e) Exterior wall damage m a y be caused by differ

ential settlement of s o i l s .

f ) A serious condition of drive tilt, a

common occurrence in subsidence areas, makes this carport unuseable for
automobile storage.
In relation to Figure 4, it should be noted:

a) Exposure of

pilings by subsidence around the foundation leads to their exposure to
alternating wet and dry conditions and eventual rot.

b) This interior

wall damage is reflected on the exterior by parting of the siding and
cracking of the foundation,

c) Subsidence has caused cracking and

vertical displacement of the floor in this residence,

d) Subsidence of

the block foundation has required raising of the house on additional
blocks,

e) The crack in the exterior wall reflects differential settle

ment of the foundation.

The owner reports that an estimated cost of

$3000 was required to place a filler under the house to retard or stop
subsidence.

The price did not include repair of interior or exterior

walls and the contractor does not guarantee against future sinking,
This house is in the process of having its foundation supported with

f)
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exterior concrete piling.

Holes (shown) are dug around the foundation

and a piling core drilled in the bottom of each hole.

Reinforced c o n 

crete is pumped into the piling core and surface hole.

Repair costs

for this structure were $1200 the first time foundation work was done
and $1800 for w o r k done recently.
In relation to Figure 5, it should be noted:

a) Subsidence has

resulted in tilting of the air conditioner compressor unit and the need
to place it on blocks.
the concrete blocks,

The original support slab may be seen below
b) The sewerage system clean-out was just below

the ground surface when installed.

Suspension of pipes by land sinkage

m a y cause their separation from the structure,

c) Manholes, being on

firm or deep supports, tend to remain near original surface levels.
They may support pieces of walks or streets that subside around them.
Eventually the manhole covers must be reset at the new grade level,
d) Utility substations serving a residential neighborhood have about
1 foot (.3 m) of subsidence around them.

Fill or resetting of the

stations to new ground elevations will be required,

e) The main water

connection to this residence is under considerable strain.
tective soil and bending of pipes is a p p a r e n t .

Loss of p r o 

f) The gas company has

faced the subsidence problem by using a curved pipe (right) to connect
the meter

(which is fastened to the house) to the regulator (which is

connected to the underground distribution line).

According to the

owner of the house, the top of the regulator (disk on left) and the
pipe entering the house
when in s talled.

(at top of the meter) were at the same level

Evidently the connecting link is e f f ective; all houses

in this subdivision have such a connection which replaces a rigid joint.
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Project Origin - The project evolved from an interest in the
types of problems illustrated.

In the early stages field investigation

and personal contact indicated that these and similar problems occur
with considerable frequency within the region.

The observations led to

a search for descriptive and quantitative information concerning s p e 
cific problems and costs and uncovered an area where there was a general
lack of data.

Therefore, it became the purpose of this study to iden

tify, describe and quantify the occurrence and implications of subsi
dence related problems and costs in more specific terms than previously
accomp l i s h e d .

Scope - The research is descriptive and quantitative.

The

nature of the subject matter required use of literature, documents,
maps, field investigation, and personal .contact.

The format is intended

to accommodate reported material, general observations, and systemati
cally developed quantitative data.
The research concerns problem and cost data within a specific
geographic area and a limited but varied set of geomorphic features.
The features included are found in the Mississippi River deltaic plain
of southeastern Louisiana.

The temporal and logistic framework of the

research did not allow study of all possible geomorphic features of the
deltaic plain, other coastal geomorphic types, or deltaic features in
other regions.
The research is intended to provide base information for use in
future study toward resolution of homeowner problems in areas found to
be critically affected.

It is concerned with providing information
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relevant to future land use and reclamation policies.

These topics are

discussed in the Context and Implications sections.
The research is directed toward a n analysis of problems and
costs resulting from subsidence.

Determination of specific causes of

subsidence is not a direct goal.

The subject of subsidence as a p r o b 

lem causing factor is discussed in the Context section.
The research concentrates on problems and costs of subsidence
being directly borne by h o meowners.

The indirect costs of subsidence

passed on to consumers through taxes, building and land costs, or
utility rates are mentioned in the Context section.

Organization - Material is drawn from each of the previously
mentioned component areas that contribute to the evolution of the
urban region.

The natural and cultural setting of the region and study

area are discussed.

Natural processes are traced to about 1720 when

cultural processes began to transform the area.
of development are traced to present.

The cultural aspects

Water budget information is p r e 

sented because it has an influence upon groundwater supply and subsi
dence .
The homeowner problem/cost issue is placed within the context
of natural phenomena and cultural processes.

In a context concerning

the interaction of natural and cultural systems the research is relevant
to coastal zone management and land use decision processes.

In a

physical sciences context the research is within the realm of the study
of subsidence.

In a cultural context it is within the realm of the

study of total community costs associated with subsidence and reclaimed
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land development.

Each of these areas is discussed to

provide a frame

w o r k for the more specific research.
The review of the physical setting and study context is followed
by the specific study of homeowner problems and costs.
carried out in four steps,

1) The study area was divided into e nviron

mental units with different characteristics based
cultural factors,

The study was

upon natural and

2) A homeowner questionnaire was distributed to

gather problem/cost data, 3) Each experimental unit (household) was
visited, a soil boring made, and information recorded.

4) The data

were evaluated using statistical procedures to test for problem/cost
differences among environmental units and association among various
data sets.
The research is discussed in relation to the study area and the
region.

Although only a portion of the urban area was surveyed the

problems studied are apparent throughout the entire region.

Wetlands

with conditions similar to those that once occurred in the study area
surround the developed zone of the city.

Therefore, the study is

relevant to consideration of future use of remaining undeveloped areas
and wetlands.

STUDY AREA

N A T URAL SETTING - The understanding of problems and costs r e 
lated to subsidence environments is aided by general appreciation of the
natural setting of the region, the geologic evolution of the study area,
and the characteristics of the resulting environments.

Regional p r o b 

lems such as subsidence, need for flood and storm protection and
limited groundwater supply and regional amenities such as the Port of
New Orleans and a vast fishery resource are products of the same
environmental base.

Geologic Evolution - The natural landscape of the region is a
result of a coastal Gulf of Mexico location and geologic his'tory.

The

Gulf coast is physiographically part of the continental coastal plain
extending some 3000 miles
Tampico, Mexico

(4828 km) from Cape Cod, Massachusetts,

(Figure 6).

This plain averages 250 miles

to

(402 km)

wide, but the Mississippi embayment extending from the Mississippi
River to Cairo, Illinois, is 575 miles
Louisiana

(925 km) long (Eardley, 1962).

lies within the coastal plain province.

The developmental

history of the coastal plain and the Gulf coast is one of dynamic int er
action among forms, processes, and materials associated with changing
sea levels, variations in riverine and marine deposition, and location
on a subsiding coastal margin.
The Gulf coast has been downwarping over a long time period as
a result of Mississippi River sediment deposition and continental crust
14
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Figure 6. Location of Louisiana and the study area in the Gulf of Mexico region of the continental
coastal plain.
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conditions.

The Gulf coast geosyncline, a great dip in the earth's s u r 

face, has its axis along a line passing east-west beneath the New
Orleans metropolitan region.

The basement of the geosyncline is e s t i 

mated to exist more than 20,000 feet (32,186 km) beneath the surface
(Bernard and LeBlanc,

1965).

Coastal Louisiana rests upon a wedge of sedimentary deposits.
These sediments were deposited in ancient seas that invaded the edge of
the co n t i n e n t .

Rivers draining the continent deposited vast amounts of

sand, s i l t , and clay in the seas during the Tertiary and Quaternary
Periods.

The sedimentary coastal Louisiana environment is very d y n a m i c ;

although change is not usually as dramatic as in earthquake or volcanic
zones of the earth, it is constant and has important impact upon the
human population.
Geologic formations were deposited by ancient riverine and
marine systems by processes similar to those occurring today.

The

Quaternary formations are continuous deep beneath the New Orleans region
and have surface expression in northern Louisiana and southern M i s s i s 
sippi.

These formations are estimated to be from about 1 million to

80,000 years of age

(Bernard and LeBlanc,

1965; Saucier, 1971).

They

are covered at the coast by Recent deposits of the last 10,000 years.
Each younger formation lies nearer the coast, overlaps the previous
formation, and thickens in a coastal direction.
From the standpoint of use for urban development and issues d i s 
cussed in this research, an important relationship exists between the
Pleistocene Epoch, Prairie T e r r a c e , and the Recent

(Holocene Epoch)

sediments overlying it in the metropolitan region (Figure 7).

The
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terrace provides the first firm support for large buildings in the
region and it supports the Recent marine and riverine deposits.
The Prairie Terrace formation in Louisiana is believed to have
been deposited by ancient Mississippi Valley aggradation and coastal
progradation about 100,000 years ago.

The nature of the deposits,

fauna1 remains, regional slope, and surface relief indicate the terrace
in southern Louisiana is a relict lagoon (Saucier, 1971).

The area

has been influenced by faulting and warping so many features lie buried
beneath Recent deposits.

The exposed Prairie Terrace extends from the

north rim of Lake Pontchartrain to the older Montgomery Terrace forma
tion 10 to 15 miles

(16-24 km) to the north.

The submerged portion of

the terrace slopes beneath New Orleans at depths of 30 to 150 feet
(9-46 Ion) (Kolb and Van Lopik,

1958).

The Recent deposits of the last 5000 to 7000 years

overlying

the Pleistocene are of great importance to urban development in the
region.

The city would never have been founded at this location had

it not been for the existence of the natural levee ridges of the river.
It is other Recent deposits of delta, swamp, and marsh origin that
cause m a n y of the problems for d evelopment.
The Recent deposits are the product of interaction between n e a r 
shore Gulf and riverine processes.

In this coastal deltaic region the

Mississippi River shifts location periodically and sediment deposits
are made in new areas (Frazier,

1967).

Abandoned areas are subject to

modification by marine f o r c es.

Variability in sea level and volume of

river flow influence the location, t y p e , and amount of sediment d e p o s i 
tion and reworking.

The study area was built and modified by such

19

pro c e s s e s .
Evolution of the Study Area

- The recent geological history of

the region has been described by K o l b and Van Lopik (1958), Saucier
(1963), and Frazier (1967).

Analysis of borings by these authors has

permitted detailed reconstruction of about the last 7000 years of
geologic history.
About 5000 years ago Lake Pontchartrain was open Gulf (Saucier,
1963) and the l a k e 's north shore was the coastline (Figure 8).

Depo s i 

tion of marine sediments was taking place on top of the submerged
portion of the Prairie Terrace.
present level.
to the west

Sea level was at approximately its

The Mississippi River was in the Taete area of Louisiana

(Frazier, 1967).

Sediments derived from the Pearl River were transported and
sorted by westward moving coastal currents to form the Pine Island
beach trend (Figure 8),

This beach trend is a large barrier island

spit now located beneath Orleans Parish and extreme northeastern
Jefferson Parish.
conditions.

It is of importance because of its good foundation

The ridge is similar to the barrier islands that exist off

the coast of Mississippi today,

It is characteristically composed of

tan, gray, and white sand with large quantities of shell and shell
fragments.

The beach ridge rests on nearshore Gulf and bay/sound

deposits or directly on the submerged Prairie Terrace depending upon
location (Saucier, 1963).
It is into the Gulf and bay/sound environment that river sedi
ments were first d e p o s i t e d .

As the Mississippi River periodically
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shifted its delta location the New Orleans region was built to above
sea level in two depositional phases of the St. Bernard delta lobe
(Figure 9) (Frazier, 1967).

The base was deposited in the first phase

about 4500 to 3500 years before present.
the Pontchartrain embayment

(Saucier,

present land mass of the study area.

Deposition partially filled

1963) but did not establish the
W h e n the river course changed

these deposits were reworked and subsided.

A second phase of sedimenta

tion in the study area about 1900 to 500 years before present built the
land mass as we know it today (Frazier,

1967).

Aggradational processes

continued until the area was reclaimed and/or developed.
The Bayou Sauvage distributary

(Figure 10) is responsible for

final land building of the study area during the second phase of s e d i 
mentation.
(Saucier,

Bayou Sauvage is considered a part of the Metairie system
1963).

The Metairie Bayou distributary flowed eastward from

a point near Kenner and divided near the center of New Orleans.
eastward trending branch is Bayou Sauvage.

The

During the period of d i s 

charge, the Bayou Sauvage channel near Chef Menteur Pass had a width
of about 500 feet

(152 m) and a depth of 25 to 30 feet

(7.6-9.1 m ) .

The Metairie system probably did not carry more than 30 to 35 percent
of the total discharge of the Mississippi River

(Saucier,

1963).

The

sediments were sufficient to cause progradation of the shoreline and
to bury the Pine Island beach trend.
After deposition of the land mass to above sea level by Bayou
Sauvage, the stage was set for a period of land aggradation by periodic
flooding and growth of plant m a t e r i a l .

After the abandonment of the
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St. Bernard delta complex the surface of the study area maintained its
elevation;

surface level aggradation evidently kept pace with the rate

of subsidence into historic times although shoreline retreat did take
place along Lake Pontchartrain.

Environmental Characteristics

- As a result of deltaic p r o 

cesses, a predictable set of surface and subsurface features are p r o 
duced.

These features have a relationship to use of land for human

development and problems of subsidence.

The land is first formed by

progradation and aggradation of distributary levees.

Land eventually

builds between the distributaries by progradation and aggradation.

In

basic terms the major elements of the region may be seen as part of
either the distributary or the interdistributary system.

The c o m 

ponents df these systems as they exist in the natural setting are
illustrated in Figure 11.

The components vary in geologic structure

and elevation, soils and associated use characteristics, and flora and
fauna.

Although most of these variables in the study area have been

modified, knowledge of their original characteristics is useful for
understanding the area today.

Natural Levee Ridge - The major high elevation features are the
natural levee ridges.

They are built by overbank flow of the river.

The sediments at the crest are generally firm to stiff clays with
scattered lenses of silt.

The natural levee zone is infrequently

flooded and has traditionally been the area of intensive agriculture
and human settlement.

The crest of the natural levee is several feet
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Figure 11. Major components of the distributary and interdistributary systems commonly found in
coastal Louisiana.

above sea level and slopes gradually to near sea level on the flanks.
The Commerce Series soils are representative of the levee crest
and the upper flank soils in this region.
strips on natural levees.

These soils occur in narrow

They are somewhat poorly drained mineral

soils of loam, silt loam, very fine sandy loam, or silty clay loam.
They are commonly found adjacent to more clayey Vacherie or Sharkey
soils (Soil Conservation Service [S C S ] , 1970).

Commerce soils may be

completely absent from some distributary r i d g e s .

The Commerce Series

soils have only moderate limitations for most urban uses w h e n protected
and drained; their limitations can be overcome or modified with
planning, design, or special maintenance

(SCS, 1970).

Vegetation on the natural levee is mostly hardwood.
ciation is dominated by oak and gum.

The a s s o 

Live oak, Quercus v i r g i n i a n a ,

sweet gum, Liquidambar styriciflua, hackberry,

Celtis occidentalis,

and swamp red maple, Acer rubrum d r u m o n d i i , are species frequently
observed.

The natural levee supports deer, raccoon, rabbit, and other

small mammals and birds that take advantage of the cover offered and
convenient access to the abundant food supply of the swamp and marsh
zones.

Filled Channel - The crest zone of the natural levee m ay be
flanked on one side by a filled channel area.

These channels contain

sediments deposited after the river or bayou is blocked and diverted at
its upstream end.

Only high or flood flow is capable of entering the

abandoned course.

Most of it receives only the finest materials being
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carried in suspension.

Sediment type is variable depending upon d i s 

tance from point of channel blockage.

At depth the abandoned channel

deposits m a y have firm foundation materials

(Kolb and Van Lopik,

1958),

but the upper zone usually has low strength materials with high water
content,

fairly high organic content, and low bearing capacity.

Eleva

tion of the filled channel is lower than the levee crest but may be
higher than the swamp zone on the other side of the natural levee.
Vegetation in the filled channe1 is herbaceous rooted and
floating aquatics.

The partially filled Bayou Sauvage channel has been

observed to contain c o r dgrass, Spartina p a t e n s , cattail, Typha s p p ,,
waterhyssop, Bacopa m o n n i e r i , giant cutgrass, Zizaniopsis m i l i a c e a e ,
and roseau cane, Fhragmites communis.

As the channel area is aggraded,

black willow, Salix n i g r a , swamp elder, Iva frutescens, and eventually
cypress, Taxodium dis t i c h um, may invade the m a r g i n s .

R a b b i t , muskrat,

nutria, raccoon, and other small mammals inhabit the filled channel
zone.

Crawfish, water s n a k e s , fish, and amphibians occupy areas where

open water e x i s t s .

Levee Flank - The natural levee makes a gradual transition to
swamp or marsh along the lower levee flanks.

The clay content of soils

increases as finer material is carried further from its riverine s o u r c e .
Silt decreases and fragments of organic material are more frequent than
on the higher levee crest.
Sharkey Series soils are representative of the lower elevation
levee soils in this region.

These soils are poorly drained and have

firm clayey substrata several feet thick.

Sharkey soils may dry and
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crack in the summer.
layers.

A variant of Sharkey clay has semifluid lower

Sharkey soils have more clay than the higher elevation soils

and lack the organic surface layers typical of swamps and marshes
1970).

(SCS,

The Sharkey Series has severe limitations for most urban use

when drained because of a high shrink-swell potential.

Limitations of

the series are difficult and costly to modify or overcome; this soil
series m a y require special design or intensive maintenance

(SCS, 1970).

Vegetation in the levee flank zone is transitional from plants
requiring constant drained conditions, to those tolerating some flood
ing, to those very tolerant of periodic flooding.

Swamp red m a p l e ,

Acer rubrum d r u m o n d i i , black willow, Salix n i g r a , swamp elder, Iva
f r u tescens, and palraetto, Sable m i n o r , are common s pecies.

Fauna of

the natural levee area is also found in this zone.

Swamp - Swamp forms in an area where there is enough support for
trees and where the flood period will allow for germination of c ypressgum association plants.

The swamp gets some water and sediment from

the riverine source and m a y also receive back-up water from coastal wind,
tide, or storm activity.

Swamp deposits consist of organic to highly

organic clays with scattered lenses of silt and peat

(Saucier,

1963).

Subsidence and aggradation of the surface allows swamp deposits to
accumulate to considerable thickness.

The swamps are slightly elevated

above the water level of surrounding marshes or bordering lakes and may
have a dry surface at least part of the year.
Soils of the swamp in this region m ay be Sharkey on the fringe
or soils with organic layers such as A l l e m a n d s , Barbary, or Gentilly.
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Allemands soils are v e r y poorly drained with 15 to 50 inches (38-127
cm) of organic material over clayey mineral layers.

Barbary soils

have thin layers of organic material over semifluid clayey layers.
Gentilly soils have thin organic surface layers underlain by firm clay
(SOS, 1970).

The variance in soil type reflects differences in deposi-

tional location and extent of natural subsidence that has occurred
while the swamp developed.
most urban uses if drained

These soils have severe limitations for
(SCS, 1970).

Vegetation in the swamp is dominated by cypress, Taxodium distic h u m , and typelo gum, Nyssa sylvatica.

Other vegetation frequently

observed includes swamp locust, Gleditsia a q u a t i c a , button bush, Cephalanthus occidentalis, and black willow, Salix n i g r a .
rooted aquatics are also present.

Floating and

Barred owl, yellow-crowned night

heron, snowy egret, raccoon, deer, alligator, and otter are frequently
observed occupants of the swamp.

M a r s h - Marshes are differentiated from swamps on the basis of
vegetation; marshes do not have tree cover.

Marshes are usually s ub

divided into fresh, intermediate, brackish, and saline based upon
plant species and distribution determined in part by salinity.
in the study area were once probably fresh to brackish.

Marshes

Fresh marshes

generally have a thick peat substrate with high water content.

The

fresh marshes in the Lake Pontchartrain region have a thin root mat
below which is a layer of fine granular or fibrous organic matter with
varying amounts of clay.

Organic content is normally 20 to 50 percent.

Brackish marshes are generally firmer than fresh marshes, having a
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denser root mat and more inorganic sediments.

The brackish marsh ma y

have numerous layers of peat

Aggradation of fresh

(Saucier,

1963).

marshes takes place primarily by plant material deposition while
brackish marshes are aided by tidal mixing and deposition.
Soils in the marsh m ay include Allemands, K e n n e r , L a f i t t e , or
Maurepas Series so i l s .
more than 50 inches
clayey laye r s .

Kenner soils are very poorly drained and have

(127 cm) of organic material and strata of thin

Lafitte soils are similar but lack mineral layers.

Kenner soil is usually produced in a fresh m arsh and Lafitte soil in a
more saline marsh setting.
swamps.

Maurepas soils result from subsidence of

They have more than 50 inches

material over semifluid clayey layers.

(127 cm) of woody organic
They contain logs, s t umps,

tree limbs, and other swamp debris (SCS, 1970).

All of these soils

have very severe limitations for urban use even if drained and p r o 
tected; it may be necessary to remove, replace, or completely modify
the soils for use

(SCS, 1970).

Vegetation in the marsh varies in zonation based upon changes
in elevation, drainage, and salinity.

The major species found in the

brackish and intermediate marsh is c o r d grass, Spartina p a t e n s .
S a l tgrass, Distichlis s p i c a t a , is also abundant in the brackish zone
(Chabreck,

1972).

Roseau cane, Phxagmites comm u n i s , and bulltongue,

Sagittaria f a l cata, are abundant intermediate marsh sp e c i e s .

Maiden-

cane, Panicum h e m i t o m o n , is the dominant fresh marsh vegetation.
H o w e v e r , there are areas in the region where bulltongue, Sagittaria
f alcata, is dominant.
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Fauna of the ma r s h zone include m u s k r a t , nutria, sparrows,
wading birds, crawfish, and snails.

The ma r s h is particularly impor

tant to the estuarine life cycle of nursery fish and shellfish.

Many

of the most important species in the marsh are small organisms that
serve to reduce detritus and free nutrients into the food w e b .

The

mar s h zone serves as a food source for species that may nest or have
dens in fringing swamp or natural levee z o n e s .

Lake Rim - The beach or lake rim zone is built in response to
wave and current action along the shoreline.

Most of the lake rim in

the region is accompanied by small washover fans behind the beach.
Sediments are carried inland to marsh areas during storms.

The most

coarse material is found near the lake and the finer material ma y be
layered with organic material in the marsh zone.
beach may be 12 to 18 inches

Elevation of the

(30-46 cm) above mean water elevation

(Saucier, 1963).
Soils of the beach zone are firm sand with a mixture of shell
or other coarse material.

Borings made near the lake rim show that

sand or silty sand extends to at least 8 feet
have good foundation c h a r a c teristics.

(2.4 m) d e e p .

The Rice and Griswold

The soils
(1903)

soil map of this region shows areas of Sharkey clay to exist along the
edge of Lake Pontchartrain.
Vegetation of the active beach zone is sparse, but herbaceous
material occurs in the areas away from wave action.

Roseau cane,

Phragmites c o m m u n i s , swamp elder, Iva frutescens, and other plants
tolerant of exposure occupy the slightly higher elevations of the lake
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rim.

Fauna is mostly restricted to crabs, burrowing species, and shore

and field birds that can adapt to a rapidly changing environment.

Setting in 1700s

- A n estimate of the landscape setting of the

region and study area at the time of settlement by the French in the
early 1700s is provided by Saucier

(1963) and Frazier (1967).

The

relationship of the distributary and interdistributary system components
is shown on Figures 12 and 13.

The plan (Figure 12) indicates that the

region was dominated in area by swamps and marshes with high ground
only along the Mississippi River and the Metairie and Bayou Sauvage
ridges.

It is probable that there was a well developed lake rim zone.

Bayou St. John, running from near the original French Quarter to the
lake was an important secondary high elevation feature.

At the time

of European settlement the river flooded seasonally, the coast was
influenced by tropical storms and hurricanes, and the process of a g g r a 
dation of the region's surface was still active.

The study area was a

wetland zone of swamp and marsh crossed by the slightly higher Gentilly
Ridge, along Bayou Sauvage.
The section (Figure 13) indicates the vertical structure of the
study area.

The major physiographic units are shown in Figure 13a.

The base of the area for all practical purposes is the Pleistocene,
Prairie Terrace, at about 40 feet

(12 m) below the surface.

This is

topped by the transgressive facies of the Pine Island beach trend.
The progradational deposits of the St. Bernard delta were laid down
by early river sedimentation.

Finally the aggradational deposits of

Bayou Sauvage and the swamp and marsh deposits that place the study
area at or slightly above sea level occur.
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The general material composition associated with the p h y s i o 
graphic units is indicated in Figure 13b. The Pleistocene and beach
trend deposits are firm materials with good support capability for most
kinds of urban use.

The delta complex facies contain softer materials,

more water, and higher levels of organic matter in some strata.

The

natural levee deposits are generally more firm than those surrounding
them.
It is upon this base that gradual modification of the region
has occurred for about the past 275 years.

This base has the potential

to provide great benefits to the cultural system upon it; however, in
spite and because of all the human modifications to the present day,
it can also provide extraordinary problems.

CULTUBAL SETTING - Man has produced considerable change upon
the natural base.

This change is examined in terms of regional growth

as influenced b y social attitudes and technological capability,

the

growth of the study area itself, and future projections for continued
development of the study area.

Regionally, the important factors of

growth were the mix of Creole and American cultures, drainage improve
ment capability, and transportation.

The study area changed from

wetland, to agriculture, to urban use in several stages.

The future

of the study area has been projected by the political and planning
bodies of the parish.

Regional Growth - As the land mass of the emerging deltaic plain
developed, man moved into the region and found it highly suited to
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occupation.

Indians were present in the area by about 1800 B.C. and

continued their occupancy until finally driven out by advancing
European cultures in the 1780s.

Indian occupation was dispersed and

ma n y settlement sites were used only seasonally.
of simple hunting, fishing, and gathering.

The economy was one

Agriculture remained

generally unimportant because of the abundance of coastal food r e 
sources

(Saucier,

1963).

The Indian culture had little impact upon

the natural setting of the region.
New Orleans was settled by the French in about 1720.

The site

was selected because it provided a n inland water route to Mississippi
(Gilmore, 1944).

The position of the river, the connection of Bayou

St. John to Lake Pontchartrain with its easy portage connection to
the Mississippi River, and the areas of higher ground offered by the
river and bayou natural levees, probably made it an advantageous site.
La Tour, the French Engineer-in-Chief,

found the city to be in an

excellent position for shipping commerce

(de Villiers, n.d.).

Growth of the region was influenced greatly by four factors:
1) the Creole cultural development from founding to the Louisiana
Purchase in 1803, 2) the American influx after 1803, 3) drainage c a p a 
bility, and 4) transportation.
aristocracy.

Creole culture was based upon landed

American influx was in conflict with the Creole cultural

base of the region.

Drainage capability limited land available for use.

Transportation modes affected potential for lateral growth.

These four

factors are interwoven in the history of regional development.
Proposals for levees, drainage, and reclamation have been a part
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of the cultural setting of New Orleans from its earliest days of s e ttle
ment.

La Tour, in 1722, suggested that to protect the city against

floods a dike higher and wider than the one that had already been
started should be built.

He suggested that sand be brought up the

river by ships and used for fill since the soil was of such a nature
that as soon as it rained one sank into the ground to his knees
(de Villiers, n.d.).
Early maps indicate the frontier growth of the city was slow but
persistent.

A n early map shows the city was contained in the French

Quarter with much land still vacant within the c o m p o u n d .
surrounded the city to the edge of the fortifications.
pathways went out to the north, w e s t , and east

Vegetation

Roads and

(Tirion, 1744).

The

map from Waring (1887), Figure 14, gives an idea of growth to 1798.
Another map of this period indicates that agricultural development had
grown up along the higher ground of the Mississippi River, parts of
the Gentilly Ridge, and Bayou St. John.

Canal and drainage ditches

perpendicular to the river were associated with plantations, and the
land was cleared as far as the swamp zone
Gilmore
Orleans.

(de Finiels, ca.

1798).

(1944) traced the evolution of cultural growth in New

After initial settlement and a period of frontier hardship,

a distinct cultural group of decendants of French and Spanish settlers,
Creoles, molded the life style and growth of the region.

Large liberal

land grants by the French government gave many early settlers big land
holdings.

Plantations worked with slave labor brought prosperity.

Most of the Creole aristocracy lived in the city at least during the

Figure 14. The growth of N ew Orleans to 1798 shows contained urbani
zation and a few major canals and roads. Bayou St. John is
a n important waterway link to Lake Pontchartrain.
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winter.

Prosperity,

land, cheap labor, and population concentration

led to an elegant social life centered around the colonial capitol.
At the time of the Louisiana Purchase in 1803, the city popula
tion was about 8500.

The heart of the city was the French Quarter c o n 

trolled by the Creole social structure and served by slave labor living
on the premises or in a residential fringe.

Outside of the residential

area was a gardening and dairy zone; the large plantations occupied
the river lands and higher r i d g e s .
developed land areas

(Gilmore,

Swamps and marshes bordered the

1944).

After the Louisiana Purchase the American influence became more
powerful.

There was a conflict between the Creole tradition of family,

hereditary wealth, leisure, and social position and the American stress
on individuality and self-directed initiative.
differences also caused co nflicts.

Religious and language

These differences had major influ

ence upon the growth patterns of the city (Gilmore, 1944).
As the population increased there was a need for more space than
the French Quarter provided.
cultures became intense.
municipalities

Conflict between American and Creole

In 1836 New Orleans was divided into three

(Figure 15).

In the center was Creole; to the east was

immigrant truck farming; to the west was American.

All zones ran from

river to l a k e .
The cultural split, coupled with a shortage of high ground and
lack of transportation, caused evolution of development within the
boundaries of the three zones.

American commercial and residential

areas grew up from Canal Street westward along the r i v e r .

The Creole
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zone spread north along Bayou St. John.

The truck gardening area to

the east was sparsely settled and had land to spare.
Development was on the ridges and was restricted by the swamps.
The lowland zones at that time are indicated in Figure 15.
land area was swamp forest.

Most of the

Development was restricted to the natural

levee zones of the Mississippi River, Metairie Bayou, Bayou St. John,
and the Gentilly Ridge.
The municipalities were reunited in 1855.

H o w e v e r , even r e stor

ation of one municipality could not overcome social control of urban
growth patterns.

A panorama of 1884 (Figure 16) shows the urban c o n 

figuration at that time.

The high areas were completely filled in the

city center and to the west.

Development to the east was relatively

less intense and the study area was traversed only by the Gentilly Road
and railroads.

The wetlands were undeveloped.

In the 1900s developments in drainage and transportation
modified patterns of growth.

greatly

An increase of population and influx of

new settlers probably helped to break down old social patterns.

The

development of the screw type electric pump in 1917 finally gave the
pumping capacity to cope with heavy rainfall, and by the 1930s all of
the former swamp areas were as effectively drained as the higher ground
(Gilmore, 1944).
dential

The wetland barriers were finally removed and r e s i 

development expanded into former swamp and
The streetcar and automobile had an impact

marsh areas.
as well.

The s t reet

car allowed for freedom of mobility within a concentrated urban pattern.
The automobile has only had great impact since World War II.

In 1940
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New Orleans ranked among the lowest of cities in the country in propor
tion of population of the metropolitan area living outside of the city
itself

(Gilmore,

1944).

The 1948 map of metropolitan New Orleans

(Figure 17) shows the growth pattern to that t i m e .
inmediate fringe of development had been drained.

The wetlands in the
Some expansion to

east and west had occurred.
Regional growth steadily continued.

From a population of

about 550,000 in 1940 (U. S. Bureau of Census,

1940) the region grew to

a population of over 960,000 by 1970 (U. S. Bureau of Census, 1971).
With the breakdown of Creole/American social barriers,

solution to

drainage problems, and expanded mobility, new growth patterns emerged.

Study Area Growth - The study area has been characterized by
change from wetland, to agriculture, to urban;
p r o g r es s .

this process is still in

The area was a part of the eastern municipality so it escaped

the developmental thrusts of the 1800s.

Some drainage occurred in the

early part of the twentieth century, but the Inner Harbor Navigation
Canal helped to divide much of the study area from the rest of the city.
Advances in drainage and access allowed settlement of areas west of
the navigation canal b y the 1950s.

Most of the study area did not

receive serious consideration for development until after World War II.
Interstate 10 finally removed the barrier to development imposed by the
inadequate transportation linkage of the draw bridge crossings at the
cana1.
Earliest development of the study area was for agriculture and
transportation.

Agriculture occurred along the levee crest lands of

F i eUre 17. Development of New Orleans by 1948 has progressed into former wetland zones, portions of
east Orleans have been drained, and a portion of the lakefront reclaimed w i t h pumped-in
fill.

Bayou Sauvage, the Gentilly Ridge.
from Bayou St. John to

An

1823 sketch map indicates a road

the north shore of Lake Pontchartrain.

It

followed the Gentilly Ridge, crossed Chef Menteur Pass, followed a
ridge of land between Lakes Pontchartrain and Catherine, crossed the
Rigolets and proceeded north to the uplands.
Bayou Sauvage were being cultivated.

Areas on both sides of

Between the cultivated lands and

Lake Pontchartrain was swamp and further east was marsh (Chase,
Most of these features are shown on the DelafieId

(1828) map

1823).

(Figure

18) which indicates the regional setting of the study area at that
time.
An 1860 map of a portion of the study area shows considerable
detail

(Figure 19).

Gentilly Road was delineated on the south side of

the Bayou Sauvage channel.

There were cross-over points from the road

to small farms and cleared land along the natural levee ridge.
abrupt transition took place at the edge of the cleared land.

An
To the

north and extending to Lake Pontchartrain was an area labeled "thick
cypress swamp."

Some marsh seemed to occur along the lake.

It m ay be

assumed from this map that the area being farmed was the extent of
naturally draining and

arable land and that most of the area was

cypress forest as late

as 1860 (Bache, 1860).

still

Four major railroad building periods in Louisiana have been
identified:
(Prichard,

1) 1830-1837, 2) 1852-1861, 3) 1865-1887, and 4) 1887-1900
1940).

The railroads through the study area were built in

the latter two periods.

The Mobile section of the New Orleans, Mobile,

and Texas Railroad was built during the reconstruction era.

It
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Oolaf i« ld ,1 8 2 8 (m od ified ) source: National Archives

Figure 18. Delafield (1828) map of the region shows swamp and marsh
zones and the route along the natural levee of Bayou
Sauvage to the north
shore of Lake Pontchartrain.
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followed the course of the Gentilly Ridge as far as possible and was
then placed on embankment across the marshes to Mississippi.
completed in 1870 (Kendall, 1922).

It was

The New Orleans and Northeastern

Railroad, now Southern Railroad, is shown as completed on the 1884
panorama (Figure 16) of New Orleans.

This railroad was built on e m 

bankment along the rim of Lake Pontchartrain.
Major change occurred in the study area between 1908 and 1916
when reclamation of a large portion of the study area took place
(Figure 20).

About 6950 acres

(2813 ha) were developed for c ultiva

tion by the New Orleans Lakeshore Land Company (Okey, 1 9 1 8 ) .

Just prior

to reclamation the area was described as being covered with a heavy
growth of grass w i t h only a small percentage of the area in timber
(Okey, 19 1 8 ) .

Evidently the thick cypress forest of the Bache

(1860)

map had been harvested in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
century, a major timber production era in Louisiana.
/

At the time of reclamation the area was described as being 1 to
3 feet (.3-.9 m) above mean Gulf water level, subject to tidal flooding,
and having had storm surge flooding to a depth of 6 feet (1.8 m)

(Okey,

1918).

(1972)

Preliminary unofficial surveys by the Corps of Engineers

show elevations in this same area today to be as low as 8 feet (2.4 m)
below mean sea level.

When reclaimed the area had a surface of turfy

humus or muck with a range, in depth of 1 foot (.3 m) along the lake
shore to as m u c h as 10 feet
the lake

(3 m) in the area 1 mile

(1.6 km) back from

(Okey, 1918).
Reclamation started in 1908 with construction of a pump at the

eastern e n d , near Little W o o d s .

Construction of the levees, cana l s , and
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Figure 20. Extent of the 1908-1916 reclamation project in the East Orleans study area
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field ditches followed.
at the Citrus Canal.

A second pumping station was installed in 1913

The railroad embankment formed the levee on the

west and north, and the levee on the south and east was constructed
near what is now Dwyer Canal.
1913, 300 acres

Work was mostly completed by 1914.

(121 ha) were cultivated.

(688 ha) in 1914. 4500 acres
by 1916 (Okey, 1918).

In

This increased to 1700 acres

(1821 ha) in 1915, and 6000 acres

(2488 ha)

The area was usually planted first in corn; as

the land became more stable various field crops and then citrus were
planted.
The early twentieth century saw development of the concept and
finally the construction of the Inner Harbor Navigation Canal across
the western end of the study area.

The canal connects the Mississippi

River to Lake Pontchartrain and was constructed to allow for industrial
development and ship building by private companies.
1918 and completed in 1923 (Bolding, 1966).

It was started in

The canal became a p s y c h o 

logical and physical barrier to major urbanization of the eastern
Orleans area

(New Orleans City Planning Commission,

1973).

The eastern New Orleans area remained sparsely developed until
the late 1950s with ma j o r expansion occurring only in the 1960s and
continuing today.

The U. S. Geological Survey (1938) map (Figure 21)

shows the total number of structures, exclusive of camps built out into
the l a k e , to be about 300 u n i t s .

Major concentration was along Hayne

Boulevard where farming is reported to have been the major land use, and
along the western part of U. S. 90, Gentilly Road, the major route to
the Mississippi c o a s t .
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Figure 21. The study area was sparsely settled in 1936. Most development was along the lakefront;
there was scattered development along Gentilly Road.
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The Corps of Engineers

(1953/57) composite map

(Figure 22)

shows considerable expansion off of Hayne Boulevard along the lake and
north of U. S. 90 which has been upgraded to a major highway.

West of

the Inner Harbor Navigation Canal were the Gentilly Woods and Pontchar
train Park subdivisions which were developed in the 1950s.

The

Village De L'Est tract on the east had been enclosed by a levee.
Eastern New Orleans is in Census Tract 17.

In 1960 the census

blocks applicable to the study area had a population of about 33,000
people

(U. S. Bureau of the Census,

population of about 45,000 in 1970.

1960).

These same blocks had a

In the 1970 census there were

about 10,000 single family units in the study area with an average
value of about $24,000 (U.
The study area as

S. Bureau of the Census, 1971).
of April 1973 is shown in Figure 23.

A major

stimulus to development has been construction of Interstate 10 highway
through the center of the

study area providing good access to the

central business district

of New Orleans.

The draw bridge link at

the

Inner Harbor Navigation Canal has been eliminated as a hinderance to
deve l o p m e n t .
Lake Forest, a land development company, controls and is
developing about 4000 acres

(1620 ha) bisected by the Interstate.

is the major part of the open land in the study a r e a .

This

In October 1973

it was estimated that approximately 6200 dwelling units were c o n 
structed or had permits issued between January 1968 and July 1973
Orleans City Planning Commission,

1973).

(New

Based on the 1970 c e n s u s ,

count of new subdivisions from plat maps, and field inspection,

the
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Figure 22. Development of the study area has increased by 1953/57.
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Figure 23. The study area in April 1973 as copied from a NASA color IR photograph.
considerable amount of undeveloped land in the study area.

There is still a
Ln
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number of single family units in the study area was estimated to be
about 13,000 in January 1975.

Present population was not estimated.

Study Area Future - In October of 1973 a revised plan for the
east New Orleans area was a d o p t e d ; it is to serve as a genera1 guide to
the development of most of the study a r e a .

This plan (Figure 24) is a

conceptual guide to future development based primarily upon land
characteristics, social and economic n e e d s , existing land uses, t r a n s 
portation, and other service requirements
Commission,

1973).

(New Orleans City Planning

Population projections for 1980, exclusive of the

area west of the industrial canal, range from 134,000 to 234,000
people if the area is fully developed.
In determining future land use the Planning Commission applied
principles of:

1) need for accessibility for locations of commercial

and multifamily residential a r e a s , 2) minimization of land use c o n 
flicts, 3) type of transportation, and 4) service areas such as
schools and public faci l i ties.

It was recommended that the study area

land use reflect an allocation of about 42 percent residential,
percent commercial, 13 percent industrial,

13

3 percent parks and p l a y 

grounds , 9 percent public and semipublic, and 21 percent streets.
Compared to land use distribution in the older city, the new area is
higher in percentage of use for residential, commercial, and public and
seraipublic categories, and lower in percentage of land for industrial,
parks and playgrounds, and street use categories.

Generally, densities

will be less than in the older city and the feeling of open space will
be increased.
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Figure 24. Revised plan for the East New Orleans area as developed by the City Planning Commission
in 1973.
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Observations in the study area indicate that land use is p r o 
gressing generally according to the proposed plan.

Since the plan is

only a g u i d e , final use is determined by the developer subject to
zoning and other city regulations.
of many other urban areas;

Development patterns are typical

the Interstate 10 interchanges serve as

nodes for commercial and apartment development; single family residen
tial use occupies the next zone out from the interchanges; development
is on a tract by tract basis with little to n o interconnection between
or within development units except by a u tomobile.

Regional linking

elements of green belts, park systems, walks and bicycle p a t h s , and
alternate transit systems are not included.

The use of land c h arac-

teristics such as elevation, physiography, and soils are not mentioned
as plan d e t e r m i n a n t s .
It is expected that the entire study area will be developed in
the next 25 years.

It is some of the last open land in the parish that

is reasonably stable and near ready for development, is adjacent to
the presently developed central city area and is mostly controlled by
one development corporation.

Recent limitations in the economy,

federal flood insurance requirements, and energy shortage conditions
m a y alter details but probably not the concept of full development.
Land c o n d i t i o n s , final reclamation procedures, and potential future
public and private costs of development a r e , therefore, of some s i g 
nificance to the future of the study area and the r e g i o n .

W A T E R BUDGET CONSIDERATIONS - The influence of climatic factors
on regional development is an important if not popularly appreciated
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subject a r e a .

The influence is manifested b y such examples as need

for irrigation water in C a lifornia, periodic drought conditions in
midwest agricultural a r e a s , flood protection systems along the M i s s i s 
sippi valley, and the extensive hurricane protection system that rings
the New Orleans region.

Historically, climate has affected food supply,

settlement patterns, and social structure.
The most widely used system of climate classification is that
developed by Koppen in the early 1900s (Strahler, 1969).

It uses

climate classes based upon temperature and precipitation and is related
to known vegetation and soil distributions.

A system much more useable

for planning p u r p o s e s , hydrologic studies, and understanding of s u b 
sidence in wet soils is that based upon the water b u d g e t .
developed by C. W. Thornthwaite, a climatologist,

This system,

links the processes

of precipitation, potential and actual evapotranspiration, and soil
moisture storage.

Climatic types are placed in eight classes from

perhumid to arid based upon a moisture index (Thornthwaite and Mather,
1955) .

The New Orleans region is classified as Humid M e s o t h e r m i c .
The water budget deals with the balance among precipitation

(representing moisture i n c o m e ) , evapotranspiration (representing m o i s 
ture outflow), and soil moisture storage
r e s ervoir).
surements.

(representing a moisture

Precipitation is based upon standard weather bureau m e a 
Evapotranspiration, the combined loss of water by plant

transpiration and evaporation, is calculated as a potential and actual
factor.

Potential evapotranspiration represents the maximum possible

water loss for a particular air temperature and day length, assuming
plants have all the moisture they can use and the soil has all the
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moisture it can hold.

Actual evapotranspiration is the quantity of

water actually lost; it decreases as soil moisture is depleted.

Any

particular time span may contain both surplus and deficit periods
within it.
deficit,

The overall water budget of an area may be toward surplus,

or equally balanced conditions.
Soil moisture storage capacity is dependent upon soil type and

structure and plant rooting depth.

When soil is saturated it drains by

gravity until it reaches field capacity, the water held in the soil
pore spaces or on soil particle surfaces by capillary tension.
soils have low field capacity while clays have high capacity.

Sandy
Sandy

soils also gain and lose field capacity more rapidly than clay s o i l s .
Elimination of vegetation yields increased runoff or storage, dependent
upon permeability of the soil surface.

Compaction of the soil will

close pores and increase runoff at the expense of storage.

Although

plants m a y reach a point at which they can no longer extract soil
moisture,

the wilting point, evaporation m a y continue to cause a small

amount of additional soil moisture loss.
The water budget may be calculated

(Thornthwaite and Mather,

1957) in terms of a surplus or deficit for an ann u a 1, monthly, weekly,
daily, or other longer or shorter period r e c o r d .

A water surplus exists

for any period in w h i c h precipitation is greater than potential e v a p o 
transpiration and no soil moisture storage recharge is needed;

actual

evaporation will take place at the same level as potential evapotrans
piration in this case.

Water surplus percolates through the soil and

becomes groundwater or flows over the surface as runoff,

leaving the
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soil at field capacity for its t e x t u r e .

Surplus is stated as being

equal to precipitation minus actual evapotranspiration plus or minus
moisture in soil s t o r a g e .

When potential evapotranspiration exceeds

precipitation soil moisture is drawn upon.

Actual evapotranspiration

m a y reach a point where it is less than the potential for the area.
The difference is a deficit, stated as potential evapotranspiration
minus actual evapotra n s p i r ation.
Both surplus and deficit water budget conditions have importance for the New Orleans region.

Surplus must be stored in canals and

pumped over the ring levees to the Mississippi River or Lake Pontchartrain.

The impact of the deficit m ay be serious in terms of soil

subsidence.

Most of the organic and mineral soils of the region have

high field capacity, and upon drying are prone to shrinkage, cracking,
oxidation, and loss of elevation.
of soil moisture;

Water deficit periods lead to loss

the amount of loss is dependent upon the type and

structure of the soil, type of ground cover, and the length of the
deficit p e r i o d .

Loss of soil moisture m ay contribute to homeowner

problems and costs related to soil sinking, cracking, and subsiding.
The monthly water budget for New Orleans has been calculated
for the 30 year period of 1941 to 1970 (Muller,

1972).

The mean

monthly s u r p l u s , d e f i c i t , and water storage condition for the period
is illustrated in Figure 25.

It may be seen that from November to

April the monthly surplus is well in excess of deficit and soil m o i s 
ture storage is near the estimated 6 inch (15.2 cm) field capacity.
H o w e v e r , from M a y through October the surplus and deficit are not as
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Figure 25. Mean monthly moisture su r p l u s , deficit, and storage for the
period 1941-1970, New O r l e a n s , L o u i s i a n a , Station 30.
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divergent although on the average the surplus exceeds deficit except
in October,
October.

Soil moisture storage drops in the months of M a y to

In some years, months where there are larger than average

deficits and smaller than average surpluses m ay be expected.

This

would produce dryer than average conditions and m ay deplete the soil
moisture storage enough to cause serious subsidence damages, e s p e 
cially if the deficit continues over several months.
The yearly sum of water surpluses and deficits for the thirty
year period of 1941 to 1970 is illustrated in Figure 26.

Two sets of

years were selected for comparison of water budget conditions:

1)

years where there are below average surpluses and above average
deficits are considered as dry years, and 2) years where there are
above average surpluses and below average deficits are considered as
wet years.

These years are identified on Figure 26, as "D" and "W",

respectively.

The mean monthly surplus, deficit, and water storage

for the dry years is illustrated in Figure 27; the same information
for the wet years is displayed in Figure 28.
The m e a n monthly moisture deficit,
and dry years were compared using
was concluded:

surplus, and storage for wet

't ' tests.

From this comparison it

1) the m e a n monthly deficit for the dry year sample,

.43 of an inch (10.9 mm) was significantly higher (p <.05) than the
mean monthly wet year deficit,

.13 of an inch (3.3 mm); 2) the mean

monthly dry year s u r p l u s , 1.24 inches
lower (p

(3.1 c m ) , was significantly

<.05) than the m e a n m onthly wet year s urplus, 2.7 inches

(7.1 cm); and 3) the mean monthly dry year soil moisture st o r a g e , 4.18
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Figure 26. Yearly sums of moisture surplus and deficit for the period
1941-1970. Wet and dry years indicated.
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Figure 27. Mean monthly dry year surplus, deficit, and storage for the
period 1941-1970, New Orleans, Louisiana, Station 30.
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Figure 28. Mean monthly wet year surplus, deficit, and storage for the
period 1941-1970, N ew Orleans, Louisiana, Station 30.
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inches

(10.6 cm), was significantly less (p <.05) than the m e a n monthly

wet year soil moisture storage, 5.30 inches (13.5 cm).

From these c o m 

parisons it m a y be concluded that although the New Orleans region is
considered to be a humid climate and an area of overall water surplus,
there m a y be seasons, years, or periods of years where there are
significant differences among water budget variables affecting water
levels in the soil.

The relationship of the dry year periods to s u b 

sidence reported in the study is considered in the Results and
Discussion.

CONTEXT

COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT AND LAND USE PLANNING CONTEXT - The
relevance of this research to land management and planning can be
understood in a context of evolving environmental attitudes and d e c i 
sion processes.

In the Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972, state and

local governments were given federal assistance to establish authority
over the growth and development of coastal areas because this century
has seen the evolution of pressures upon the coastal area that make
future management essential.

As stated in House Report 92-1049 (1972):

Large metropolitan areas with their suburban sprawl have
blotted out great stretches of the shoreline.
Heavy industrial
complexes and their supporting industries have entered the
zone, lured by available land, labor and water supplies. An
affluent society has descended in large numbers to enjoy the
recreation available in the coastal waters and the relaxation
available on the coastal beaches.
Housing developments in
many places have covered the landscape in what were once r e m o t e ,
relatively inaccessible areas, and massive land-fill operations
have covered valuable areas of the estuarine marsh lands.
Each
of these activities has contributed to the pollution and
attendant deterioration of the coastal w a t e r s .
Land use decision to drain and reclaim coastal wetlands for d evelop
ment is dependent upon historic attitudes, expected agricultural or
urban g a i n s , and lack of definition of intrinsic wetland values and/or
potential development problems.

Historic Precedent

- Historically, the coastal wetlands have

frequently been viewed as near worthless, disease ridden areas in need
of human improvement.

At one time informed physicians in New Orleans
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attributed fully one-third of all sickness to malarial fevers resulting
from the proximity of the wetlands and deficient drainage of the city
(Waring, 1887).

In the early part of this century the Department of

Agriculture encouraged land drainage by emphasis on the benefits to be
gained by cultivating such lands (Okey,

1918).

Perhaps the most

strongly stated comment representative of what might be termed the
"reclamation imperative" is from Wagret

(1968).

These swamps and coastal lagoons are often of little economic
importance:
left in their original state, without man's i n t e r 
ference, these are but worthless regions used only for hunting
and fishing, or as plant and animal reserves.
The few wretched
inhabitants are subject to endemic malaria.
Such is the classic
picture of deltas and coastal swamps, from Louisiana to the
Dobrogea, from the Valli of the Po delta to the Grand Briere of
the lower L o i r e .
Mans intervention can miraculously transform these u n favor
able natural environments, for he alone can change a brackish
marsh into rich corn growing land, or reclaim an unhealthy and
neglected region.
It is within the context of this attitude that much of our past coastal
development has taken place.

Reclamation Benefits - Wetland reclamation has provided space
for agriculture or urban development.

It is generally assumed that

what is gained by reclamation is of greater economic or social worth
than what is lost.

The drainage of swamp and overflow lands was viewed

to be of great importance to the future wealth and prosperity of
Louisiana

(Okey, 1918).

Today, urban development of what were once

wetlands is expected to increase the tax base.
cial property yield additional tax d o l l a r s .

Assessments on c o mmer

Although it is recognized

that some of this gain must go for additional urban services required
by c o m m e r c e , the product is usually claimed to be a net economic gain.
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Reclamation is justified on the basis of need for urban e x p a n 
sion space.

In recent announcements of New Orleans area public works

projects, wetlands are seen as inevitable urban additions to presently
developed areas.

The ship/barge lock feature in St. Bernard Parish is

predicted to use part of a 17,000 acre
by protection levees.

(6880 ha) tract that is enclosed

It is stated that this area can be earmarked

for residential and commercial development within the next 50 years
(Corps of Engineers,

1974a).

Although the 17,000 acre tract is

technically "enclosed" it has tidal exchange and boating access
through open flood gates and is an estuarine area.

It is classified

as an area of special flood hazard with velocity (Regional Planning
Commission,

1974).

In an announcement

for the Lake Pontchartrain and

vicinity hurricane protection plan it is stated that the inevitable
expansion of the region will be to the east and west, mainly New
Orleans East and St. Charles Parish

(Corps of Engineers,

1975).

are estuarine or only partially protected wetlands at present.

These
The

"reclamation imperative" has historic and rather persistent roots.

Wetland Values

- Wetlands may have long term community benefits

that are greater than the economic gains claimed for reclamation.

They

have community values that include recreation, aesthetic enjoyment,
support of wildlife,

storm protection, and waste recycling that are

difficult if not impossible to adequately quantify in direct economic
terms.

The subject of values is now being studied by ecologists and

economists.
The important relationship of marshes and estuarine dependent
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fisheries has been well studied and documented
1974).

(Odum, 1961; Odum et a l . ,

The Louisiana fishery, in particular, is enhanced by the broad

expanse of coastal marsh, the subtropical location wi t h high insolation
and a long growing season, and shallow warm water estuaries.
tions are near ideal for maximum production

(Day et al.,

Condi

1973).

The

Gulf coast and Louisiana fishery rank high in dollar value and volume
of catch.

In 1965 the Gulf coast accounted for 31 percent of that

y e a r ’s total United States landings.
cent of the Gulf landings.

Louisiana accounted for 51 p e r 

Estuarine dependent species make up 98

percent of L o u i s i a n a ’s catch (Perret et al.,

1971).

Attempts have been made to place a direct economic value on
marshlands

(Pope and Gosselink,

1973).

Economic value of the marsh

has been estimated to be $4000, $8000, and $40,000 per acre per year
using various computational methods
Coastal and Marine Resources, 1973).

(Louisiana Advisory Commission on
The Commission recommends more

research to establish better procedures for this type of evaluation.

Reclamation Liabilities

- If an area has been reclaimed for

agriculture or urbanization it is frequently assumed that even though
wetland value has been lost the gain to society is permanent and of a
beneficial nature.

There may, however, be costs which have not been

considered or quantified.

By 1940, for example, most of the a g r i c u l 

tural reclamation projects in Louisiana had been declared failures;
levee building, canalization, clearing and soil preparation, high
maintenance costs, and subsidence were too m u c h to overcome
and Schneidau, 1945).

Costs of levees, pumping, drainage,

(Penfound
land
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preparation for construction, and subsidence related maintenance p r o b 
lems and costs remain to be fully studied and integrated with other
benefit/liability information in relation to urban development of
reclaimed land today.

The Louisiana State University,

Sea Grant Study,

Metropolitan Metabolism in a Coastal Se t t i n g , is examining such r e l a 
tionships .

This research is directly applicable to the concerns of

that study.

Environmental Planning - The dilemma spelled out in House
Report 92-1049 (1972) is the result of explosive growth that has placed
stress on both cultural and natural systems.

M a n y of these stresses

are directly related to environmental conditions.

Even though many

cities were originally sited in areas respecting geomorphology and
foundation cond i t i o n s , subsequent growth has spread development into
areas more and more unsuited to urban use

(Henkel, 1971).

This is

especially true of the New Orleans region where the pressure for
expansion into the remaining coastal wetlands is ever present.
Ultimately the problem of regional growth reaches those in the
planning and land use decision professions.
transition.

Planning is in a state of

The change is a result of the introduction of scientific

method and knowledge into planning

(O'Harrow,

1966).

Increasing r e c o g 

nition is being given by planners to scientific and engineering aspects
of planning

(Finger, 1971).

The concept of broad application of scie n

tific methods and use of material developed through research to planning
issues is echoed by many professionals.

Soil scientists, e n g ineers,

geologists, and landscape architects have expressed the great need for
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a better understanding of environmental factors in planning
1966; M c H a r g , 1969; Eliassen,

1971; Remson,

(Kellogg,

1971).

The scientist may find a need to shift and expand his role to
include direct involvement w i t h societal issues and problems.

In

Louisiana the role of the scientist in coastal management has been s u g 
gested.

Planning must be supported by research which provides a basic

understanding of coastal ecosystems and valid techniques for predicting
economic impa c t s .

In addition to the basic and long term research

program the scientist must also be involved in providing timely, s o l u 
tion-oriented research as a technical base for planning and management
decisions
Resources,

(Louisiana Advisory Commission on Coastal and Marine
1973).

Research Relevance - The relevance of this research pr o j e c t ,
then, is its concern with providing to planning bodies one piece of
information that has not been previously developed in detail.

It is an

approach to bridging a gap between the need for information and decision.
The research:

1) shows that homeowner problems and costs related to

subsidence do e x i s t , 2) indicates the extent and distribution of the
problem in one area of the region, 3) indicates which environmental
conditions are associated w ith various problem intensities, and 4) s u g 
gests critical factors in the study area and the region to help lead to
action for reduction of the problem in presently affected areas and
avoidance of problems in future planning and d evelopment.

The scientist

and the planner have the common goal of achievement of use of the land
which provides both cultural benefit and the maintenance of a healthy
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natural e n v ironment.

It is toward this principle that the research is

ultimately directed,

SUBSIDENCE CONTEXT - Subsidence has been studied by many r e 
searchers in the physical sciences.

These scientists have been c o n 

cerned w i t h cause and effect relationships, prediction of land surface
change, and in some cases with societal costs.

The following d i s c u s 

sion defines subsidence, considers some of its causes and e f f e c t s , and
reviews past study related to the New Orleans region.

Problems in

this region are similar to those observed in other areas and are not
isolated events.

Subsidence Defined

- Subsidence is used in the literature of

land surface change as a collective term for geophysical subcontinental
movement, regional or areal lowering of surface, and land surface m o d i 
fication due to local factors.

A n attempt has been made to clarify

terminology by suggesting that "subsidence" be used to describe
tectonic activity involving comparatively large areas, the use of
"settlement" to describe changes that are more limited in extent and
due to the relationship between soil and water resulting in compaction
and deterioration, and the use of "lowering" to describe compression
of soils by roads, buildings,
(Dolezal and Petersen,

1970).

levees, and other constructions
This classification pattern, although

useful, has not been wide l y accepted;
in its general inclusive c o n t e x t .

subsidence is used in this study

The phrase "sinking and cracking"

was used in the study as an equivalent to "subsidence" where general
public understanding was necessary.
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Subsidence Causes - The causes and opportunities for subsidence
are multiple.

Land subsidence has been attributed to:

1) loading of

the land surface, 2) vibrations at or near the land s urface, 3) compac
tion due to irrigation, 4) solution due to irrigation, 5) drying and
shrinking of deposits, 6) oxidation of organic materials, 7) decline in
the water table, 8) decline in artesian pressure in water sands, 9)
decline in pressure in oil and gas zones due to remova1 of oil and gas,
and 10) tectonic activity (Poland and D a v i s , 1956).

Dissolution of

limestone in karst areas and local subsurface mining have been linked
to s u b sidence.

Subsidence factors vary in scale of impact and may be

natural occurrences or the result of human modification of the l a n d .
Conditions prevalent in the N ew Orleans region have been studied
as causes of subsidence.

A typical subsidence environment has been

identified as having alluvial and/or lacustrine deposits with confined
aquifer systems containing permeable beds of sand/gravel interbedded
w i t h clayey aquitards

(Poland, 1970).

Subsidence is frequently related

to fluid withdrawals from the deep subsurface
1969; Wils o n and Grace, 1969).

(Lofgren and K l a u s i n g ,

The shrinkage of near surface clay sedi

ments has been identified as a subsidence factor (de G l o p p e r , 1970).
Elevation loss in surface organic soils has been examined

(Weir, 1950;

Stephens and S p e i r , 1970).

Subsidence Abroad - Given the variety of factors involved, it
m a y be expected that subsidence is a widespread occurrence.

Studies

have taken place in E n g l a n d , the Netherlands, F r a n c e , Germany, Italy,
Japan, and Mexico.

The Dutch and Japanese have very critical subsidence
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problems and have done extensive research related to causes, prediction,
and alleviation.

The sinking problems of Venice, Italy, have received

widespread publicity in the popular press.

Some of these foreign

studies deal w i t h elements that are present in the New Orleans area.
Subaqueous clays are one such element.

Studies in the N e t h e r 

lands have shown that their subsidence is dependent upon depositional
processes, proportion and type of clay constituents, drainage co n d i 
tions,

land use, and c l i m a t e .

the subsidence process.

Water withdrawal at reclamation starts

Following initial drainage, evaporation and

plant transpiration are important factors.
affects the top 5 feet

(1.5 m ) .

Water withdrawal by plants

Deep layers are compressed by i n 

creased grain tension associated with reduction in the groundwater
table

(de Glopper,

1970).

Subsidence prediction to establish future elevations of land,
water bodies, structures, pumping stations, and canals, to design tile
drainage systems, and to evaluate soils is a well advanced science in
the Netherlands.

For example, the predicted relationship between

thickness of sediments w i t h varying clay content before and 100 years
after reclamation was calculated.

Soils of 60 percent clay content

were predicted to decrease from about 98 inches (250 cm) to about 43
inches

(110 cm), a 56 percent volume loss.

were predicted to have less subsidence

Soils of lower clay content

(de Glopper,

1970).

Subsidence in the United States - Subsidence has been studied
in California, Arizona, Texas, Florida, and Louisiana.

Some of these

studies deal with conditions that are present in the New Orleans area.
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Subsidence in parts of California has been attributed to w i t h 
drawal of both oil and irrigation water
Lofgren,

1970).

(Weir, 1950; Poland,

1969;

Land elevation loss caused by lowering of groundwater

levels is not regained even when groundwater has been recovered;
subsidence is irreversible
up to 26 feet

(Miyake, 1970).

such

California subsidence of

(7.9 m) in elevation near Long Beach, areas as large as

1,400 square miles

(3626 sq. km) with sinking of up to 20 feet

(6.1 m)

in elevation in the San Joaquin region, and public costs in the range
of $100 m illion directly related to land surface lowering have been
reported

(Marsden and Davis,

1967).

Fluid withdrawals are important elements in other areas as well.
The major causes of subsidence in the Houston-Galveston, Texas, region
are water, oil, and gas extraction (Gabrysch,

1967).

the Houston-Galveston area have sunk up to 7 feet
30 years.

(2.1 m) in the last

It was predicted that unless subsidence ceases many areas

within 10 miles
25 years

Some parts of

(16 km) of Galveston Bay would be under water within

(State Times,

1974).

In Baton Rouge, Louisiana, the zones of

most land sinking were centered on areas with greatest groundwater
withdrawal (Davis and Rollo, 1970).
Loss of elevation was related to deterioration of surface and
near surface organic material in Florida agricultural lands
and Johnson, 1951; Stephens, 1956).

(Stephens

It was predicted that if soil

subsidence continued at the present rate of about 1.25 inches (3.2 cm)
per year, the area would be worthless for agriculture by the turn of
the century.

Agricultural return was estimated to be worth $45 million

dollars annually in 1956.
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All organic soils subside when drained.
buted to a combination of:

Subsidence is a t t r i 

1) shrinkage due to desiccation, 2) c o n 

solidation by loss of buoyant force of ground water,

3) compaction,

4) wind erosion, 5) burning, and 6) biochemical oxidation.

Rates of

subsidence in organic soils vary but yearly rates of 1 inch (2.5 cm)
in the Everglades, 3 inches (7.6 cm) in the San Joaquin Delta, 4
inches

(10.2 cm) in Michigan, and 6 to 12 inches (15.2-30.5 cm) in

Minnesota have been reported.

There is general agreement that s u b 

sidence rates for organic soils are correlated w i t h groundwater depth.
It was found that 80 to 90 percent of subsidence is expected to occur
above the water table

(Stephens and Speir,

1970).

Subsidence in Louisiana - Subsidence has been studied in the
Louisiana coastal region and in the New Orleans area.
sidence rate of .78 of a foot

(23.8 cm) per century for southeastern

Louisiana was estimated by Kolb and Van Lopik (1958).
includes
foot

This figure

.32 of a foot (9.8 cm) per century sea level rise,

(2.1 cm) per century basement sinking, and

per century consolidation of sediments.
foot

A regional s u b 

.07 of a

.39 of a foot

(11.9 cm)

A subsidence rate of .39 of a

(11.9 cm) per century for the Pontchartrain Basin without inclusion

of sea level changes was estimated by Saucier

(1963).

The majority of

his dating samples were from the New Orleans area and he concluded that
his calculated subsidence rate is more nearly correct for the New Orleans
area than for other parts of the coast.

Estimates of sea level change

relative to land elevation in more coastal locations place the present
rate there at about 4 feet

(1.2 m) per century (Day et al.,

1973).
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Wat e r withdrawal is a subsidence factor in New Orleans.
Benchmark data of the Coast and Geodetic survey was used to plot e l e v a 
tion changes related to water withdrawals in the city.

Subsidence east

and west of the city was found to be 4 times that expected from the Kolb
and Van Lopik and Saucier studies.
amounted to .2 to

Subsidence in eastern New Orleans

.4 of a foot (6.1-12.2 cm) between 1938 and 1951.

There was a correlation between general subsidence and water w i t h d r a w 
als from the "700 foot sands" from which the city gets most of its
groundwater

(Razmann and Heath, 1968).

Drainage and construction may have an influence upon subsidence.
When wetland mucks are drained they can undergo an 85 percent volume
change, and soils will continue to shrink until all organic material
above the water table is oxidized.
soil have subsided rapidly.

Areas in New Orleans with mucky

The Desire area has subsided 4 to 5 feet

(1.2-1.5 m) in 25 years and a new subdivision near Lake Pontchartrain
in K e n n e r , Louisiana, subsided 1 foot
1974).

(.3 m) in only 30 days

(Carrier,

Reports of residents in the study area indicate that problems

and costs associated with subsidence have occurred as a result of
lowering of water levels in drainage c a n a l s .
Lowering of the water table is expected to increase subsidence;
however,

long term records of water table levels are not generally

available.

Wh e r e short term records are available they support the

theory that the water table is being lowered.

Prior to pumping for a

proposed subdivision in New Orleans East, water was estimated to have
been at about the then existing ground surface.

After pumping for 15
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months, free water was found at 1.25 to 2.25 feet (.38-.69 m) below
the surface in seven test pits

(Eustis Engineering, C o . , 1962).

Soil

borings in February, 1975, show the water table is at least 6 feet
(1.8 m) below the surface in this same area today.
Organic soils produce some of the most dramatic elevation
changes in the region.
was inspected.

A vacant 20 year old house in the Kenner area

Subsidence from the original foundation to present

ground level was approximately 20 inches

(50.8 cm).

A boring to a

depth of 5 feet (1.5 m) revealed that the soil was an organic humus of
herbaceous origin to the full depth of the b o r i n g .
was not r e a c h e d .

The water table

It was predicted by Soil Conservation Service p e r 

sonnel that the land would continue to sink at a rate of about 1 inch
(2.5 cm) per year until all organic material was gone.
Organic soils are considered to have high subsidence rates.
Initial subsidence is estimated to be about 50 percent of original
volume.

Shrinkage continues at a fairly uniform rate until mineral

material or the water table is reached.
Orleans is estimated to be about
per year.

The average rate for New

.38 of an inch to 2 inches

(1-5 cm)

The rate is dependent upon temperature, mineral co n t e n t ,

and depth to the water t a b l e .
to be as m u c h as 13 feet

Total subsidence potential is estimated

(4 m) for some soils in the New Orleans area

(Slusher et a l . , 1974).

Possible Causes in New Orleans - A n approach similar to that
used by Poland and Davis

(1956) has been used to indicate possible

causes of subsidence in the New Orleans region and provide an estimate
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of their probable importance to the kinds of problems and costs being
studied.
noted;

In considering the estimations in Table 1, it should be
1) There has been considerable loading of the land surface wi th

structures.
roads,

Buildings or portions of buildings not on pilings and

levees, and other constructions are of sufficient weight to

compact alluvial soils.

2) Vibration of the land is readily felt near

many major highways and railroad lines.

The vibration of homes by

truck traffic is a frequently mentioned occurrence.

3) Compaction by

farming was probably important in an earlier period of history, but
farming is now generally absent from the region under study.

4) The

soils of the area, other than those with high shell content, are not
subject to extensive solution nor is irrigation a widespread activity.
5) M a n y of the region's soils are alluvial deposits of subaqueous
origin and still contain a high percentage of water.

Humus strata

have been found to have water content of 400 to 700 percent dry weight
(Eustis Engineering C o . , 1962).

Semifluid or plastic clays are fre

quent ly encountered in borings as shallow as 8 feet

(2.4 m ) .

Drying

of these deposits and surface soils leads to loss of volume and land
sinking and cracking.
the region.
feet

6) There are extensive beds of organic soils in

They are frequently encountered in layers from 4 to 12

(1.2-3.7 m) thick and have the potential to suffer loss of volume

over a relatively short time.

7) The original water table in most

reclaimed areas was at or near the s u r f a c e .

Lowering of the water

table is inevitable as reclamation is now practiced.

Canals and pumps

have altered the regional water table causing drying of wet mineral
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POSSIBLE CAUSES

NOT
IMPORTANT

IMPORTANT

VERY
IMPORTANT

i.

Loading of the land surface

X

2.

Vibration at or near the
land surface

X

3.

Compaction due to irrigation
or farming

X

4.

Solution due to irrigation

M.

5.

Drying out and shrinking
of deposits

X

6.

Oxidation of organic
material

X

7. Lowering of water table

X

8.

Decline of pressure head in
confined aquifers

9.

Decline in pressure in oil
zones due to removal of oil
and gas

I

if

X
X

10.

Tectonic movement

n.

Dissolution of subsurface

X

12.

Near surface or surface
mining

X

13.

Local excavation for sewers,
water lines, etc.

M

X
a fte r: Poland and Davis, 1956

Table 1. Possible causes of subsidence resulting in homeowner problems
and costs w i t h an estimate of their probable importance to
residential areas in the New Orleans region.

soils and collapse and decomposition of organic soils.

With urbaniza

tion m u c h of the water that once made its w a y into the groundwater
supply is lost as runoff.

Absorption by wooded areas and wetlands is

limited as more and more areas are paved.

8) There has been some s u b 

sidence associated w i t h water withdrawals;

this has a regional impact

rather than immediate influence upon specific residential units.

9)

There is not an extensive withdrawal of oil and gas in the immediate
area of study.
coastal zone.

This factor may be important in other areas of the
10) Tectonic movement affects the region but probably

has little impact upon specific residential units since sinking of all
elements on the land is at a relatively uniform rate.
surface of the region is not subject to dissolution.
subsurface mining in the region.

11) The s ub
12) There is no

Shell and clay surface mining has no

affect upon subsidence related to residential units.

13) Sinking of

soils in areas that have been excavated and backfilled is frequently
observed.
On the basis of observation, discussion, and literature review,
it is estimated that drying of mineral soil, oxidation of organic
matter,

lowering of the water table, and local excavation are the most

important factors in causing homeowner problems and costs related to
subsidence in the New Orleans region;
be very important in some areas.

local loading and vibration m ay

No specific measurements have been

made to further evaluate the relative importance of each of these
elements.

COMMUNITY PROBLEM/COST CONTEXT - Community problems and costs

associated w i t h wetland reclamation and its subsequent development and
maintenance are in early phases of systematic investigation.

It is

thought that extra costs are incurred in the development of wetland
areas as opposed to areas of already dry land.
been estimated for m a n y com ponents.

Specific costs have not

The collection of community wide

problem/cost data and interpretation of its implications is important
to future regional development d e c i s i o n s .
Ultimately all development and maintenance costs are borne by
the consumer.

The homeowner faces problems and costs directly through

an outlay of capital, time, or inconvenience.
reflected in the price of housing.

Renter costs are

Costs to the developer are passed

on in property and construction cost i n c r e a s e s .
companies are passed on in rates.

The costs to utilities

Government costs are reflected in

taxes and/or level of funding available for services and public facili
ties .
In this section some general problems and costs borne by h o m e 
owner, g o v e r n m e n t , developer, and utility company components are d i s 
cussed.

The review is not intended to be a complete examination of all

potential problems and costs but to provide a framework for the more
detailed research that follows.

Homeowner Problems/Costs - The homeowner has direct problems and
costs in four areas:

1) the landscape elements where d r i v e s , w a l k s ,

and walls may crack, warp, sink or suffer structural failure, and plants
m a y grow poorly because of drainage or soil conditions, 2) the ground
surface where there may be sinking of soil or cracking of the land
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surfaces 3) the building elements where wall, foundation, or roof units
m a y crack or break due to settling,

tilting, or uneven stress related

to land movement, and 4) the utilities systems where water, sewerage,
electricity, gas, or telephone service m ay be interrupted by leakage
or breakage of service lines.
The newspapers indicate some local homeowner concerns.

Soil

conditions in places like north Kenner are reported to affect sewerage
systems, streets, sidewalks, and drainage canals.
slabs sink and strain the

Air conditioner unit

connections to the house.

of fill are purchased at $25 per load.

Many cubic yards

Problems are considered

serious at present and are expected to get worse

(Lafourcade, 1974).

Some of the most expensive problems are associated with
foundation sinking.

One house settled 11 inches (27.9 cm) in 6 months

because of water table changes associated with nearby construction.
A n estimate for shoring repairs on this property was $5000.

Two other

property owners have reported costs of $1200 and $6000 for similar
repairs.

The problem of foundation sinking and tilting is common in

Orleans, Jefferson, and St. Bernard Parishes.

One business firm repairs

about 100 homes a year at an average cost of $3000 (Weldon,

1974).

Developer Problems/Costs - Developers face increased costs in
three areas:

1) stabilization of the ground surface, buildings, roads,

or utilities, 2) elevation of buildings or roads, and 3) excavation
for utilities, drainage, or foundations.
Since wetlands subside upon drainage almost all development
requires fill as a part of land preparation for building.

Land fill is
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intended to stabilize the surface, prevent flooding, and expedite
drainage.

The land is brought up to some predetermined elevation

through use of fill usually obtained from river d e p o s i t s .
One method used is filling of the entire area to be developed
at one time.
East.

Cost estimates were made for a subdivision in New Orleans

It was assumed that the existing organic soils would subside

only 6 to 12 inches

(15.2-30.5 cm) from the elevation of the land in

its natural state.

Six inches

(15.2 cm) of fill was estimated to be

the average requirement to reach a predetermined elevation.
area of 760 gross acres

(308 ha), 630,000 cubic yards

of fill material were needed at a cost of $788,000.
and streets were not included in the estimate.

For an

(481,666 cu. m)
Areas of lagoons

The cost to achieve

higher elevations was estimated to be $1,575,000 per vertical foot
(.3 m) of elevation exclusive of streets.
per vertical foot

This cost amounted to $3030

( . 3 m ) per acre for the 520 acres (210 ha) of

housing and public facilities

(Burk and A s s o c i a t e s , 1964).

A n alternate to filling an entire subdivision area is to raise
individual structures or lots at the time of construction.

Estimates

were made for raising conventional brick veneer homes 1 to 10 feet
(.3-3 m) above a base elevation.

The average cost of raising a conven

tional slab was estimated as $400 to $500 per foot
(.6 m).
3 feet

(.3 m) up to 2 feet

Cost increases varied from $1200 to $2600 for a house raised
(.9 m) above the base.

Raising a two story house 5 feet

averaged $2100 while a one level house averaged $2600.
entire house 8 feet

(1.5 m)

Raising an

(2.4 m) was estimated to cost $3000 (Mouton,

1973).
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Raising of houses to these elevations is necessary to meet flood
insurance standards in reclaimed wetland zones.
The cost of buildings and utilities installation is higher in
New Orleans than in nearby c i t i e s .

In 1972 sma 11 building foundation

costs were about 60 percent higher in New Orleans than in Baton R o u g e .
Sewerage installation costs were estimated to be twice as high in New
Orleans as in other a r e a s .

The differences in costs were stated in

relation to development of a wetland area, and the increase in New
Orleans is dependent, at least in part, upon soil problems that must
be overcome

(Gagliano,

1972).

Utilities Problems/Costs - The Louisiana Advisory Commission on
Coastal and Marine Resources

(1973) reports that costs of maintaining

public services including drainage, sewers,

streets, and sidewalks are

higher in coastal areas than in areas with more stable s o i l s .

Installa

tion and maintenance of w a t e r , electricity, g a s , and telephone u t i l i 
ties may be expected to follow a similar pattern.
Soils m a y present utility installation problems in several w a y s .
The most common soil related engineering problems are high water table
and unstable trench walls

(Busby, 1975a).

Most of South Central B e 11's

soil related problems are encountered at installation of underground
conduit systems where fluid soils require shoring to prevent collapse
of trenches

(Warren, 1975).

Pumps to reduce water levels are f r e 

quently observed at installation s i t e s .

Excavation in organic soils

m a y include remova1 of large trees and other ancient swamp debris that
is now buried beneath the s urface.
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The installation of water and sewerage pipes requires special
techniques.

It is standard procedure in Jefferson Parish to excavate,

place several feet of shell fill, and use board frames to support the
sewer tile or water main.

The board structure helps to balance local

settling and keeps the pipes from sinking or floating toward the s u r 
face (Bruce, 1975).
A critical point of installation is the connection of the
utility system to the building.

When the building is on piling founda-

tion it remains relatively s t able.

The utility line into the structure,

however, is free to move with the soil.

Exposure of subsurface water

lines has been observed where the land has sunk below the original
installation level.

Breakage of sewer line connections to the house

have been reported; the land sank to such an extent that it could not
adequately support the pipe.

Tilted air conditioner compressor slabs

and stressed lines and connections are common in high subsidence areas.
A telephone company employee reports that one of his most frequent r e 
pair jobs is fixing stressed -connections of underground cables to
buildings.

Broken gas lines w i t h subsequent fires have been reported

in Jefferson Parish.
Maintenance problems become cost factors after installation is
complete.

The most common sewerage and water maintenance problem is

the opening of joints by ground subsidence.
material have the most maintenance problems

Areas with decaying organic
(Busby, 1 9 75a).

lems make maintenance of telephone conduits di f f i c u l t .

Soil p r o b 

Corrosion of

fittings by extreme acidity is a problem in some areas of organic s o i l s .
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The area of most frequent telephone conduit maintenance occurs along
Lake Pontchartrain and in New Orleans East but m ay be expected anywhere
marsh is drained and filled (Warren, 1975).

The need to reset manhole

covers at the subsided levels of streets and sidewalks is a frequently
observed maintenance requ i rement.

Government Problems/Costs - Government has land related p r o b 
lems and costs in four areas:

1) drainage and flood protection where

original installation of facilities and their continual maintenance is
a ma j o r budget item, 2) maintenance of public facilities including
schools and parks, 3) services such as stfeet maintenance and fire
protection, and 4) retention of property values in neighborhoods that
m a y become tax burdens if deterioration proceeds far enough,,
The majority of the land area of the New Orleans region is below
the average level of the Mississippi River and Lake Pontchartrain.

All

water not entering the groundwater supply or lost through evapotranspiration must be pumped o u t .

Flood zone designations provide an indication

of the seriousness of the elevation factor.

Of the area inside p e r i 

meter levees, 60 percent is classified as an area of special flood
hazard,

16 percent is classified as moderate flood hazard, and 24 p e r 

cent is classified as minimal flood hazard
1974).

(Regional Planning Commission,

The area of minimal hazard is primarily along the natural levee

flanks of the Mississippi R i v e r .
The New Orleans region has a n extensive flood and storm protec
tion system at present but it is not considered fully adequate.
total maximum pumping capacity of the region is 49,830 cubic feet

The
(1410

cu. ra) per second (Regional Planning Commission,

1974).

Involved in

costs of the drainage and flood control system are installation and
maintenance of protection levees, canals, and pumps.

New Orleans is

between $700 million and $1 billion away from a first class protection
plan.

To accomplish all that should be done would require allocation

of the city's entire bonding capacity;
a system it can afford

(Anderson,

the city is ending up only with

1974).

At present the federal

government is paying about 70 percent of the proposed $327 million
dollar

(July 1974 estimate) Lake Pontchartrain and Vicinity Hurricane

Protection Plan.

At least 56,000 acres

(22,662 ha) of the area to be

protected by this plan are undeveloped wet lands

(Corps of Engineers,

1975).
Road construction and maintenance costs are increased by s u b 
sidence conditions.

The developer is responsible for construction of

roads to parish specifications.

This usually involves mucking and

placement of a sand and shell base but not pilings.
over maintenance after construction and approval.

The city takes
There are great

differences in maintenance problems between streets on the natural
levee and in reclaimed wetland areas.
1950s

In some areas developed in the

and 1960s streets have subsided up to 2 feet

warped and c r a c k e d .

(.6 m) and have

Roads next to canals are particularly difficult

problems; sheet piling is often required to keep roads from sliding
into c a n a l s .

Construction of a 2 to 3 mile

(3.2-4.8 km) section of

divided highway across a swamp zone is estimated at $6 million but will
probably cost closer to $8 million because of unexpected problems
(Bruce,

1975).
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Fire hazard from burning organic soil occurs in this region.
Underground fires m a y burn in organic soil in undeveloped areas during
the dry season;

they are not a problem w h e n normal rain is rece i v e d .

The fires usually are started as a result of surface brush fires set
by h u n t e r s ; spontaneous combustion is also believed to be a c a u s e .
The most serious fires develop in loosely packed organic soil.
have burned as m u c h as 10 to 12 feet

Some

(3-3.7 m) beneath the surface.

The problem of fire is usually eliminated upon drainage and development;
as the soils subside and c o m p a c t , sufficient oxygen for burning is no
longer available

(McCrossen,

1975).

However, at least one fire in an

undeveloped part of a subdivision has been reported by residents.

In

New Orleans East smoke from burning soil has caused hazardous driving
conditions.

Community Quality - The total impact of maintenance needs is an
aspect of the problem/cost issue that encompasses all components.

A

certain minimum level of expense must be accomplished or neighborhoods
deteriorate.
tions attests

The activity of numerous civic and subdivision as s o c i a 
to the importance of maintaining neighborhood appearance

and property values as social goals.

If subsidence problems and costs

are of such magnitude that homeowners and governmental departments c a n 
not accomplish needed repairs the neighborhood deteriorates and becomes
a community d e f i c i t .
The reality of this aspect of the problem is illustrated by an
example from one neighborhood; observations indicate that this n e i g h 
borhood is not an isolated occurrence.

In a subdivision badly affected
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by subsidence it was reported by a realtor that homes which sold new
for $38,300 about 7 years ago were being sold for $29,600 today.
Appraisals are much lower.

Rather than depreciating, the realtor

states that the average house should appreciate about 2 percent a year.
W i t h increased need for streets, d r a i n a g e , and public facility m a i n t e 
nance such a neighborhood m a y become a community liability.
The balance between capital expenditure and long term m a i n t e 
nance expenditure is an issue that must be addressed by the community.
In a city below river and sea level storm protection systems are just
as essential as communication, water, power, and sewerage systems.
Roads, schools, and parks are necessary parts of the urban conglomerate.
Capital improvements are needed to provide proper urban services.

How

ever, each capital improvement brings w i t h it a long term maintenance
cost that accompanies its benefit.
High maintenance costs are a liability.

Expense for essential

maintenance to guard against flooding, to protect capital investment,
or to keep a yard from sinking influences allocation of disposable
funds in both the public and private economic sectors.

Funds and human

resources are used for maintenance that could be turned to more socially
productive community or family needs for health care, safety, education,
and recreation.

At some point in the future it ma y be found more

advantageous to the community to concentrate capital and maintenance
expenditure on upgrading the existing urban area rather than on further
development of the remaining subsidence prone wetlands on the fringe
of the urban r e g i o n .

METHODOLOGY

ORGANIZATION AND PURPOSE - The methodology to achieve the ob j e c 
tives of the study--to identify, describe, and quantify homeowner
problems and costs related to land subsidence and the examination of
such problems and costs in relation to environmental conditions--was
carried out in five steps.

The purpose of the first step, Development

of Environmenta1 U n i t s , was to determine logical and useable en v i r o n 
mental sets into which the study area could be divided for data
collection, testing, and comparison.

The purpose of the second step,

Homeowner S u r v e y , was to develop and distribute a questionnaire designed
to provide data about problems and costs for a number of experimental
units

(households) within each environmental u n i t .

The purpose of the

third step, Field S u r v e y , was to collect detailed data about soil
ty p e s , confirm the position of experimental units in the proper e nviron
mental u n i t , visually check questionnaire data, establish the su b d i 
vision location of the u n i t , and estimate the elevation of the u n i t .
The purpose of the fourth s t e p , A n a l y s i s , was to tabulate and relate
the data for evaluation and interpretation.

The analysis was done

statistically so that reliability of conclusions and estimates could be
assessed using inductive reasoning based upon the mathematics of p r o b 
ability.

The purpose of the fifth step, Results and D i scussion, was to

evaluate and interpret the data upon which conclusions might be reached.
The first four steps are discussed in this section.
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Results and
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Discussion are covered in the following part.

DEVELOPMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL UNITS - The environmental units
of the study area were based upon three sets of factors:

1) pre"reclam"

ation physiography (Figure 29a), 2) period of major modification by man
(Figure 29b), and 3) depth to barrier island sand (Figure 29c).

The

rationale for and determination of the units is discussed below.

Physiography - Pre-reclamation physiography (Figure 29a) is used
as an indicator of the combined conditions of base geology, soils, and
vegetation.

It is assumed that various environmental types have d i ffer

ent elevation and foundation characteristics that m ay influence problems
and costs to consumers w h e n the land is reclaimed.

The original

environments were determined to be natural levee, wetland, and lake rim.
The natural levee zone is considered to have the highest ele v a 
tions and good drainage and foundation conditions.
for roads and agriculture bear this out.

Its historic use

The location of the natural

levee zone was estimated from old maps, topographic lines on recent
maps, and projection from the width of the last undisturbed portion of
the natural levee that exists in the New Orleans East area.

Distinction

between fringing swamp and natural levee has been somewhat destroyed by
reclamation since swamp soils have had a chance to oxidize and collapse
upon the underlying and subsiding natural levee surface.
The wetland zone once contained both swamp and marsh.

However,

general agreement on a line between swamp and marsh could not be found
for the entire area in map or literature survey so the general classi
fication, wetland, was used.

It appears that the study area has changed
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Figure 29. Factors used to determine environmental units in the study
area. a. physiography, b. reclamation period, c. depth to
barrier island sand.
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wetland type over a period of time.

Soil data, which might be used to

differentiate between swamp and marsh types is not available in detail.
In the review of the area by O key (1918) much of the area was described
as having 1 to 10 feet (.3-3 m) of muck w i t h a gradient from thin at
the lake to deep in an area 1 mile
Rice and Griswold
area.

(1.6 km) back from the lake.

The

(1903) soil survey shows the eastern end of the study

The wetland had Sharkey Clay soils on the lake and natural levee

fringes and Muck in the middle portion.

The M u c k soil was described

as being made up of a more or less decomposed mass of tree trunks and
leaves of trees but mostly weeds and grasses.
The lake rim zone is higher and more firm than the w e t l a n d .
Shaw (1917) described the study area as having a slightly higher strip
of ground along the lakefront and evidence of an old beach ridge about
400 feet

(122 m) back from the s h o r e .

He found an inshore strip of the

area to be a sandy subsoil covered by a thin layer of humus.
and Griswold
Saucier

The Rice

(1903) map shows a Sharkey Clay soil along the lake rim.

(1963) identified a lake rim zone with shell beach deposits

lying either directly on the buried Pine Island beach ridge or separated
from it by a few feet of organic sandy clay.
From the data a v a i l a b l e ,

a division of the study

area into these

three zones based upon physiographic condition is reasonable.

Physical

characteristics of the zones may be expected to be most clearly diff e r 
entiated immediately along the top of the natural levee slope,, in the
middle of the wetlands, and along the lake edge of
borders of the zones m a y be more

the lake

transitional than shown

in

rim.

The

Figure 29a

but more detailed division is impossible to determine without extensive
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field studies.

A finer grain of division is not considered necessary

for the purposes of this study.

Modification Period

- The period of major modification by man

(Figure 29b) was used as an indicator of the time and type of re c l a m a 
tion.

It is assumed that the longer and more fully a n area is reclaimed

and drained before major development takes place, the better its founda
tion characteristics will become, other factors such as soil type being
equal.

Dewatering of alluvial and organic soils will create structural

collapse, compaction, and biochemical oxidation which moves the soil
toward a more mature state of development and a more firm mineral c o m 
position providing a more stable foundation if urbanized.
Four modification periods were recognized as a basis for
division.

The natural levee zone along Bayou Sauvage has been in use

for transportation and agriculture since near the time of founding of
New Orleans.

This has been illustrated on maps previously presented

(Figure 19).

Its elevation now ranges from above sea level on the south

to m e a n sea level on the north boundary.
The 1908 to 1916 reclamation project area formed a well defined
zone since it was bordered on all sides by levees and crossed by
lateral canals.

Portions of this zone have subsided over 8 feet

since reclamation.

(2.4 m)

It has elevations of near mean sea level at the lake

edge, slopes to a low of minus 8 feet

(2.4 m) at the middle western

end, and has elevations of minus 6 feet

(1.8 m) along its south

boundary.
The 1920 to 1960 zone was not reclaimed as a project and has

been drained in sections over a period of years.

Development of the

zone covers a number of years and some portions are still undeveloped.
It is distinctive in that it was not part of the 1908 to 1916 project
and not a part of early natural levee use; both periods probably had
some impact upon the original swamp.

It has elevations ranging from

mean sea level on the south to about minus 5.5 feet

(1.7 m) on the

north.
The zone developed since 1960 was reclaimed by levee and p u m p 
ing systems and then subdivided by a development company.

It is the

most recently reclaimed and developed zone in the study area.

It has

a distinctively different soil type than the other areas and elevations
of zero to minus 2 feet (0-.6 m) m e a n sea level.
The division of the study area based upon the reclamation and
development factor is considered reasonable.
well defined by man-made barriers or roads.

The zones are generally
The only poorly defined

transition occurs between the natural levee zone developed in the 1700s
and its fringing wetland zone developed in the 1920 to 1960 period.

Sand Depth - The depth to barrier island sands

(Figure 29c)

was considered an important factor because of potentially good founda
tion conditions offered by this feature when near the surface.
buried 5 foot (1.5 m) contour, mapped by Saucier
the dividing line for this zone.

The

(1963), was used as

It is assumed that overlying soils

have had a chance to compact prior to development; with the stable sand
strata close to the surface,

future subsidence is not expected to be

as great as in areas where the sand is deeper or non-existent.

Some
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of the shallow sands have been brought to the surface and used for fill
in residential areas, further improving foundation conditions.

Environmental Units

- The three sets of factors in Figure 29

w e r e combined to derive the final sets of environmenta1 units within
w h i c h consumer questionnaires were distri b u t e d , field studies done,
data analyzed, and results d i s c u s s e d .
Figure 30.

The units are indicated in

The code letter/number identification is related to physio

graphy, period of reclamation, and relation to barrier island sand
depth.
cussion.

Each of the units is given a descriptive name to aid in d i s 
The environmenta1 units are:
N 2 2 -Natural levee, developed since 1700s, sand greater than
5 feet (1.5 m ) .

This unit is referred to as the Natural

Levee U n i t .
W31-Wetland, reclaimed in 1908 to 1916 period, sand 5 feet
(1.5 m) or less beneath the surface.

This unit is

referred to as the Barrier Island U n i t .
W32-Wetland, reclaimed in 1908 to 1916 period, sand greater
than 5 feet (1.5 m) beneath the surface.

This unit is

referred to as the Reclaimed Wetland Unit.
W41-Wetland, developed in 1920 to 1960 period, sand 5 feet
(1.5 m) or less beneath the su r f a c e .

This unit is

referred to as the Island Fringe U n i t .
W42-Wet land,developed in 1920 to 1S60 period, sand greater
than 5 feet

(1.5 m) beneath the su r f a c e .

referred to as the Swamp Fringe U n i t .

This unit is
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Figure 30. Environmental units of the study area based upon factors of physiography, reclamation
p e r i o d , and depth to barrier island sand.
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W52-Wetland, developed since I960, sand greater than 5 feet
(1.5 m) beneath the su r f a c e .

This unit is referred to

as the Reclaimed Marsh U n i t .
L32-Lake rim, reclaimed in 1908 to 1916 p e r i o d , sand greater
than 5 feet (1.5 m) beneath the s urface.

This unit is

referred to as the Lake Rim U n i t .

HOMEOWNER SURVEY - The "Homeowner Survey of Conditions Related
to Land Sinking and Cracking"
of months.

(Appendix A) was developed over a period

The East Orleans Civic Council played an important role in

its development which took place in four phases.

1) Members of the

council suggested problem areas and potential q u e s t i o n s .
questionnaire was developed and returned for the
3) Upon

2) A draft

council's r e v i e w .

return of the first d r a f t , a final draft and cover letter were

developed for testing.

This draft was reviewed by Dr. Prentiss

Schilling, Department of Experimental Statistics, and Dr. Eleanor
Kelley, Department of Home Economics;
were n o t e d .

their suggestions and comments

The draft was given to 10 homeowners in the civic council

for field testing.

A copy was sent to Mr. David Sl u s h e r , Soil Conserva

tion S e r v i c e , for review by his o f f i c e .

4) As a result of these reviews

and testing, changes were made and the final questionnaire pr i n t e d .
The questionnaire
problem/cost areas:
ties .

(Appendix A) covers material in each of four

1) general, 2) landscape, 3) house, and 4) u t i l i 

G e n e r a 1 information includes such items as age of structure,

presence or absence of p r o b l e m s , average cost per year, and single
largest expense experienced.

This topic area also allows for individual
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comment and estimation of repairs and costs that are needed but not yet
accomplished.

Landscape information includes such items as amount and

frequency of fill, types of problems encountered, and repair costs to
sidewalks and driveways.

House information includes such items as

type of structure, and types and seriousness of damages to floors,
walls, and roof elements.
damages.

It provides for cost estimates of repaired

Utilities information includes such items as estimates of

problems and repair costs for water p i p e s , sewerage, electric lines,
and telephone s e r v i c e .
Cover letters

(Appendix B), envelopes, and flyers were developed

to accompany distribution of the questionnaire.
place in two p a t t e r n s :

1) on transect

Distribution took

lines within each environmental

u n i t , and 2) at random with in each environmenta1 u n i t .
The Soil Conservation Service

(SCS) had expressed an interest

in and willingness to aid in this research at the time of its inception.
Specifically, the SCS agreed to give general advice and to type soils
in the survey area.

The transect questionnaire pattern was used to

accommodate their need for a line along which soils could be examined
and types determined.

Transect

lines were chosen to provide for

coverage of assumed representative portions of each environmental u n i t .
The lines were chosen from maps prior to field investigation to avoid
bias.

Because of the difference in sizes of units,

units had more than one t r ansect.

some environmental

Transects of at least 100 houses

(experimental units) were selected where available but shorter transects
were used in some cases.
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The random distribution pattern was used to provide a broader
base for analysis p u r p o s e s , to provide additional information on soils,
and to serve with the transects as assumed representative samples of
the environmental units.

To select random samples, each of the e nvi ron

mental units was divided into numbered areas.

Areas and house units

w it h i n areas were selected using random sampling number tables from
HaId

(1970).

One hundred house units were selected within each

environmental u n i t .
A packet containing a questionnaire, cover letter, flyer
stating the survey was sponsored by the East Orleans Civic Council, and
a stamped addressed return envelope was delivered by hand to each house
on the transect and to the randomly selected units;
usually was not seen.

In total,

transects and 700 at random.

the resident

1809 packets were delivered--1109 on

A generalized distribution pattern

wit h i n environmental units is shown in Figure 31.

FIELD SURVEY - The field survey and sampling were conducted
during the first 10 weeks of 1975.
w o r k was to gather soils d a t a .

The primary purpose of the field

Secondary purposes included giving

presentations of the study program to civic groups, making observations
and photographs of subsidence problems in the study area, talking to
people about their particular problem and cost conditions, and helping
the New Orleans City Planning Commission w i t h a similar study of areas
in which they had specific i n t e r e s t .
Soils are classified by their pr o f i l e , a vertical section of
the soil from the surface through all its h o r i z o n s .

Soils with similar
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Figure 31. Questionnaire distrioution in the study area.
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profiles constitute a soil series.

All the soils in a series are alike

in important characteristics, but they can differ in surface texture.
Differences between surface layers leads to classification of soil
types within a soil s e r i e s .

Soil phases are used to indicate d i f f e r 

ences that are important to m a n a g e m e n t ; for example, a drained phase
might be used to identify a soil that is normally of a wet series.
Soils are classified at the higher levels into o r d e r s , suborders, great
groups, subgroups, and f a m i l i e s .
Soil studies were of two t y p e s :
Dayton Matthews,

1) a survey was made with Mr.

Soil S c i entist, SCS, along each of the transects.

Soil samples were taken to a depth of 60 inches

(152 cm) using Bucket

Auger and/or Belgium Peat Auger type sampling d e v i c e s .
were recorded on the "Soil Boring Data Form"

Characteristics

(Appendix C) that had

been developed previously w ith the advice of Soil Conservation Service
personnel.

The type of soil was noted if it was a type that had been

previously classified for the region.

For those not previously c l a s s i 

fied data w e r e recorded for future grouping of soils.

Full depth

samples were taken at an interval determined satisfactory for soil
classification by the soil scientist, norma1 ly 500 to 1000 feet
(152-305 m) depending upon conditions and length of the transect.

Mea

surements of fill depth w ere made with a soil sampling tube at other
sites on the transect.
A soil survey of random experimental units was made without
the aid of Soil Conservation Service pe r s o n n e l .
w i t h a Soiltest A -4 Screw Type a u g e r .

Samples were taken

A Soiltest D R -2 Post Hole auger

was used in sand and in some peat m a t e r i a l .

Samples were normally
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taken to a depth of 8 feet (2.4 m) unless obstruction was encountered
or the sample hole refilled with semifluid soils between probes making
it impossible to reach the planned d e p t h .

Soils were subdivided by

strata and laid out on a plastic sheet for examination.

Data were

recorded to allow grouping of the random sample soils by the soil
scientist.
Soil data were reduced to variables of present and estimated
past soil type, total thickness of organic material layers, w e t n e s s ,
and thickness and type of fill, for use in comparison with problem/
cost data provided by the questionnaires.

Sixteen present series and

estimated past series, or untyped soils were identified.

Their names,

typical profiles, and descriptions are included in Appendix D.

A

letter series is used for soils that have not been officially
classified.
Other activities of the field work involved presentations,
observations, and interviews.

Presentations were made to the Keni1-

worth Civic Association and the East Orleans Civic Council to explain
the scope and progress of the study.
given and questions a n s w e r e d .

A short illustrated talk was

Follow-up presentations are envisioned.

Observations of subsidence problems were made and photographs t a k e n .
A portion of these are incorporated into the Introduction.

Other areas

in the region with subsidence problems were v i s i t e d , but no detailed or
systematic study was done.

Interviews were held with people w ho were

interested in discussing their particular subsidence probl e m s .

A soil

boring was made at each site visited.

of data

The interview technique
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gathering was not used extensively because of time and logistic p r o b 
lems of systematic data gathering by this method.

Interview informa

tion was incorporated into the Context section.
At the beginning of the field work period, the New Orleans
City Planning Commission became interested in using the questionnaire
to survey several areas of the inner city.

The areas they were

interested in were three zones that were once wetland basins--Broadmoor,
L a k e v i e w , and Gentilly.

Questionnaires were distributed through the

planning commission under their letterhead (Appendix B) in these areas.
One hundred each of transect and random questionnaires were d i s t r i 
buted by mail in each a r e a .

Two other regional areas, Irish Bayou and

Venetian Isles, were surveyed with limited distribution of 55 and 73
questionnaires, respectively, which represents a 100 percent coverage
of these a r e a s .

Soil data were not collected for these areas because

of time limitations.

The data for the regional areas were analyzed,

and the information derived is included in the regional implications
portion of the study.

ANALYSIS - The general procedure of the analysis entailed a
completely randomized design form of experiment using variables of two
component sets of d a t a :

1) the consumer problem/cost component s e t ,

and 2) the environmental base component set (Figure 32).
problem/cost component was divided into parameters of:

The consumer
a. general,

b. subsidence, c. l a n dscape, d . house, e . u t i l ities, and f . c o s t s .
The environmental base component was divided into parameters o f :
environmental u n i t , b. s o i l s , and c . architecture.
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variables within each parameter set were gathered from literature and
map study of the environmental units, the homeowner questionnaire, and
field survey.

Elements not analyzed through the completely randomized

design are discussed in general terms or examined through regression
or correlation a n a l y s i s .

Analysis was conducted by the author using

frequency distributions of the questionnaire and field study variables
supplied by the Department of Experimental Statistics, Louisiana State
University.
The assumptions upon which the analysis is based are that the
sample was randomly drawn, that the sample is from a normal population,
and in the case of

*F * t e s t s , that the population variances are e q u a l .

The first assumption is most important and procedures used to choose
samples were designed to eliminate bias in their selection.

The

normal population is symmetrical with the mean dividing it into two
equal parts.

Samples drawn from the population estimate the frequency

of occurrence of events within the population.

Most of the observa-

tions are near the mean with a tapering off of observations toward the
extreme high and low values.

However, even if the population is not

normal, the sum of independent random variables will approach a normal
distribution as the number of samples becomes larger.
The general procedure of analysis was as follows.

A null

hypothesis was made concerning the equality of the parameters
variance) of two or more sets of d a t a .

(mean or

An alternative hypothesis was

made to state the condition if the null hypothesis was not t r u e .

For

example, if the means are not equal one may be expected to be larger or
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smaller than the o t h e r .

A level of rejection of the null hypothesis

was selected according to the laws of probability and the tolerance
level acceptable to the experimenter.
(p <.05) and 99 percent

In this study 95 percent

(p c.Ol) levels were used.

Assuming the null

hypothesis was rejected by a t e s t , we know that if indeed it was
really t r u e , the probability of drawing a sample leading to rejection
was less than 5 or 1 p e r c e n t .

The various statistics allowing for

testing of the hypothesis were computed, compared to probability d i s 
tributions of standard normal populations

(HaId, 1970), and conclu

sions made concerning the relationship of the samples as estimates of
population parameters.
Various statistics are presented to help define sample charac
teristics .
the mean

The common ones included in the results and discussion are

(x), standard deviation (s), standard error

nificant difference

(LSD), confidence interval

sion (b), correlation coefficient
(r^).

(se), least s ig

(Cl), slope of regr e s 

(r), and coefficient of determination

For the reader not accustomed to dealing with statistical terms

these are briefly defined.
1) m e a n (x): the average;

sum of observed values

b y number of observations

(x) divided

(n).

2) standard deviation (s): average amount by which an individual
observation (x) deviates from the mean (x).
3) standard error (se): standard deviation adjusted for sample
size; measures reliability of sample mean as an estimator of
the population mean.
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4) least significance difference

(LSD): the smallest difference

that m a y occur between two means and still allow a statis
tically significant difference to be declared between them.
5) confidence interval

(Cl): the range of values within which

w e are confident that the statistical interval will bracket
the parameter being estimated; related to probability level
chosen by the experimenter, usually 95 or 99 percent.
6) slope of regression ( b): the unit change in the continuous
variable (y) for a unit change in the discrete variable
7) correlation coefficient

(x).

(r): measures the degree of a s s o c i a 

tion between two variables measured on the same experimental
unit; ranges from 0 (no association) to +1 or -1.

y
8) coefficient of determination (r ): measures amount of v a r i a 
tion in one variable
variable

(y) caused by its regression on another

(x); a measure of strength of relationship; ranges

from 1 to 0 (no variation in y due to x ) .

RESULTS A3® DISCUSSION

ORGANIZATION - The results and discussion is organized into
six parts.

In the General portion basic information concerning the

questionnaire returns and environmental base components are provided.
In the Problem/Cost Evaluation Base section a format for discussion of
problems and costs is presented.

The following three parts--Land

Sub s i d e n c e , Problem Evaluation, and Cost Evaluation--give specific
estimates of homeowner problems and costs in relation to environmental
base component data.

In the Other Considerations portion homeowner

comments are presented and discussed.
For each item within the general and problem/cost evaluation
portions data are presented, evaluated, and discussed.

This approach

is used to maintain continuity and to keep the discussion physically
near the data upon which it is based.

At the end of each part a

summary is provided to give overall continuity to the major topical
areas and to facilitate r e f e r e n c e .

GENERAL - Considered in the general discussion of results is
background information related to the questionnaire returns and the
environmental base components.

The background information includes

distribution and return of the questionnaire, period of residency,
number of house units w i t h problems, year problems were first noticed,
and number of people giving permission to take soil samples and wanting
study r e s u l t s .

The environmental base components information includes
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names of subdivisions represented, experimental unit

(household) el e v a 

tions, various soils base data, age of houses, and home foundation and
structure types in the study area.
The data presented in this general section are related to the
matrix presented in Figure 32.

Variables from the general parameter

area of the Homeowner Problem/Cost Components, and variables from the
environmental unit, soils, and architectural parameters of the En v i r o n 
mental Base Components are discussed.

The environmental base variables

presented here are used in later discussion of problems and costs.

Distribution and Return - Questionnaires were distributed to
1809 residences in the study area.
352 experimental units,

Useable returns were received from

19.5 percent of distribution.

With an e s t i 

mated 13,124 single family units in the study area the 352 returns
represent a 2.7 percent sample of the study area.

Distribution of

questionnaires within environmental units ranged from a minimum of 200
in the smaller units to 394 in the most densely developed unit.

It was

intended to achieve a goal of at least 30 returns from each en v i r o n 
mental unit.

This was accomplished in 5 of the 7 units.

The below

expectation level of returns in 2 units produced sample sizes in them
of 24; other units ranged from 43 to 78 samples.

Questionnaire d i stri

bution and return information is summarized in Table 2.
The percentage of returns is considered suitable for achievement
of meaningful statistical results in this exploratory estimate of p r o b 
lems and costs of subsidence in the study area.

Even the minimum

samples of 24 provide a useable estimate of central tendency and
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TRANSECT
OR
RANDOM

DISTRI

RETURN

TO!
T10
R04

100
67
100
267

17
21
18
56

17
56
31
18 .
21

T08
Til
R06

100
93
100
293

36
11
27
74

36
12
27
25

74

T05
T13
T09
R02

47
53
55
100
255

10
13
9
21
53

21
23
16
21
21

53

T02
R03

100
100
200

18
6
24

18
6
12

24

T04
T07
T12
R07

100
100
94
100
394

25
19
4
30
78

25
19
4
30
20

78

Reclaimed Marsh
W52
sub tot

T06
R05

100
100
200

19
24
43

27
24
22

43

Lake Rim
L32

T03
R01

7
17
24

7
17
12

24

sub tot

100
100
200

TOTAL

1809

352=N

19.5%

UNIT
Natural Levee
N22
sub tot
Barrier Island
W31
sub tot
Reclaimed Wetland
W32
sub tot
Island Fringe
W41
sub tot
Swamp Fringe
W42
sub tot

%

n=

Table 2. Record of questionnaire distribution and return by environ
mental units w i t h total for the study area.
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variability for use in most comparative a n a l y s e s .

A difficulty arises

where some items are not answered in the questionnaire since the sample
size

(n) then available for use becomes a restrictive factor in diffe r

entiating among environmental unit variations.

Sample sizes used for

statistical tests are provided to help the reader judge the basis upon
which various estimates are made.

Equal sample sizes or nearly

balanced samples are most satisfactory.

Period of Residency - Item 1 of the questionnaire asked for the
length of time the respondent has lived in the residence.
period of residency were supplied by 340 homeowners,
the total sample

(N=352).

Data for

96.6 percent of

Period of residence ranged from less than 1

year to 28 years; the mean length of residency is 9.0 years.
Differences among m e a n lengths of residency by environmental
units were compared using a n
highly significant

'F' test.

It was found that there are

(p <.01) differences among the lengths of time

people have lived in various environmental units.
residency are the Natural Levee
Fringe
13.0,

(W41) units.

The units of longest

(N22), Swamp Fringe (W42), and Island

These units have an average residency length of

11.8, and 11.7 years, respectively.

The Lake Rim (L32) and

Barrier Island (W31) units averaged 8.6 and 8.2 years of residency.
The Reclaimed Wetland (W32) and Reclaimed Marsh

(W52) units have the

shortest mean residency lengths at 4.5 and 4.2 years.

The data summary

and analysis of variance for this factor is shown in Table 3.
The length of residency item is presented as background informa
tion.

It follows generally the same trend as the pattern for age of
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DATA SUMMARY (length of residency)
ENVIRONMENTAL UNIT
N22
W31
W32
W41
sum
sum
squares
n
%

W42

W52

L32

total

665

590

230

281

907

178

197

3048

22527

19748

2048

5111

13797

1090

3017

67338

51

72

51

24

77

42

23

340

8.2

4.5

11.7

11.8

4.2

8.6

(yrs) 13.0

9.0
a.

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
SOURCE
environmental
unit
error
total

df

SS

MS

F

6

3635

605.83

5.55**

333

36379

109.25

339

40014
b.

Table 3. Data summary and analysis of variance for length of resi
dency. a. data summary, b. analysis of variance.
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structure which is presented later in this section.

Units with older

homes also have longer periods of residency indicating a fairly stable
population base.

Specific examination of the relationship between

problems and costs and length of residency was not conducted.

There

m a y be some relationship between length of residency and perception,
understanding, and adaption to problems and costs of subsidence but
these were not a part of this study.

Units with Problems - Item 3 of the questionnaire asked home owners if they have had problems and costs related to subsidence.
Replies were received from 349 homeowners,
sample (N=352).

99.1 percent of the total

Of this number, 45.1 percent report that they have

had problems and costs.
Although all environmental units report subsidence related
problems and costs the distribution of reports is not equal among units.
Distribution by units is indicated in Figure 33.

There is a gradual

progression in the percent of units reporting problems from the lowest
unit, Lake Rim (L32) w i t h 12.5 percent, to the highest unit, Reclaimed
Marsh

(W52) with 86.0 percent of the units reporting problems and costs.

There is no apparent clustering of environmental units into sets based
upon percent of homeowners reporting problems and costs.
This item reflects a basic decision on the part of the h o m e 
owner as to whether or not he has problems and costs related to s u b s i 
dence without making a judgment on magnitude.

That, on the average,

45.1 percent of the people sampled feel they have problem conditions is
a rather good indication of the extent of the effects of subsidence and
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100 -

90

80-

70-

50x = 4 5 .1%
40-

30-

20 -

10

-

%

UNIT
n=

N22
56

W31
74

W32
53

W41
24

W42
78

W52
43

L32
24

Figure 33. Percent of units having some type of subsidence related
problems and costs by environmental units.
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its impact upon the community.

That three of the environmental units

have reports of problems and costs in 59

to 86 percent of the

tions indicates the high number of homes

that ma y be affected in some

areas.

The magnitude of problems and costs related to reports

observa

in this

item is examined further in the study.

Year Problems First Noticed - Item 4 of the questionnaire asked
homeowners for an estimate of the date when subsidence problems were
first noticed.

A total of 99 specific dates, 28.1 percent of the total

sample (N=352) were used for evaluation.
were not used;

Dates that were not specific

that is, replies such as "several years ago" or "when

property was purchased" were not considered.

A n overall pattern of

reply distribution among years might serve as a n indicator that i n f l u 
ences affecting a large area are an important subsidence factor.

Some

of the influences suggested by people in the area include draw down
of water in canals, major construction projects,
opening of new streets.

lake excavation, and

There are not enough data at present to

examine these particular influences.
The distribution and trend of replies identifying various years
as the first year problems were noticed are shown in Figure 34a.
are no reports prior to 1956.

The number of experimental units r e 

porting problems increases, on the average, by about
year.

This is a highly significant

problems w i t h each year.

There

.63 of a unit per

(p <.01) increase in reports of

There were relatively few residences in the

study area prior to 1956 but residents of 15 years have reported that
they only had problems starting in recent years.

The trend shown in
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Figure 34. Number of people reporting particular year when they first
noticed subsidence problems, a. trend line increase in more
recent y e a r s , b. divided by dry, other, and wet years
1941-1970.
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Figure 34a m a y possibly be attributed to an actual increase in frequency
of problems in recent years.

However, an overall increase in numbers

of residences in the study area,

location of new housing in areas of

poorer foundation, and a memory factor that could bias results in
favor of more serious problems or more recent notice of problems must
also be considered.
The water budget relationship to subsidence was examined since
Soil Conservation Service personnel have noticed an increase in s u b 
sidence damage reports in periods of drought.

The number of replies

identifying various years as the first year problems were noticed by
dry, other, and wet year periods from 1941 to 1970 as defined in the
Water Budget Considerations section is displayed in Figure 34b.
recent data for water budget are not presently available.

More

The dry year

period set contains 56 percent of the reported dates of notice of s u b 
sidence problems; only 20 percent are in the wet year period.

The

actual numbers and percent of reports are different among year sets.
The data were examined further to determine if there were s i g 
nificant differences in mean numbers of reports in wet, dry, and other
years.

Each set was treated as a sample (n=10) and data compared

using an

'F' table

(Table 4) for examination of differences among means.

The test failed to show a difference among means

(p >.05).

The d i f f e r 

ences with i n observation sets is greater than the differences among the
sets.

The minimum difference required between means to show a signifi

cant difference

(LSD) was 2.8 percentage points.

It is concluded that

any differences in mean numbers of subsidence reports occurring based
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DATA TABLE (reports of problems first noticed)
yr

43 0
49 0
50 0
51 0
52 0
60 3
62 3
63 3
65 8
69 14

41
45
48
53
54
57
58
64
68
70

other
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
3
6
3

42
44
46
47
55
56
59
61
66
67

wet
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
2
5
2

total

sum
sum
squares
n

31

13

11

55

287

55

37

379

10

10

10

30

X

3.1

1.3

1.1

1.8

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
SOURCE

df

SS

MS

F

year period

2

24.27

12.13

1.29

error

27

253.90

9.40

total

29

278.17

Table 4. Data table and analysis of variance for comparison of mean
reports of problems first noticed in dry, other, and wet
years, a. data table, b. analysis of variance.
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upon climatic conditions were not large enough to indicate a signifi
cant difference.
The relationship of water budget, ground water levels, regional
changes in drainage, new development, and construction to new or c o n 
tinued subsidence related damage is in need of further study.
these factors m a y lead to change in hydrologic status.

Any of

It is known

that the net result of water loss in saturated alluvial and organic
deposits is land elevation loss (de G l o p p e r , 1970; Slusher et a l .,
1974).

These soils do not regain their full former complement of water

on rewetting.

Therefore,

loss of moisture ma y have permanent and c u m u 

lative influence over a period of time.

Soil Samples and Survey Results

- Item 7 of the questionnaire

asked for permission to take a soil sample and make measurements on the
respondents property.

Item 8 asked if the homeowner would like a copy

of the survey r e s u l t s .

Almost 91 percent of the total sample

responded to these items.

(N=352)

Permission to take a soil sample and make

measurements was given by 85.2 percent of the respondents.
among environmental units was from 71.6 to 100 percent.

The range

A copy of the

survey results which will be published as a study abstract and mailed
to homeowners and other interested parties was requested by 87.2 p e r 
cent of the sample.

The range of requests for study results among

environmental units was from 77.0 to 100 p e r c e n t .
The high percentage of people allowing soil samples was instru
mental in providing good base data for defining actual soil conditions
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in the study area.

The results of the soil sample and survey request

items are shown in Figure 35.

Subdivisions - The East Orleans area is divided into s ubdivi
sions.

Subdivisions represent units of development and are entities

recognized b y the city.

The Real Estate Department of the city m a i n 

tains maps of subdivision locations and names.

In January 1975 there

were about 70 subdivisions in the study area ranging from fully
developed to undeveloped.

Of the total, 45, about 64 percent, are

represented in the questionnaire returns.

The subdivisions and numbers

of observations in each environmental unit are presented in Table 5.
Subdivision information is presented as background only.
divisions are unequally represented in the study.

Sub

Those that happened

to fall on transect lines or occupy a large part of an environmental
unit have more representation.

The basic unit of comparison in the

study is the environmental unit so the differences in representation
among subdivisions is not considered important.

Elevations

- Elevations of experimental units were estimated

using data gathered by the Corps of Engineers

(1972).

The elevations

should be considered relative rather than absolute since:

1) the

engineer's survey is unofficial and unpublished, 2) the engineer's
survey was done along street centerlines, and 3) the houses are usually
anywhere from 6 inches (15.2 cm) to 2 feet

(.6 m) above the street.

Estimated elevations in relation to mean sea level (MSL) ranged
from 2.0 feet

(.6 m) on the natural levee to minus 7.5 feet

(2.3 m) in
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Figure 35. Percentages of homeowners giving permission to sample soil
and wanting a copy of the survey results.
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SUBDIVISION NAME
Airport (study name)
Ardyn Park
Barrington Park East
Barrington Park West
Blum Antoine
Castle Manor
Castle Manor East
Cerise
Citrus Park
Coronado Heights
Delmar Villa
Donna Villa
Edgelake Court Extension
Edgelake Lands #1
Evangeline Oaks
Francis
Gentilly Oaks
Gentilly Woods
Haydel Heights
Huntington Park
Kenilworth
Kenilworth East
Lakefront
Lake Groves Park
Lakeland Acres
Lake Willow
Lakewood East
Meadowgrove Park
Melia
Merlie Manor
Morrison Park
North Kenilworth
Parklake Manor
Pines Village
Plum Orchard
Pontchartrain Park
Rosedale
Shalimar
Sherwood Forest
Somerset Park
Spring Lake
Village De L'Est
Villa Sites #1
Villa Sites #2
Warwick East

ENVIRONMENTAL UNIT
N22
W31
W32
W41

W42

W52

L32
2

6
1
1
1
8
5
1

1
7
1

5

3

5
1
5

2

2
4

3
1
5
19
1

24

22
1
2
15

1
30
13
6

3
1

6
1

5
1

1
1
3

4
2
9

1
4

11

15

1

1
1
6
3

2
4
3

43
1
13
1

Table 5. Subdivisions represented i n study results with number of
samples by environmental units.

the reclaimed wetland areas.

Mean elevation of sampled units by

environmental units is displayed in Figure 36.

Highest is the Natural

Levee (N22) unit with a mean elevation of mean sea le v e l .

This would

be expected based upon its riverine origin and subsequent subsidence.
The Lake Rim (L32)

unit is near sea level at minus

(.27 m).

rim would be expected to

The lake

aggradation by wave action.
1.5 feet

Prior to enclosure and drainage

in the 1950s it was at or near sea leve1.

feet

be near sea level due to

The Reclaimed Marsh (W52) unit at minus

(.46 m) is a subsiding a r e a .

Swamp Fringe

.9 of a foot

The Island Fringe

(W41) and

(W42) units are at minus 3.5 feet (1.02 m) and minus 4.1

(1.25 m ) , respectively.

fringe of the natural l e v e e .

These are both old swamp areas along the
They were once slightly above sea l e v e l .

The lowest areas are between the old swamp area and the lake rim.
Barrier Island
Wetland

(W31) unit at minus 5.1 feet

(W32) unit at minus 6.0 feet

The

(1.55 m) and the Reclaimed

(1.83 m) have both subsided from

near sea level since this zone was reclaimed in the 1908 to 1916 period.
The general picture of elevation is of a subsided basin bordered
by a natural levee on one side and a lake rim on the other (Figure 36),
w i t h the basin becoming deeper toward the center.

The difference b e 

tween the elevations of the Reclaimed Marsh and the Reclaimed Wetland
units m a y be explained by time of reclamation.

The Reclaimed Marsh has

not had time to subside as far as the Reclaimed Wetland; h o w e v e r , it is
expected to continue to subside

Soil Types

with t i m e .

- Within the soil series

previously mentioned and

described in Appendix D, 28 types were classified for analysis p u r p o s e s .
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Within these types are two groups.

One group includes soils that are

presently in the area; the other includes estimated past soil types.
A past soil type is a soil that was once present in the study area, has
been modified, and is now another related soil type.

For example,

Gentilly m a y be modified to Gentilly, drained; Lafitte muck may become
Lafitte soils.

All soils do not change type upon modification.

For

example, Sharkey clay m a y remain Sharkey clay even with urban de v e l o p 
ment .
The present and past soils types are listed in Table 6.

The

code letters shown are used throughout the results and discussion for
reference in tables, figures, and text.

A tabulation of the percent

of observations with various present and estimated past soil types is
also provided.
There are 20 soil types presently represented in the samples
from the study area.
observations.

Three series account for 57.4 percent of the

Most prevalent is Soil

senting 25 percent of the sample.

'B' with its three types r e p r e 

This is a barrier island sand with

a clayey, peaty, or silt loam surface.

Sharkey clay, a fringing

natural levee soil is found in 19.6 percent of the sample.
soil, Lafitte, accounts for 10.8 percent of the sample.

The marsh

The rest of

the soil types are represented at percents ranging from .3 to 6.8
percent.
Soils are presented in Table 7 by their frequency of occurrence
within environmental units.
by different soil types.

Various environmental units are dominated

The Natural Levee

(N22) unit has three common
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% SAMPLE
WITH TYPE
Present
Past

CODE

SOIL TYPE

UKN
Am
Apfs
ASd
ASfd
Bd
BS
Csl
Cscl
G
Gd
Gm
HAc
HY
Ic
Lm
LS
N
Sc
Scms
Tc

Unknown
Allemands muck
Allemands peat, firm substratum
Allemands soil, drained
Allemands soil, firm substratum, drained
Barbary drained
Barbary soil
Commerce silt loam
Commerce silty clay loam
Gentilly
Gentilly, drained
Gentilly muck
Haplaquents, clayey
Hydraquents
Ijam clay
Lafitte muck
Lafitte soils
Newel 1 ton
Sharkey clay
Sharkey clay, miry subsoil
Tunica clay

10.8
1.4
19.6
2.0
3.7

'A'
'B'c
'B 1p
'B 1si
•C'
'D*
*E*

Soil
Soil
Soil
Soil
Soil
Soil
Soil

6.8
13.4
9.9
1.7
4.3
2.3
1.1

A1
B, clayey
B, peaty
B, silt loam
C
D
E

3.4%

9.7%
2.8
1.4

4.3
1.6
.6
.3
4.5

1.1
.3
4.5
6.2

3.7
.6
3.7
1.1
.9
11.6
1 .4
18.5
2.8
3.7
6.8
13.5
10.0
1.7
2.3

^Soils A-E are not Soil Conservation Service
soil types.

Table 6. Present and past soil types in t h e study area with code
identification and percent of sample in each soil class
ification.
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SOIL TYPE
CODE
UKN
ASd
ASfd
Bd
Csl
Cscl
Gd
HAc
Ic
LS
N
Sc
Scms
Tc

ENVIRONMENTAL . UNIT
N22
W31
W32
7.3%

1.4%
2.7

W41

5.6%.
20.4
11.1

W52

L32

3.8%
4.7

14.8

2.6
1.3
7.7
3.8
16.7
3.8

1.9

6.4
44.9
9.0

18.2
2.7

W42

88.4
50.9

20.8

23.6

'A'
'B’c
'B ’p
*B ’si
■C'
'D*
•E*

3.7

95.6
79.2

37.8
47.3
8.1
27.7
14.8

6.9

4.4

100 .0%

Table 7. Percent of present soil types in each environmental unit.

levee ridge and flank soils--Commerce, Tunica, and Sharkey clay.
Barrier Island
Type

(W31) unit is dominated by the barrier island sand soil,

'B', peaty and clayey surface.

the Swamp Fringe
soil types.

The

The Reclaimed Wetland

(W32) and

(W42) units are represented by the most variety of

The remaining three units, Island Fringe (W41), Reclaimed

M a r s h (W52), and Lake R i m (L32) are dominated by one soil type each.
The impact of these soil types on problems and costs within the units
is examined later in the study.

Fill Types - For each experimental unit for which permission
was given to take a soil sample the fill type was inventoried and the
thickness measured.
of the total sample

A total of 298 samples were taken, 84.7 percent
(N=352).

The types of fill were divided into five classes--sandy, silty,
clayey, organic, and other.
and sandy loam.

The sandy group includes fine sandy loam

The silty group includes silt loam.

includes silty clay loam, clay loam, and clay.
peaty material and shell.

The clayey group

Organic includes both

The other group includes construction rubble

fill, gravel, or mixtures not fitting the above classifications.
The distribution of fill types by environmental units and for
the total study area is shown in Table 8. The dominant fill type in the
study area and in the environmental units is generally sandy loam. Its
origin is probably the Mississippi River batture and spillway deposits.
Silt

loams are next in dominance and probably have the same source.

Scattered observations of clayey, organic, and other fill types occur.

FILL TYPE

ENVIRONMENTAL UNIT
W32
N22
W31

W41

W42

W52

L32

total

SANDY

44.5%

85.2%

68.2%

54.6%

63.3%

92.9%

40.0%

67.1%

SILTY

20.0

5.6

6.8

9.1

18.3

7.1

40.0

13.8

CLAYEY

2.2

10.0

3.7

ORGANIC

11.3
1.8

OTHER
NO FILL
n=

2.3

9.1

20.4

4.5

1.3

33.3

7.4

2.3

22.7

7.1

45

54

44

22

71

42

5.0

3.7

5.0

10.4

20

298

Table 8. Percent of different fill types in environmental units and study area.
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There are several exceptions to the general pattern.
Natural Levee

(N22) and Island Fringe

The

(W41) units have larger represen

tations of samples with no fill than other units.

The natural levee

unit might be expected to not need fill because of its base soil
stability.

The lack of fill in the Island Fringe unit is not readily

explained.

The Reclaimed Wetland

(W31) unit has a higher percentage of

other fill than the rest of the u n i t s .

This is probably reflective of

its mixture of older and more recent development; in older areas fill
is highly variable among different sites since they were often filled
individually with whatever material was available.

The only unit in

w h i c h all lots had fill was the Reclaimed Marsh (W52).

Since its s ur

face soil was originally organic it was necessary to place a fill s u r 
face prior to construction of homes in this u n i t .

Fill Thickness - Fill thickness was measured on 298 experimental
units, 84.7 percent of the total sample

(N=352).

The depth of fill was

measured from the base of lawn grass to the first identifiable original
surface.

Identity of the original surface was not always readily

apparent and a judgment was often n e e d e d .
study area is 8.8 inches

The mean fill depth in the

(11.3 cm) with a range of means from 2.2 inches

(5.6 cm) in the Natural Levee

(N22) unit to 16.7 inches

(42.4 cm) in

the Reclaimed Ma r s h (W52) u n i t .
Differences in means among units were examined using an
test.

'F'

A data summary and analysis of variance are shown in Table 9.

There are highly significant
among environmental units.

(p <.01) differences in depth of fill
At the low end of the range are the Natural
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DATA SUMMARY (thickness of fill)
ENVIRONMENTAL UNIT
N22
W31
W32

W41

W42

W52

L32

total

sum
sum
squares
n

97

602

622

75

326

700

214

2636

512

10198

14964

465

2454

15984

2806

47392

45

54

44

21

72

42

20

298

X

2.2"

11.1

14.1

3.6

4.5

16.7

10.7

8.8
a.

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
SOURCE
environmental
unit
error
total

df

SS

MS

F

6

8097

1349

24.53**

291

15978

55

297

24075

Table 9. Data summary and analysis of variance for thickness of fill
in environmental units, a. data summary, b. analysis of
variance.
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Levee

(N22), Island Fringe (W41), and Swamp Fringe

2.2, 3.6, and 4.5 inches

(5.6, 9.1, 11.4 cm), respectively.

middle are the Barrier Island
and 10.7 inches

In the

(W31) and Lake Rim (L32) units with 11.1

(28.2, 27.2 c m ) , respectively.

the Reclaimed Wetland

(W42) units with

At the upper end are

(W32) and Reclaimed Marsh (W52) units with 14.1

and 16.7 inches (35.8, 42.4 cm) of f i l l .
Fill thickness m a y be seen as an
preparation, a response to subsidence,

indicator of need

or both.

for site

Areas with stable

mineral surface soils with good

drainage usually only

general leveling and to provide

good top soil for p l a n t s . T h u s , one

might expect to find 2 to 6 inches
dential lots.

need

fill for

(5.1-15.2 cm) of fill on most r e s i 

Lots that exceed this depth may require the additional

fill to compensate for poor drainage or infirm surface s o i l s .

In the

cases where organic materials are being covered, some to extensive s u b 
sidence m a y be expected.

Organic Matter - Thickness of organic material layers was m e a 
sured in the field survey.

Organic material includes peat layers, beds

of woody material, and shell accum u l a t i o n s .

Usually the identification

of organic material was easily made because it occurred as compressed
layers with well defined b o un d a r i e s .
The environmental units vary considerably in presence of organic
material.

The only unit with no organic layers is the Natural Levee

(N22) unit.

The Swamp Fringe

(W42) and Lake Rim (L32) units were low

in percent of observations having organic layers--6.4 and 12.5 p e r c e n t ,
respectively.

Three other u n i t s , the Barrier Island

(W31), Island
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Fringe

(W41), and Reclaimed Wetland

(W32), with 33.8, 37.5, and 41.5

percent of the observations having organic layers hold the middle p o s i 
tion.

These three environmental units are all in the zone that was

once marsh or swamp f r i n g e .

The Reclaimed Marsh (W52) unit is the

highest in percent of observations with organic soils pr e s e n t ; 95.3
percent of the sample had organic soil layers.
The m e a n thickness of organic material among environmenta1
units is quite v a r i a b l e .
inches

Where present it ranges from a mean of 2.8

(7.1 cm) in the Lake. Rim (L32) unit to a m e a n of 66.5 inches

(168.9 cm) in the Reclaimed Marsh (W52) unit.
were examined using an 'F' test

(Table 10).

Differences among means
Highly significant

differences in thickness of organic layers were f o u n d .
mental units may be divided into three groups.
Lake Rim (L32), Island Fringe
Island

The e n v i r o n 

In the low range are the

(W41), Swamp Fringe

(W42), and Barrier

(W31) units with a mean range from 2.8 to 8.8 inches

cm) of organic material.

,fp<„01)

(7.1-22 .4

In the midrange is the Reclaimed Wetland

(W42) unit with a m e a n of 18.5 inches

(47.0 cm).

The Reclaimed Marsh

(W52) unit has the highest mean at 66.5 inches (168.9 cm).
The environmental units expected to be most highly affected by
the presence of organic material are those with a high percentage of
observations with organic matter and thick organic layers.
are displayed in Table 10a.
tion.

There are four general

In the Lake Rim (L32) and Swamp Fringe

mean thicknesses of organic material and
units a f f e c t e d .

These data

levels of c ombina

(W42) units there are

low

low percentages of experimental

Presence of organic matter may not be a major s u b s i 

dence problem/cost

factor in these u n i t s .

The Barrier Island

(W31) and
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DATA SUMMARY (depth of organic matter)
ENVIRONMENTAL . UNIT
N22
W31
W32

W41

W42

W52

L32

total

sum
sum
squares

-

220

407

36

25

2725

11

3424

-

2430

9431

174

153

195139

33

207360

n

-

25

22

9

5

41

4

106

X

-

8.8"

18.5

4.0

5.0

66.5

2.8

32.3

33.8%

41.5

37.5

6.4

95.3

12.5

% with
organic

a.

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
df

SS

MS

F

5

80276

16055

9.74**

error

100

16482

1648

total

105

96758

SOURCE
environmental
unit

b.

Table 10. Data summary and analysis of variance for depth of organic
matter, a. data summary, b. analysis of variance.

Island Fringe (W41) have about 33 percent of the observations with
organic material present but thicknesses only in the 4 to 8 inch
(10.2-20.3 cm) range.

Organic soil m ay be a minor subsidence problem/

cost factor in these units.

The Reclaimed Wetland (W32) has about 40

percent of the observations w i t h organic matter with a m e a n depth of
18.5

inches (47.0 cm).

Organic matter m a y be a major subsidence

problem/cost factor in this unit.

The Reclaimed Marsh, with 95.3 p e r 

cent of the observations with organic material and having a mean
organic material depth of 66.5 inches

(168.9 cm), m ay be expected to be

very highly affected by presence of organic s o i l s .

Soil Consistency - Soil consistency was measured in the field
and classified as firm, plastic,

or s e m ifluid.

or semifluid were considered firm.

All soils not plastic

If a soil sample pressed in the

hand would deform and squeeze between the fingers in ribbons leaving a
residue in the closed fist it was considered p l a s t i c .

If it ran through

the fingers, dripped, and left little to no residue it was considered
semifluid.
The results of this measurement are tabulated in Table 11 by
environmental u n i t s .

If plastic or semifluid soils appeared anywhere

w i t h i n the zero to 5 foot (0-1.5 m) or 5 to 8 foot

(1.5-2.4 m) levels

they were counted as occurring; thickness was not c o n s i d e r e d .
measurement has several w e a k n e s s e s :

This

1) it may be affected by recent

rainfall where groundwater is temporarily entrapped, 2) the action of
the sampling auger m a y stir the soil and change its consistency by
drawing water into the sample, and 3) the judgment of consistency has

DEPTH

SOIL CONDITION

ENVIRONMENTAL UNIT
N22
W31
W32

W41

W42

W52

L32

0-5 ft.

PLASTIC

8.9%

4.8%

41.2%

76.7%

15.0%

14.0

5.0
7.7%

(0-1.5 m)
5-8 ft.
(1.5-2.4 m)

SEMIFLUID
PLASTIC
SEMIFLUID

3.7%

45.5%

1.9
7.1%

9.5%

88.9%

1.7%

6.3%

91.7%

3.3

5.6

1.7

7.4

3.3

76.9
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Table 11. Percent of samples w ith plastic and semifluid soils at different depths by environmental
units.
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border line cases when using the field techniques mentioned above.
Therefore, differences between environmental units shown in Table 11
should be considered cautiously.
The unit with the wettest soils is the Reclaimed Marsh (W52)
where the organic soils hold a considerable amount of m o i s t u r e .
other units such as the Reclaimed Wetland

In

(W32) and Swamp Fringe (W42)

moisture was found in clays or silty l a yers.
usually had moisture layers in sand b o d i e s .

The Lake Rim (L32) unit
The high percentage of

semifluid soil at depth in this unit is a reflection of finding satu
rated sands.
Moisture changes in soils are considered to be potentially a
major subsidence problem/cost factor and particularly important In soils
that have never been d r a i n e d .

Shrink/swell characteristics of soi l s ,

collapse of soil structure with drying, and organic decay are all i n 
volved in this process.

The relation of moisture content to problems

and costs is examined further in the study.

Age of Structures
age of the house.
total sample

- Item 2 of the questionnaire asked for the

Age w as given on 344 returns, 97.7 percent of the

(N=352).

The age of structures ranges from less than 1

year to 32 years with a mean age of 11.9 y e a r s .

In general the environ

mental units show a normal distribution pattern.

However, the Barrier

Island (W31) unit and the Reclaimed Wetland

(W32) units are b i m o d a l ;

they have a small set of houses built 15 to 18 years ago and another
larger set of more recent construction.
A data summary and analysis of variance for an

'F1 test of
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differences among m e a n ages of structures within the environmental
units is presented in Table 12.
ences

There are highly significant d i f f e r 

(p c.Ol) in ages of houses among vinits.

The oldest houses are in

the Island Fringe (W41) unit w i t h a mean age of 19.9 y e a r s .
Natural Levee

(N22) and Swamp Fringe

The

(W42) units have houses with

average ages of 16.9 and 16.0 years, respectively.

The Lake Rim (L32)

unit with an average house age of 11.4 years is closest to the overall
mean.

All other units have house age means of 6.7 to 8.5 y e a r s .
The variability in age of structures might lead to the h ypothe

sis that differences found in problems and costs among environmental
units m a y be influenced by the age of structures since highly signifi
cant differences in this factor do exist.

This particular aspect is

examined in more detail later in the report.

Foundation and Structure Type

- Items 17 and 18 of the question

naire asked respondents for the type of foundation and structure of their
home.

There were 339 responses to these items,

total sample

(N=352).

96.3 percent of the

Differences in types of foundation may have some

relationship to problems and costs of subsidence.
for

Piling support may,

example, be expected to provide some protection against building

movement in response to soil settling.

Some types of structure may be

more flexible in response to differential stress than o t h e r s .
The data related to foundation and structure type is presented
in Table 13.

There were four classifications of foundation:

1) slab

on g r a d e , 2) slab on p i l e s , 3) floor raised on p i e r s , and 4) other
(Table 1 3 a ) .

The first two categories account for 92 percent of the
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DATA SUMMARY (age of structures)
ENVIRONMENTAL UNITS
N22
W31
W32
W41
sum
sum
squares
n

W42

W52

L32

total

931

603

353

439

1251

286

250

4113

17415

11463

4159

9341

21705

2118

3994

70240

55

71

53

22

78

43

22

344

8.5

6.7

19.9

16.0

6.7

11.4

11.9

X (yrs) 16.9

a.

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
SOURCE
environmental
unit
error

df

SS

MS

F

6

7622

1270.33

31.85**

337

13441

39.88

total

343

21063
b.

Table 12. Data summary and analysis of variance for age of structures,
a. data summary, b. analysis of variance.

FOUNDATION TYPE

ENVIRONMENTAL UNIT
N22
W31
W32

W41

W42

73.9%

57.9%

13.0

31.6

SLAB ON GRADE

68.6%

30.6%

SLAB ON PILING

19.6

66.6

OFF GROUND ON PIERS

STRUCTURE TYPE

17.4%

36.8%

65.3

55.2

4.3

1.2

8.7

1.8

2.0

8.7

7.9

4.7

4.3

5.0

21

23

76

43

23

339

ENVIRONMENTAL UNIT
N22
W31
W32

W41

W42

W52

L32

total

9.7%

60.9%

21.1%

30.4

61.8

9.8
51

72

WOOD FRAME— MASONRY VENEER

47.2

76.4

82.4

7.8

11.1

13.6

11.7

2.8

2.0

51

72

51

n=

total

4.4

33.3%

OTHER

L32

1.9

WOOD FRAME— WOOD SIDING

SOLID MASONRY

95.3

2.6
2.8

n=

90.2

2.0

OTHER
UNKNOWN

5.9%

W52

2.0%

21.8%

17.7%

83.7

60.9

66.4

6.6

14.0

13.0

9.7

8.7

10.5

2.3

4.3

6.2

23

76

43

23

339

Table 13. Foundation and structure types in study area by environmental units, a. foundation types,
b. structure types.

a

houses in the sample and slab on piles in the most prevalent with 55.2
percent of the houses sampled built in this manner.
environmenta1 units are e v i d e n t .
the Natural Levee

Differences among

The units w i t h older homes such as

(N22), the Island Fringe (W41), and the Swamp Fringe

(W42) have higher percentages of homes on slab than on p i l e s .
a highly significant

There is

(p <.01) increase in percent of homes with

pilings with a decrease in mean age of houses in the environmental
units.

There is an increase of about 6 percent of homes with pilings

for each year decrease in m ean age of houses in environmenta1 units
(Table 14).

There is a definite trend toward construction of house

foundation slabs on pilings as opposed to other structural systems.
This m a y be a reflection that the m ost stable land has already been
used and more marginal land is requiring use of piling or it m ay i n d i 
cate an awareness of piling foundations as a safeguard against building
damage.
Structural types were inventoried since it was thought that
some types may be more susceptible to subsidence damage than others.
The inventory is presented in Table 13b.
type is wood frame with masonry veneer.
units except the Island Fringe

The major house structure
It is the major type in all

(W41) where wood siding predominates.

The houses with wood frame construction account for 84.1 percent of
all observ a t i o n s .

Another 6.2 percent in the other category of struc

ture types are probably also mostly wood f r a m e .

Many of the responses

indicated that homes were stucco over wood f r a m e , a popular older
housing type in the study area, or mixed veneer types over wood fr a m e .
Wood frame houses probably account for more than 90 percent of the
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DATA TABLE (regression of housing with piles on mean age)
ENVIRONMENTAL
UNIT

.(x)
x age

W32
W52
W31
L32
W42
N22
W41

6.7
6.7
8.5
11.4
16.0
16.9
19.9

90.2
95.3
66.6
63.3
31.6
19.6
13.0

604.34
638.51
566.10
721.62
505.60
331.24
258.70

86.1

379.6

3626.11

1229.6

27212.3

12.3

54.2

sum
sum
squares
X

%

(y)
piles

(xy)

b=6.11%
a.

ANALYSIS OF REGRESSION
SOURCE

df

SS

MS

F

regression

1

6375.9

6375.9

127**

error

5

251.2

50.2

total

6

6627.1
b.

Table 14. Regression of percent of houses on pile supported foundation
on m e a n age of houses in environmental units, a. data table,
b. analysis of regression.
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houses in the study area with little difference among environmental
units.

Summary-General - The data gathered in the general section of
the questionnaire summarized in Table 15 and discussed above, serve to
provide additional background concerning the characteristics of the
study area that will be examined in more detail in relation to problem/
cost factors.
1)

The following points are to be emphasized.

Response to the questionnaire was satisfactory to achieve

the objective of the research.

Considering the length and detail of

the questionnaire the response of people in East Orleans indicates
their personal interest and involvement
2)

in the issue of land subsidence.

Length of residency and age of structures follow a similar

pattern of distribution.

There are highly significant

(p c.Ol) diff e r 

ences in average length of residency among environmental units.
3)

On the average, 45.1 percent of homeowners in the study area

report they have problems and costs related to subsidence.

This is

considered a good indicator of the potential seriousness of conditions.
Magnitude of the problems and costs is discussed later in this report.
4)

There is a highly significant

(p <.01) increase in reports

of subsidence problems w i t h more recent years but these reports may not
be the result of an actual increase in subsidence.
such as

Other factors,

increased numbers of residences may also be involved.
5)

No statistical relationship of subsidence reports to wet or

dry climatic years was established.

H o w e v e r , it is felt that the

climatic aspect is important and further study is needed.

ITEM

ENVIRONMENTAL UNIT
N22
W31 ■ W32

W41

W42

W52

L32

total

PERCENT OF DISTRIBUTION RETURNED

21.0%

25.3

20.8

12.0

19.8

21.5

12.0

19.5

MEAN LENGTH OF RESIDENCY

13.Oyr

8.2

4.5

11.7

11.8

4.2

8.6

9.0

PERCENT UNITS WITH PROBLEMS/COSTS

32.1%

17.6

45.3

75.0

59.0

86.0

12.5

45.1

PERCENT WITH SOIL SAMPLE PERMISSION

82.1%

71.6

83.0

87.5

93.6

100.0

83.3

85.2

PERCENT WANT SURVEY RESULTS

83.9%

77.0

90.6

87.5

91.0

100.0

83.3

87.2

MEAN ELEVATION OF SAMPLE UNITS

0 M S L ' -5.1

-6.0

-3.5

-4.1

-1.5

-.9

-3.0

MEAN FILL THICKNESS

2.2"

11.1

14.1

3.6

4.5

16.7

10.7

8.8

MEAN THICKNESS OF ORGANIC MATTER

0.0"

8.8

18.5

4.0

5.0

66.5

2.8

32.3

MEAN AGE OF STRUCTURES

16.9yr

8.5

6.7

19.9

16.0

6.7

11.4

11.9

PERCENT OF HOUSES ON PILING FOUNDATION

19.6%

66.6

90.2

13.0

31.6

95.3

65.3

55.2

PERCENT WOOD FRAME STRUCTURES

80.5%

86.1

84.4

91.3

82.9

83.7

82.7

84.1

Table 15.

Summary of general category data of questionnaire returns.
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6)
ing samples

The residents of the area were very cooperative in allowof soil on their property thus making detailed analysis of

this parameter p o s s i b l e .
7)

The interest in the study is high and most respondents want

to receive results of the research.

The study will have direct r e l e 

vance to the concerns of these people and others in similar e n viron
menta 1 s e t t i n g s .
8)

Elevations in the study area are mostly below sea l e v e l .

The entire study area was once near or above sea level; subsidence is
a long term and continuing process.
9)

Soils of natural levee, s w a m p , and marsh origin are re p r e 

sented in the study area.

Most have been partially to greatly modified

for development purposes.
10)The predominant fill used
There are highly significant

in the study area is sandy loam.

(p <,01) differences in depth of fill

among environmental units.
11)

Thickness of organic matter is considered to be an impor

tant factor in subsidence problems and costs.

There are highly signifi

cant (p <.01) differences in thicknesses of organic matter among
environmental
12)

units.

Soil consistency was measured but is such a widely variable

factor that conclusions based on moisture content should be considered
highly t e n tative.

More study of this parameter and its relation to

problems and costs is needed.
13)

The mean age of structures reinforces the relatively recent

urban development pointed out in the Study Area section of the r e p o r t .
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Highly significant

(p <.01) differences in average age of houses among

environmental units suggests this m ay be a factor in problem/cost
variability.
14)

The majority of the houses in the study area are on piling

supported foundations.

H o w e v e r , there is a highly significant

(p c.Ol)

increase in percent of houses on piling supported foundations with a
decrease in m e a n age of houses in environmental units.

There is a

trend toward piling foundations.
15)
structures.

The majority of houses in the study area are wood frame
There is little variation in type among environmental

units.

PROBLEM/COST EVALUATION BASE - To obtain more specific estimates
of the magnitude of homeowner problems and costs than previously a v a i l 
able, the questionnaire and field data were analyzed to estimate q u a n 
tities related to:
to structures,
costs.

1) extent of land subsidence, 2) extent of damages

landscape elements, and utilities, and 3) homeowner

The variables used in the study are shown in Figure 37; they

are numbered in relation to the questions below which are used as the
framework for presentation of the results and discussion of homeowner
problems and costs.
In the area of land subsidence the questions of concern are;
1.

What is the overall extent of land subsidence on
homeowner property?

2.

Is there a difference in land subsidence based upon
environmental units?
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MATRIX
OF
STUDY
VARIABLES

SE COMP
ARCH

SOILS

<U M-

o. a>

LEGEND
G=general
di scussion
item

03 0

F=fi eld

#=questionaire item

how long lived in house
have you had problems
date noticed problems
take soil sample
copy of results
have repairs to do
other comments
maximum land sinkage
space under foundation
how often add fill
add fill front and back
sidewalk cracks
sidewalk warp
driveway cracks
driveway warp
street cracked
patio/porch cracks
garden wall cracks
garden wall collapse
soil cracks
pot holes in yard
soil burning
other problems
maximum sidewalk drop
added steps
repair/replace walk
driveway drop
repair/replace drive
floor damage
fixed floor damage
wall damage
fixed wal1 damage
roof damage
fixed roof damage
house tilted
wa ter_p_i pe damage
23a
fixed water pipes
sewerage damage
fixed sewerage damage
electric damage
fixed electric damage
gas line damage
fixed gas line damage
average yearly cost
s1nqle biggest expense
est. for repairs to do
total land fill cost
labor in land fill
step repair costs
sidewalk, repair costs
driveway repair costs
tilting repair costs
floor repair costs
wal1 repair costs
roof repair costs
water pipe repair costs
sewerage repair costs
electric repair costs
25b «
gas system repair costs

#=questions
presented in
problem/cost
evaluation base
section and used
in results and
discussion
section

GENERAL

Figure 37. The relationship of study variables to questions investi
gated in the research and presented in the problem/cost
evaluation base section.

3.

Is there a n association between subsidence and soil
variables?

In the area of structural damage the questions of concern are:
4.

What is the extent of structural damage in the study
area?

5.

Is there a difference in structural damage based upon
environmental units?

6.

Is there an association between structural damage and
soil variables?

7.

Is there a difference in structural damage based upon
architectural variables?

In the area of damage to landscape elements the questions of
concern a r e :
8.

What is the extent of landscape element damage in the
study area?

9.

Is there a difference in landscape element damage based
upon environmental units?

10.

Is there an association between landscape element
damage and soil variables?

In the area of damage to utilities elements the questions of
concern a r e :
11.

What is the extent of utility damage in the study area?

12.

Is there a difference in utility damage based upon
environmental units?

13.

Is there an association between utility damage and
soil variables?
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14.

Is there an association between utilities damage and
architectual variables?

In the area of consumer cost elements the questions of concern
are:
15.

What is the magnitude of repair costs attributable to
land subsidence conditions in the study area?

16.

Is there a difference in repair costs based upon
environmental units?

17.

Is there an association between repair costs and soil
variables?

18.

Is there an association between repair costs and
architectural variables?

In the following discussion each of these areas and
is examined in relation to the results of the

questions

questionnaire and field

survey.

LAMP SUBSIDENCE - Items 9, 10, 11a, and lib, of the question
naire concern land subsidence being experienced around homes in the
study area.

The topics of maximum amount of subsidence, space under

house foundation, frequency of need for fill, and fill distribution on
lots are considered for the study area, by environmental units, and
in relation to soil variables.

Land Subsidence in Study Area
of land

- (1) What is the overall extent

subsidence on homeowner property?
Item 9 of the questionnaire asked for an estimate of the maximum

amount of land subsidence on the property.

There were 348 responses to
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this item, 98.9 percent of the total sample
of the sample returns is shown in Figure 38.

(N=352).

The distribution

No occurrence of subsi

dence was reported by 39.8 percent of the responses; another 27.8 p e r 
cent reported subsidence in the range of 1 to 3 inches
However, 32.6 percent of the sample has 4 to 6 inches

(2.5-7.6 cm).
(10.2-15.2 cm)

or more maximum subsidence.

The m e a n maximum amount of subsidence for

the study area is 3.7 inches

(9.5 cm).

Item 10 of the questionnaire asked for an estimate of the
amount of space under the foundation.

This is a more serious problem

than general subsidence since it exposes structural pilings to
weathering and biochemical action and may place stress on building
floors left without s u p p o r t.

There were 278 homeowner responses to

this question, 79.0 percent of the total sample

(N=352).

bution of the observations is shown in Figure 38.

The d i stri

No space under f o u n 

dation is reported by 68.5 percent of the sample; another 12.2 percent
report minor problems of 1 to 3 inches

(2.5-7.6 cm) of s p a c e .

The

other 19.3 percent have space under the foundation ranging from 4 to 6
inches

(10.2-15.2 cm) to over 30 inches

(76.2 cm).

The mean space under

foundations reported for the study area is 2.4 inches

(6 cm).

The distribution of maximum land subsidence and space under
foundation m a y be compared

(Figure 38).

At the lower end of the

inches scale there are fewer occurrences of space under the foundation
than of general subsidence around the house.
scale, from about 15 inches

At the upper end of the

(38.1 cm) to over 30 inches

occurrence of these problems is of similar m a g n i t u d e .

(76.2 cm), the
This suggests
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Figure 38. Distribution of amount of land subsidence and space under
foundation for study area.
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that in areas where subsidence is high the problem is more likely to
affect the entire house l o t , including the areas around and under the
foundation.

The differences in distribution below the 15 inch (38.1 cm)

point m a y indicate that localized subsidence of areas within the yard
as opposed to overall yard subsidence is occurring.

The lower number

of reports of space under the foundation ma y also reflect greater
attention to repairs of this item since it is rather serious and might
be repaired more often than general subsidence.
Item 11a of the questionnaire asked homeowners how often they
added fill to their property.

There were 321 responses to this item,

91.2 percent of the total sample (N=352). The distribution of the
replies is shown in Figure 39.
add f i l l .

Only 37.1 percent of the sample never

The distribution within the rest of the categories falls

within a range of about 10 percentage p o i n t s .

That i s , there is not

a great difference among class frequencies for addition of fill.

On

the a v e r a g e , fill is added between once in two and once in five years
in the study area.
Item lib of the questionnaire asked homeowners if they usually
filled front yard, back yard, or both.

There were 198 homeowner

responses to this item, 56.2 percent of the total sample

(N--352).

It

was suggested by homeowners prior to the study that many people might
be filling just the front yard to maintain property appearance rather
than all the yard area that might need f i l l .

If this is the case then

estimates of fill frequency and need for fill might be d i s t o r t e d .
Response to this item indicates that over 70 percent fill both front
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Figure 39. Distribution of frequency of addition of fill dirt for
study area.
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and back yard areas, about 17 percent fill the back only, and 10 p e r 
cent fill the front only.

Therefore, homeowners probably are filling

where necessary without particular emphasis on maintaining front yard
appearance.

Estimates of fill need and frequency do not seem to be

biased by fill practices.

There is the possibility that the proportion

of fill used in the front of the structure is higher, and that fill
applied in other yard areas is reduced to only that essential to m a i n 
tain drainage or enclose exposed foundation areas.

Land Subsidence in Environmental Units - (2) Is there a d i f f e r 
ence in land subsidence based upon environmental units?
Differences in maximum reported land sinkage, space under
foundation, and frequency of fill were examined by environmental units.
Differences in extent and distribution of problem occurrence exist in
all three categories.
The data for distribution of subsidence in various e nviron
mental units are displayed in Table 16.
Island Fringe

The Reclaimed Marsh (W52) and

(W41) units have more subsidence than o t h e r s .

Reclaimed Marsh averages 9.5 inches
averages 6.1 inches

The

(24.1 cm) and the Island Fringe

(15.5 cm) of subsidence.

These units have only

4.3 to 4.7 percent of their observations with no reports of subsidence.
These units contrast sharply w ith units like the Lake Rim (L32)
wi t h an average reported subsidence of .5 of a n inch (1.3 cm) and the
Reclaimed Wetland
(4.6 c m ) .
' F ' test

(W32) w i th mean reported subsidence of 1.8 inches

The data were examined for differences among means using an
(Table 17).

Highly significant

(p <.01) differences occur in

INCHES OF SUBSIDENCE
0 in.

ENVIRONMENTAL UNIT
N22
W31
W32

W41

W42

W52

L32

4.3%

24.2%

4.7%

82.4%

39.8%

X

52.1%

63.9%

52.2%

1-3

27.1

24.7

21.7 .

52.3

37.9

16.2

11.8

27.6

4-6

12.5

6.6

19.6

21.8

22.7

16.2

5.8

15.5

7-12

4.1

1.6

4.3

8.7

13.7

34.9

10.2

13-18

2.1

4.3

1.5

16.3

3.3

4.7

1.3

4.3

4.7

1.0

4.3

2.3

1.3

19-24

1.6

2.2

25-30
+30
n=
X

- 2.1

1.6

48

61

46

23

66

43

17

304

2.5"

1.8"

2.3"

6.1"

3.4"

9.5"

.53"

3.7"

Table 16. Percent of replies in each amount of subsidence class by environmental units and study area.
Ln

00
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DATA SUMMARY (subsidence in environmental units)
ENVIRONMENTAL UNIT
N22
W31
W32

W41

W42

W52

L32

total

120

111

105

141

226

409

9

1122

1523

1612

908

2250

1527

6118

33

13972

n

48

61

46

23

66

43

17

304

X

2.5"

1.8

2.3

6.1

3.4

9.5

.5

3.7

sum
sum
squares

a.

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
SOURCE
environmental
unit
error
total

df

SS

MS

6

2135

356

297

7697

26

303

9832

F
13.7**

Table 17. Data summary and analysis of variance for m e a n maximum sub
sidence in environmental units, a. data summary, b. analysis
of variance.
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the mean maximum amount of subsidence among environmental units.
cause of these differences,

Be

the means are used as subsidence index

numbers in other tests of relationship later in the s t u d y .
The distribution of replies concerning amount of space under
foundation is displayed in Table 18.

The environmental units may be

divided into three groups based upon m e a n space reported under the
foundation.

1) The Reclaimed Marsh (W52) and Island Fringe (W41) units

have the greatest foundation space problems with means of 10.6 inches

(26 cm) and 5 .7 inches ( 1 4 .6 c m ) , respectively.

The Reclaimed Marsh

unit has its greatest number of replies in the 13 to 18 inch ( 3 3 . 0 -

4 7 .5 cm) category and a gradual tapering off of numbers in the less and
more serious condition cat egories.

The Island Fringe unit has 90 p e r 

cent of its units with less than 7 to 12 inches ( 1 7 . 7 - 3 0 . 5 cm) of
space under the foundation but also has 10 percent of the reports in
the highest ranges.
Wetland

2 ) The Swamp Fringe (W42) and the Reclaimed

(W32) units represent an intermediate position group with

averages of 1.2 inches

( 3 .1 cm) of space under the foundation.

Although

they have near or above average numbers in the zero inches category,
their distribution extends into the 7 to 12 inch ( 1 7 . 8 - 3 0 .5 cm) r a n g e .

3) The three units w i t h lowest reported space under the foundation
are the Natural Levee (N22), Barrier Island
units w i t h

(W31) , and Lake Rim (L32)

.33 of an inch ( .84 c m ) , .14 of an inch ( .36 c m ) , and zero

inches of space reported, respectively.

Most homeowners report having

no to only minor problems in these three u n i t s .
The distribution of frequency of fill data is displayed in

SPACE UNDER FOUNDATION
0 in.

ENVIRONMENTAL UNIT
W32
N22
W31

W41

W42

W52

L32
100.0%

X

83.3%

91.1%

76.1%

30.0%

67.8%

11.4%

16.7

7.1

6.5

20.0

18.6

11.4

12.2

4-6

13.1

30.0

10.2

14.3

8.2

7-12

4.3

10.0

3.4

20.0

4.7

13-18

31.4

3.9

19-24

5.7

.7

5.0

2.9

1.1

5.0

2.9

.7

1-3

25-30

1.8

+30

68.5%

n=

48

56

46

20

59

35

15

279

X

.33"

.14"

1.2"

5.7"

1.2"

10.6"

,0"

2.4"
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Table 18. Percent of replies in each amount of space under foundation class b y environmental units
and study area.
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Table 19.

Frequency of fill is used as an indicator of rate and seri

ousness of subsidence.

The unit in most frequent need of fill is the

Reclaimed Ma r s h (W52).

Reports indicate that on the average fill is

added more frequently than once a year.

The Island Fringe (W41) unit

reports fill is added between once a year and once every 2 years.

All

other units report fill additions between once every 2 and once every
5 years, on the average.
It m a y be concluded that there are major differences in the
impact of land subsidence based upon environmental units.
with the least land subsidence is the Lake Rim (L32).

The unit

It has the

lowest average reported subsidence, no space under foundation reported,
and is in the lowest group in frequency of adding fill.

The units with

the most land subsidence are the Reclaimed Marsh (W52) and the Island
Fringe

(W41).

They are the highest in average reported subsidence,

space under foundation, and frequency of adding fill.

The other units

are in an intermediate position.

Land Subsidence
tion between subsidence

and Soil Variables - (3) Is there an a ssocia
and soil

variables?

Items 9, 10, and 11a of the questionnaire were used to gather
data related to land subsidence.

Field work was conducted to gather

data concerning soils.

For purposes of the analysis, soil type,

mean

fill thickness, organic

material thickness, and soil consistency

are

used to examine the relationship between soils and subsidence.

The

interpretation is presented in two sections--soil type relationships
and other soil variables relationships.

HOW OFTEN FILL YARD

ENVIRONMENTAL UNIT
N22
W31
W32

(2.) twiee a year

3.8%

(I*) once a year

9.4

(.5) once in two years

4.7%

W52

17.4%

1.4%

25.6%

L32

X
7.2%

14.9

26.2

15.3

44.2

6.4

17.4

12.5

19.-1

13.0

19.4

16.3

15.7

13.7

12.8

17.4

22.3

2.3

42.1

16.5

4.3

9.7

15.7

8.1

48.9

21.7

31.9

11.6

21.1

37.1

18.9

12.5

(.1) once in ten years

22.6

4.7

(0.) never

45.3

54.7

x frequency

W42

10.9

(.2) once in five years

n=

4.3%

W41

53

64

47

23

72

43

19

321

.23

.29

.36

.71

.33

1.04

.24

.43
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Table 19. Percent of replies in frequency of fill classes by environmental units and study area.
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Soil Type Relationships

- There are 20 present soil types

represented in the field survey of the study a r e a .
them only occur in a few s amples.

Ho w e v e r , some of

In this review of soils and s u b s i 

dence , only soils that were represented in at least 10 percent of the
observations for a particular variable are u s e d „

This tends to e l i m i 

nate the high variance introduced by isolated observations and gives a
truer picture of conditions to be expected in general.

Three aspects

are examined using soil type data--land subsidence, space under
foundation, and frequency of fill.
Land subsidence:

Land sinkage reports were divided into 8

categories ranging from no land sinkage to 30 or more inches (76.2 cm)
of subsidence.

The distribution of occurrence of each soil across

classes is shown in Table 20.

The distribution pattern reveals d i f 

ferences in subsidence effects among different soil t y p e s .
Ideally, the report would have 100 percent of responses in
the no subsidence category.

No soil has this condition.

lake rim soil, is best in this r e g a r d .
respect is Lafitte

Soil

'A1, a

The worst soil in this

(LS) with only 5 percent of the responses r e p o r t 

ing no subsidence.
As soil types have their distribution of responses drawn out
into more classes it indicates a more serious subsidence condition.
The Lafitte

(LS) soil has the widest spread distribution across cate

gories . A rather broad middle group exists including Gentilly (Gd),
Sharkey clay (Sc), and Soils
with a clay or peat s u r f a c e .

'B'c and

'B'p, both barrier island sands

LAND SUBSIDENCE

SOIL TYPE
UKN
ASd

Cscl

Gd

HAc

LS

Sc

Tc

'A'

'B 'c

1B 'p

X1

25%

69%

83%

46%

50%

33%

17

38

31

31

13

17

0"

60%

50%

43%

25%

37%

1-3

30

36

43

9

18

15

37

15

7

7

50

27

15

24

8

8

8

18

36

10

8

3

11

16

2

3

3

4-6
7-12

10

7

13-18

8

5%

19-24

5

25-30

5

30+
n=

7
10

14

14

12

11

3

1

3

3

2

39

59

13

18

37

2
3

2

32

90

^note: x and total (n) based upon these samples plus those with under ten percent
representation.

Table 20. Percent of reports in land subsidence classes by soil types found in at least ten percent
of observations for the land subsidence variable.
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That all of the soils in the area exhibit some subsidence is
an indication of the general instability of the area's land base.
Even some of the soils usually considered most stable such as Commerce
(Cscl) and Tunica clay (Tc) have some reports of subsidence in the
higher or extreme categories.

Other soils such as Allemands

(ASd) and

H a p l a q u e n t s , clayey (HAc) have considerable numbers of reports of s u b 
sidence in the range of 1 to 12 inches

(2.5-30.5 cm) but no reports

in the higher subsidence c ategories.
Space under foundation:

Data structured similarly to that p r e 

sented above was developed for the space under foundation category
(Table 21).

This set has fewer numbers of reports outside of the no

problems area than the land sinkage category.

The soils that cause

the most problems are Lafitte (LS), Gentilly (Gd), Sharkey clay (Sc),
and Soil

'B'c.
Frequency of fill:

Fill data was divided into 6 frequency of

occurrence classes ranging from twice a year to never.

The distribu

tion of various soils across the classes is shown in Table 22.
. The pattern of differentiation of frequency of fill is not as
sharply defined as that for land sinkage and space under foundation
but some patterns are revealed.

If it is assumed that needing fill

once in 5 years or more is generally a good record for this region,
then the more serious condition soils are those with higher frequencies
in the once in 2 years or more often categories.
higher frequencies in these groups are Allemands
Haplaquents, clayey (HAc), Lafitte

(LS), and Soil

The soils with
(ASd), Gentilly (Gd),
'B'c.

SPACE UNDER
FOUNDATION

SOIL TYPE
UKN
ASd

-1
X

Sc

Tc

'A'

78%

13%

67%

92%

17

11

13

22

8

4-6

33

11

9

7

14

8

7-12

17

22

2

3

4

100%

1-3

86%

82%

33%

14

18

HAc

*B'c

•B'p

94%

66%

63%

6

14

8

16

00

0"

Gd

03

LS

Cscl

13-18

31

4

19-24

6

1

25-30

3

30+

3

2

32

54

n=

10

14

11

12

9

3

4

1
3

13

6

35

26

79

^note: x and total (n) based upon these samples plus those with under ten percent
representation.

Table 21. Percent of reports in space under foundation classes by soil types found in at least ten
percent of observations for the space under foundation variable.

FREQUENCY
OF FILL

SOIL TYPE
ASd
UKN
8%

twice a year
once a year

17%

once in two years

Cscl

Gd

HAc

LS
21%

6%

15

12

27%

23

11

27

8

12

28

9%
36

Sc
3%

Tc

!A'

'B'c

'B'p

11%

6%

18

8

13

11

13

9

13

8%
8

5%

x1
3%

46

15

18

10

3

29

8

42

13

15

13

6

30

16

3

9

16

once in five years

17

once in ten years

33

never

33

46

41

18

45

12

37

46

26

42

53

42

12

13

17

11

11

39

62

13

19

38

34

103

n=

10

18

Tnote: x and total (n) based upon these samples plus those with under ten percent
representation.
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Table 22. Percent of reports in frequency of fill classes by soil types found in at least ten per
cent of observations for the frequency of fill variable.
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In all of the above soil type relationships both organic and
mineral soils are involved.

Lafitte

(LS), a thick organic soil does

stand out as the most critically affected soil in the study area.
However, other soils like Gentilly (Gd), Sharkey clay (Sc), and Soil
’B'c, all mineral soils, are also revealed to have fairly high propen
sity for subsidence.

It m a y be concluded that there i s , at least on

the general leve1, a strong relationship between soil types and s ub
sidence problems in the study area and that the problems are not
limited to only areas of organic s o i l s .
Other Soil Variables

- The examination of soil/subsidence rela-

tionships was done in more detail through an analysis of the degree of
association between selected soil variables and problems

(Table 23).

The data used for this analysis were the means for various variables
within environmental units.

As an example, the analysis examines the

association between the m e a n thickness of organic matter in environ-1
mental units and mean land sinkage in environmental units.
The association (r) between most elements at this specific level
is rather low.

The only strong patterns of the association occur be -

tween organic thickness and mean subsidence
foundation (.933), and frequency of fill
nificant

(p <.05) or highly significant

(.784), mean space under

(.961); these all have si g 
(p <.01) linear relationships

between organic thickness and each of the other variables.
The lack of general association at this detail level does not
negate the patterns seen previously.

It simply means that there are

several factors involved in the soil/subsidence relationship and that
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ASSOCIATION
(r) of (x)

TO SUBSIDENCE PROBLEMS (y)
MEAN
LAND
SINKAGE
(TABLE 17)

MEAN
FILL
THICKNESS
(TABLE 9)

.242
.308

MEAN
SPACE UNDER
FOUNDATION
(TABLE 18)

FREQUENCY
OF
FILL
(TABLE 19)

.342
.663

.397
.931

r
F

MEAN
ORGANIC
THICKNESS
(TABLE 10)

.784
7.98*

.833
11.28**

.916
26.05**

r
F

PERCENT
PLASTIC
0-5'
(TABLE 11)

.611
2.97

.572
2.44

.639
3.46

r
F

PERCENT
PLASTIC
5-8'
(TABLE 11)

.466
1.38

.519
1.85

.562
2.31

r
F

F .05 1&5 df = 6.61

Table 23. Association (r) and significance
ables and subsidence problems.

F .01 1&5 df = 16.3

(F) of selected soil vari
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the particular variables of fill thickness, organic matter thickness,
and consistency are only involved to a greater or lesser degree.

From

the data it appears that organic matter thickness is involved to the
highest degree whereas fill thickness is involved to the lowest degree
and consistency is between them.

Summary-Land Subsidence - The data gathered in the land su b s i 
dence section serves to give an overview of several aspects of identi
fication, description, and quantification of homeowner problems related
to land subsidence.

Portions of these data are used for analysis in

other parts of the study.
1.

The following points are to be emphasized.

Almost 33 percent of the sample reports having 4 inches

(10.2 cm) or more subsidence on their property.

This ranges from

localized minor pot holing in yards to overall land sinkage extending
throughout the yard and under the house foundation itself.
2.

Over 60 percent of the sample respondents add fill to

their yards periodically.

There is not a great deal of difference

among the percentages of homeowners that add fill at various time f r e 
quencies ranging from twice a year to once in 10 years.
3.

Fill seems to be added where it is needed rather than with

conscious effort at maintaining property appearance along the street
by filling the front yard more frequently than the rest of the yard.
4.

There are highly significant

(p

<.01) differences in mean

maxi m u m amounts of subsidence among environmental units.

The d i f f e r 

ence between high and low means is in the order of 9 inches (23 cm).
5.

Space under foundation generally follows the same pattern
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as general subsidence but at lower orders of magnitude.
6.
in 5 years.

On the average,, fill is added between once in 2 and once
This average is exceeded by two environmental units that

add fill more frequently.
7.

There is a general relationship between soil type and

extent of problems such as land subsidence, space under foundation, and
frequency of fill.

Lafitte

(LS) soils have the widest distribution

across degrees of subsidence c l a s s e s .
8.

Specific relationships between soil variables of fill

thickness and consistency show less association to subsidence problems
than does the variable of organic matter thickness which shows a s i g 
nificant

(p <.05) or highly significant

(p <.01) linear relationship

to land subsidence, space under foundation, and frequency of need for
land fill.

PROBLEM EVALUATION - The following sections of the study c o n 
cern problems to structures,
reported by homeowners.

landscape elements, and utilities systems

These problems are reviewed in relation to

subsidence factors, environmental units, soil variables, and architec
tural variables where applicable.

House Component Problems - (4)

What is the extent of struc

tural damage in the study area?
Items 19a, 2 0 a , 21a, and 22a of the questionnaire concern
damage to structures.

The items include, respectively,

tilting, floor damage, wall d a mage, and roof damage.

structural

Number of
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responses to these items ranged from 270 to 289, or 76.7 to 82.1 p e r 
cent of the total sample

(N=352).

Structural damage categories were arranged from none, to those
considered minor such as hairline cracks, to those considered serious
such as large cracks, breakage, or house tilting.

On the average, 5.2

percent of the observations report damage in the serious categories
with a range from .7 percent for structural failure of the roof to
10.4 percent for those having a portion of the house t i l t e d .

The

range of damage distribution for the study area is shown in the total
column of Table 24.
This topic is further analyzed for each damage category.

The

percent of responses in the serious categories of each damage type
were combined with i n each environmental u n i t .

These percent of seri

ous damage figures were correlated with the mean inches of subsidence
in environmental units estimated previously
tion coefficients

(Table 16).

The c orrela

(r) between mean subsidence in environmental units

and serious categories of house t i l t , floor d a m a g e , wall d a m a g e , and
roof damage are

.201,

.749,

.443, and

.188, respectively.

A test of

O

significance using the coefficient of determination (r ) was c o n 
ducted; no significant linear relationship (p

>.05) exists between

structural damage and average amount of subsidence.
The lack of a strong relationship between structural damage and
mean subsidence is u n derstandable.

The house and the land are to a

lesser or greater degree independent e n t i t i e s .

Where the house is on

slab on the ground without piles movement of the land will be

TYPE STRUCTURAL DAMAGE
HOUSE
TILTED

!FLOOR
:DAMAGE
i
i
i
»•

WALL
DAMAGE

ROOF
DAMAGE

ENVIRONMENTAL UNIT
W32
N22
W31

W41

W42

W52

L32

47.6%
47.6
4.8
21

70.2%
14.9
14.9
67

97.4%

93.3%
6.7

2.6
38

15

59.4%
28.2
6.2
6.2
64

70.3%
16.2
10.8
2.7
37

66.7%
33.3

36.8%
31.6
26.3
5.3
19

53.8%
27.7
18.5

75.7%
16.2
5.4
2.7
37

76.1%
23.9

61.1%

75.0%
8.3
16.7

97.2%

92.3%

60

36

none
portion of house
entire house
n=

93.2%
4.5
2.3
44

93.1%
6.9

93.3%
6.7

58

45

none
hairline cracks
large cracks
drop or collapse
n=

82.6%
17.4

85.0%
11.6
1.7
1.7
60

77.3%
18.2
4.5

50.0%
30.0
20.0

44

20

none
hairline cracks
large cracks
breakage or collapse
n=

76.2%
21.4
2.4

83.3%
10.0
6.7

83.3%
13.9
2.8

42

60

36

none
warping
leakage
structural failure
n=

82.6%

98.2%

15.2
2.2
46

1.8

46

56

100.0%

42

33.3
5.6
18

65

12

21

2.8
7.7
13

85.1%
10.4
4.5
288

73.0%
19.7
5.2
2.1
289

70.7%
19.7
8.9
.7
280
88.1%
1.9
8.9
1.1
270
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Table 24. Percent of homes with various types of subsidence related structural damage by environ
mental units and study area.

total
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reflected in the s t r ucture.

H o w e v e r , where the slab is on piling or

the house is on piers, there is more latitude for earth movement w i t h 
out resulting impact on the structure.

Houses in areas of noticeably

high land subsidence are usually built on piling foundations; ground
movement may not be reflected in direct structural d a m a g e .
Repair Frequency - Items 20c, 21c, and 22c, asked respondents
the number of times repairs have been made to floors, walls, and roof.
Response to the items is generally inconclusive.

Of those responding

to preceding items 20a, 21a, and 22a, only 27.8 p e r c e n t , on the a v e r a g e ,
responded to the repair frequency i t e m s .

The number of responses

within environmental units is generally too low to make meaningful
comparisons p o s s i b l e .
Response to the repair items by damage type are provided for
the study area total as general information.

Of the 60 responses for

floor d a m a g e , 90 percent have never made repairs, 8.3 percent have
made repairs once, and 1.7 percent have made repairs three t i m e s .

Of

the 86 responses for wall damage, 68.6 percent have never made r e p a i r s ,
16.3 percent have made repairs once, 8.1 percent have made repairs
twice, 5.8 percent have made repairs three times, and 1.2 percent have
made repairs eight times.

Of the 88 responses for roof damage, 61.4

percent have never made r e p a i r s , 18.2 percent have repaired the roof
once, 9.1 percent have repaired the roof t w i c e , 6.8 percent have r e 
paired the roof three times, and 4.5 percent have repaired the roof
four t i m e s .

The percent of people never having made repairs is probably

higher than indicated here if it is assumed that leaving this item
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blank really constitutes a zero times repair response and that people
that had made repairs generally listed them.

House Component Problems in Environmental Units - (5)

Is there

a difference in structural damage based upon environmenta1 units?
Structural damage was further examined by environmental units
where differences among units are observed to occur (Table 24).
These differences are examined by type of structural damage--house
tilting,

floor d a m a g e , wall d a m a g e , and roof d a m a g e .
House Tilting - The tilting of a portion or all of a structure

is one of the most serious and expensive subsidence prob l e m s .

Many of

the other damages may be expected to occur if the structure has d i f 
ferential settlement.

Tilting of a portion of a structure is often

reported on houses where building additions to an original structure
have been made.

Although the older portion of the house may be on

piling supported or other firm foundation, additions may be constructed
with slab on grade or insufficient piling support.

Reasons for this

are reported to be lower foundation cost and lack of room to get pile
driving equipment to the addition location.

Overall tilting is

generally associated with houses on grade in the older developed areas
and m a y be directly related to localized soil conditions.
There are differences among environmental units in house tilt
problems

(Table 24).

The Island Fringe

(W41) unit is the most affected

area in the portion of structure tilted category; 47.6 percent of the
observations have this problem.

Since this is an older area (mean age

of houses is 19.9 years, Table 15) it might be predicted that many
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houses have seme building additions.

This environmental unit also has

4.8 percent of the responses reporting the entire house being tilted.
The Swamp Fringe

(W42) unit has the highest percent of units

(14.9%)

with the entire house tilted and also has 14.9 percent with part of the
house t i l t e d .

Although other environmental units have reports of

tilting, fewer percents of houses are affected in them.
Floor Damage

- Floor damage is usually associated yith d i f f e r 

ential settlement or piling failure which places a stress on the c o n 
crete slab.

The result is either a large crack or vertical shift in

the floor itself (Figure 4 c ) .

Three environmental units seem to be

more uiguiy affected tksii others~~the Island F r m g e

(W42) vxth 20 p e r 

cent of the observations having large cracks, the Reclaimed Marsh
(W52) with 13.5 percent of the responses having cracks or vertical
shift, and the Swamp Fringe

(W42) with 12.5 percent of the houses

having cracks or vertical m o v e m e n t .

Other environmental units have

few to no reports of problems in this category.
Wall Damage - Wall damage may accompany foundation and floor
movement.

The same environmental units most affected by floor damage

have the greatest number of observations of large wall cracks, b r e a k 
age, or collapse.

Most affected is the Island Fringe

(W41) with 31.6

percent of the observations in serious problem c a t egories.

The Swamp

Fringe (W42) with 18.5 p e r c e n t , and the Reclaimed Marsh (W52) with 8.1
percent of the responses with wall damage follow.
Roof Damage

- The relation of roof damage to subsidence is the

most difficult problem to accurately quantify.

Since stress must be

passed through the entire building to reach the roof it would be
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expected to be the least prevalent of the damage categories.

It is

felt that some roof damage reported m a y be the result of storm or
hurricane rather than subsidence but there is no w a y to eliminate this
bias without detailed field inspection.

Ho w e v e r , the patterns for

roof damage generally follow the same trend as those for other d a m a g e .
Structures do receive roof damage directly related to subsi
dence .

If subsidence is s e vere, roof flashing ma y shift and leaks

develop.

Such movement has been reported and observed.

Structural

warping of the roof has been personally observed but actual breakage
has n o t .

Three environmental units have higher percentages of reports

of leakage and structural failure than the o t h e r s .
(W41) unit has 38.9 p e r c e n t , the Natural Levee
percent, and the Swamp Fringe

The Island Fringe

(N22) unit has 17.4

(W42) unit has 16.7 percent of the o b 

servations w i t h roof damage p r o b l e m s .
It m a y be concluded that the environmental units with greatest
direct damage to structure are the Island Fringe (W41) and Swamp
Fringe

(W42) u n i t s .

These units were once both a swamp or swamp/marsh

fringe setting, both have houses in the older age classes (16 to 19.9
years old, Table 15), and have the least percent of homes on piling
foundation (13.0 to 31.6 p e r c e n t , Table 15).

These factors ma y be

important and are examined further in the study.

House Component Problems and Soil Variables - (6)

Is there an

association between structural damage and soil variables?
Items 19c, 20a, 21a, and 22a, of the questionnaire were used to
gather data related to building damage variables of tilt, and floor,
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wall and roof damage.

It was thought that there m a y be a relationship

between building damage and the type of soil upon which the structure
is built.

An examination of this relationship includes a general

overview and analysis of the correlation of selected soil variables
and building damage.
General Relationships

- The building damage items of house tilt,

floor damage, and wall damage were used as indicators of building
reaction to soils.

Roof damage was eliminated from this phase of the

analysis because it is not really clear how much roof damage is
actually assignable to subsidence.

The other factors are considered

to be more reliable estimators.
House tilt;

House tilt is the most serious problem that can

occur since it places stress on all other building systems.

The

responses to tilt conditions were provided in one of three categories-no tilt, a portion of the house tilted, or the entire structure tilted.
The frequency of replies related to different soil types is shown in
Table 25.
About 33 percent of the responses for which there are soils
data available report a portion or all of the house tilted.
differences among soil types.

There are

The soil w i t h the most tilt problems is

Sharkey clay (Sc); 30 percent of the homes on this soil were reported
to have some degree of tilt.

The Unknown (UKN), Gentilly (Gd), and

'B 'c&p (barrier island sands with clay or peat surface) soils have 11
to 22 percent of the houses reported with some t i l t .
except Allemands

(ASd) and Type

All soil types

'A', a lake rim soil, have some reports

STRUCTURAL
PROBLEM
HOUSE TILT
none
portion
entire
n=
FLOOR DAMAGF.
none
hairline crack
large crack
breakage
n=
WALL DAMAGE
none
hairline crack
large crack
breakage
n=

SOIL TYPE
ASd
UKN

Cscl

Gd

LS

Sc

Tc

'A'

'B 'c

'B'p

x1

92%

97%

90%
10

100%

8

8
13

3
35

70%
23
7
57

10

15

76%
22
2
41

85%
11
4
28

67%
25
8
83

70%
18
9
3
34

67%
25
4
4
55

70%
30

69%
31

72%
17
11

10

13

35

78%
16
3
3
31

73%
13
5
9
85

79%
12
6
3
33

58%
26
16

89%
11

71%
29

79%
9
12

57

9

14

72%
16
9
3
32

55%
24
18
3
89

88%
12

HAc

100%

92%

12

13

8
12

70%
30

92%
8

79%
21

60%
20
20

85%
8
7

10

13

14

10

13

70%
30

86%
14

69%
16
15

67%
33

77%
8
15

10

14

13

9

13

83%
17

33

^note: x and total (n) based upon these samples plus those with under ten percent
representation.

Table 25. Percent of reports of structural problems by classes in soil types found in at least ten
percent of observations for the structural problem variable.
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of problems.
It may be concluded that almost all soil types in the study
area have the potential to subside enough to cause tilting problems.
This emphasizes the need for individual site soil investigation before
building to establish exact conditions.

A reliance upon hearsay that

a n area is stable or is "ridge" soil is not enough to assure against
s u b sidence.
Floor and wall d a m a g e :

Floor damage was reported in four c a t e 

gories ranging from none to breakage

(Table 25).

The frequency of

problem conditions is somewhat lower than for tilting.

Assuming that

hairline cracks m a y occur as a result of normal construction expansion
and contraction, the serious levels of subsidence damage are large
cracks and breaking.

There is a difference among soils at this level.

The soil with the most reported serious floor damage is Gentilly (Gd).
It is followed by Lafitte
Haplaquents,

(LS), Soil

clayey (HAc), and Soil

'B'c, Sharkey clay (Sc),
'B'p.

All other soils have reports

of only hairline cracks or less damage.
Wall damage was reported in the same categories as floor damage
(Table 25).

The same soils are generally involved in reports of wall

damage as appeared in reports of floor damage.
of serious damage on Commerce

However,

some reports

(Cscl) soil also appear.

It is concluded that there are relationships between structural
problems and soil t y p e s .

Levee flank or fringing swamp/marsh soi l s ,

such as Sharkey clay (Sc), and Gentilly (Gd) have frequent reports of
problem conditions.

The remnant marsh Soils

'B'c&p also cause problems
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even though they have a firm sand base.

Lafitte

(LS) an organic marsh

origin soil has reports across the full range of floor and wall damage
categories.

Most houses on Lafitte are on piling foundation which may

account for the general lack of tilt reports.

Both organic and

mineral soils are involved in these problems and there is not a sharp
distinction between them in terms of more or less reports of structural
problem occurrence.
Selected Variable Relationships - The association between
selected soil variables and building damage reports in the more serious
categories were examined (Table 26).

The mean percentage values for

the variables within environmental units were used as index numbers for
comparison.

A significant .(p <.05) linear relationship was found to

occur between thickness of fill and roof damage.
decreases roof damage increases.

As fill thickness

It is believed this relationship

occurs because m a n y older homes are in areas where there is also
generally less fill and older homes tend to have more roof damage r e 
ports

(Table 28).

Moderate to low associations are indicated between

other variable sets.
ness to house tilt

However, the association (r) of mean fill thick

(-.617) and mean organic thickness to floor damage

(.739) may be important considerations and need further study.
Overall it may be seen that at the general level of investiga
tion there are indications that soil type is a very important factor in
building damage.

Soil type serves to combine a variety of other v a r i 

ables such as organic content, texture, consistency, and origin so
reflects a composite influence of many factors.

At the more specific
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ASSOCIATION
(r) of (x)

TO BUILDING DAMAGE (y)
PERCENT
FLOOR
DAMAGE
(TABLE 24)

PERCENT
WALL
DAMAGE
(TABLE 24)

PERCENT
ROOF
DAMAGE
(TABLE 24)

PERCENT
HOUSE
TILT
(TABLE 24)

MEAN
FILL
THICKNESS
(TABLE 9)

.122
.066

.002
.033

-.791
8.33*

-.617
3.06

r
F

MEAN
ORGANIC
THICKNESS
(TABLE 10)

.739
6.01

-.044
.010

.427
1.12

.368
.780

r
F

PERCENT
PLASTIC
0-51
(TABLE 11)

.280
.432

-.136
.092

-.452
1.28

.316
.566

r
F

PERCENT
PLASTIC
5-81
(TABLE 11)

.077
.030

.321
.574

.584
2.59

.469
1.41

r
F

F .05 1&5 df = 6.61

F .01 1&5 df = 16.3

Table 26. Association (r) and significance (F) of selected soil vari
ables and building damage problems.
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level of tests conducted no one variable seems to be most dominant.
Rather, each of the variables of fill and organic matter thickness,
consistency, and other elements play an interrelated role in creating
subsidence problem c o n ditions.

House Gomponent Problems and Architectural Variables

- (7)

Is

there a difference in structural damage based upon architectural
variables?
The architectural variables of age of structure, foundation
type, and structure type m ay play a role in building damage in the
study area.

Older homes may,

for example, have more or less evidence

of floor, wall, or roof damage.

Likewise, foundation type m ay have an

influence on damage sustained by these elements or on house tilting.
Structure - It was established previously that wood frame
houses probably account for over 90 percent of the structural types
in the study area with little difference in distribution patterns among
environmental units.

With this percent of the total sample of one

structural type and with an even distribution, variation in damage
would not show up based upon this factor;

therefore, the structural

variable is not analyzed.
Age of House - Two approaches to the examination of the r e l a 
tionship between age of house and problem conditions were used.

An

overall view was obtained by relating specific house age to the h o m e 
owner's report of problems.

A detailed view was obtained by examining

the degree of association (r) between mean house age in environmental
units and mean floor, wall, roof, and house tilt damage in e nviron
mental units.
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Age of house and homeowner reports:

Item 2 of the question

naire asked homeowners to provide the age of their house; item 3 asked
if the homeowner had experienced problems and costs related to subsi
dence.

It was established previously that there are highly significant

(p <„01) differences in ages of houses among environmental units.

Is

there an important relationship between age of house and reports of
problems and costs?
For each age class the number of homeowners reporting that they
had problems and costs was plotted for a 25 year period (Figure 40).
If there is a significant relationship between house age and problems
and costs reported it is expected there will be a significant increase
in numbers of houses reporting problems and costs as the age of the
houses increases.
The regression of problems and costs on age of structure was
calculated

(Table 27).

A n increase of .07 of a report of problems and

costs occurs, on the average, for each year of increased structure age.
This is not significant

(p >.05).

It is concluded that there is no

important relationship between age of structure and occurrence of
problems and costs reported by homeowners.
M e a n house age and damage;
units and the mean serious damage

The mean house age in environmental
(large cracks and breakage) to house

elements in environmental units were examined for degree of as s o c i a 
tion (r).

The data for this analysis are shown in Table 28.

There is a strong association between mean age of house and
roof damage

(.931) and house tilt (.834).

There is a highly

NUMBER REPORTING

0®

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
AGE OF HOUSE IN YEARS

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25

Figure 40. Number of homes reporting problems and costs by age of structure.
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DATA SUMMARY (problem/cost on age of structure)
YEAR

sum
X

sum
squares

X

PROBLEM
COST
Y

(XY)

325

141

1919

13

5.6

5525

1113
a.

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
df

SS

MS

regression

1

5.86

5.86

error

23

312.08

13.57

total

24

317.76

SOURCE

F
.42

Table 27. Data summary and analysis of variance for regression of
reports of problems and costs on age of structure, a. data
summary, b. analysis of variance.
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ASSOCIATION
(r) of (x)

TO BUILDING DAMAGE (y)
PERCENT
WITH
FLOOR
DAMAGE
(TABLE 24)

PERCENT
WITH
WALL
DAMAGE
(TABLE 24)

PERCENT
WITH
ROOF
DAMAGE
(TABLE 24)

PERCENT
WITH
HOUSE
TILT
(TABLE 24)

MEAN
AGE OF
HOUSE
(TABLE 12)

.342
.66

.646
3.59

.931
32.59**

.834
11.34**

r
F

PERCENT
WITH
PILING
FOUNDATION
(TABLE 13)

-.169
.149

-.416
1.05

-.505
1.71

r
F

PERCENT
WITH
SLAB
FOUNDATION
(TABLE 13)

.265
.376

.605
2.89

.733
5.82

r
F

F .05 1&5 df = 6.61

F .01 1&5 df = 16.3

Table 28. Association (r) and significance (F) of selected archi
tectural variables and building damage.
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significant

(p <„01) linear relationship between the mean age of houses

and roof damage and a significant

(p

<.05) linear relationship between

the age of houses and building tilt.

The associations of house age to

wall damage (.646) and floor damage

(.342) are not significant.

Based upon the analysis of the above two sets of data it is c o n 
cluded that there is not much association between house age and building
damage.

Roof damage might be expected to be a function of age since

repairs may become necessary as roofing material a g e s .

The relation-

ship of house tilting to house age is accounted for by an extreme
number (52.4%) of houses in the Island Fringe (W41) unit reporting
portions or all of the house tilted.
oldest m e a n age of houses as well.

This unit happens to have the
The trend of the rest of the data

in the tilting category does not show a strong linear relationship
pattern.
Foundation Type - It was thought that there might be an as s o c i a 
tion between foundation type and floor, wall, and house tilt damage.
The percent of foundation types in environmental units were examined for
association w ith percent of units with serious damage to floors, walls,
and tilting in environmental units.

The categories of percent of houses

on piling foundation and on slab foundation were both examined.
The association (r) between percent of houses on piling founda
tion and floor, wall, and tilting damage were found to be -.169,
and -.505, respectively (Table 28).

-.416,

The associations between percent

of houses on slab foundation and floor, wall, and tilting damage were
found to be

.265,

.605, and

.733, respectively

(Table 28).

None of
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these associations show a significant

(p <.05) linear relationship

between variables.
It m a y be concluded that there is some relationship between
building damage and the architecture component variables on all overall
study area basis.

Problems to individual structures or groups of

structures in some areas may occur based upon the variables of house
age or foundation type.

However, based upon the data presented

patterns of damage related to architeetual components do not generally
occur.

Summary-House Component Problems - The data compiled in the
house component section serve to provide additional information c o n 
cerning the identification, description, and quantification of h o m e 
owner problems related to land subsidence.

The following points are to

be emphasized.
1) About 5 percent of the sample reports having had large cracks
or breakage of floors or walls related to subsidence conditions.

The

occurrence of some form of house tilting is reported by about 15 p e r 
cent of the total number of respondents to the item.
2) The data concerning frequency of repair is generally incon
clusive.

A more specific survey of this item over a larger sample is

needed to provide better estimates of means, variances, and d i ffer
ences that may exist among environmental units.
3) There are differences in extent of problems among en v i r o n 
mental units.

Damage to building elements is highest in the zone

along the natural levee flank that was once a swamp or swamp/marsh
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fringe environment.

These areas also have older homes and fewer piling

supported foundations than other areas.
4) There is an overall difference in extent of building p r o b 
lems based upon soil types but building damage variables have only
moderate to low correlation with specific selected variables.
5) No significant relationship was found on the general level
between age of structure and occurrence of problems and costs reported
by hom e o w n e r s .

On the specific variable level both roof damage and

house tilting have a significant linear relationship to age of h o u s e .
6) Building damage is concluded to be related to both environ
mental factors and internal structural differences.
interrelated.

The two sets are

Building elements ultimately play a role in reducing

damage occurrence or leaving a home more open to the affects of subsi
dence.

Landscape Component Problems - (8) What is the extent of l a n d 
scape element damage in the study area?
Items 13, 14a, 14c, 15b, 16a, 16c, and 27 of the questionnaire
plus field observations were used to gather data concerning landscape
damage v a r i a b l e s .

These data may be conveniently divided into three

topics for discussion--general problems, sidewalk and driveway subsi
dence , and estimated repair needs.
General-Landscape elements were defined as the common landscape
facilities that most or many people might be expected to have in their
yards.

Included are sidewalks, driveways, w a l l s , patios, and the

ground itself.

A list of all the elements and the percentage of
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occurrence of problems based upon the total sample

(N=352) is presented

in Table 29.
Walks, drives, patios:

Pavement surfaces resting directly on

the ground surface are good indicators of subsidence effects.

They

react to differential stress caused by land movement and crack or warp
in response.

A certain amount of cracking might be expected due to

normal expansion and contraction as well as subsidence.

Over 50 p e r 

cent of the observations in the study area have pavement cracking„
To better estimate the extent of subsidence caused problems,
observations were made on all experimental units to check for sidewalk
or drive warping.

Warping obviously caused by tree roots was not

recorded leaving only those examples where subsidence was the primary
cause.

In these observations 21.3 percent of the households had

evidence of drive warping and 30.4 percent had evidence of walk
warping.
Patios or porches are good indicators of subsidence because of
their relatively large ground surface coverage and lack of vehicular
pressure that might add to driveway problems.

About 30 percent of the

responses indicate cracking of patios and porches.
Using these elements as subsidence indexes it may be concluded
that between 20 and 50 percent of the units surveyed are experiencing
sane type of pavement damage caused by subsidence.

The upper end of

this range is in the same order of magnitude as the homeowner reports
of house units w i t h problems and costs--45.1 percent for the study area
as discussed previously

(Figure 33).
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PROBLEM

%N (352)

CRACKS IN SIDEWALK

52.8%

SIDEWALK WARPED (observed)

30.4

CRACKS IN DRIVEWAY

58.5

DRIVEWAY WARPED (observed)

21.3

CRACKS IN PATIO OR PORCH AREA

30.1

CRACKS IN STREET AT HOUSE

32.7

CRACKS IN GARDEN OR RETAINING WALL

14.2

GARDEN OR RETAINING WALL COLLAPSE

4.3

CRACKING OF SOIL

18.2

POT HOLES IN YARD

26.7

BURNING OF SOIL
OTHER LANDSCAPE PROBLEM CONDITIONS

2.3
2 1 .0

Table 29. Percent of the total sample reporting various landscape
element problem categories.
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Streets:

Street damage is only indirectly a homeowner problem

since the city pays for the repairs through tax revenues.

Ho w e v e r ,

street condition has a direct influence on neighborhood appearance and
in some areas serious cracking or warping has been observed.

About 33

percent of the respondents report street cracking in front of their
houses.
Garden and retaining walls:

These elements do not occur on

all lots but where there are walls they are a good subsidence indicator
since they respond readily to land surface ch a n g e s .
were reported by 14.2 percent of the responses.

Cracks in walls

The more serious

problem of wall collapse was reported by 4.3 percent of the responses.
Soil related wall damage, including walls that had suffered structural
failure, were observed during the field survey.
Soil c o n d i t i o n s :
ways.

Localized soil subsidence occurs in several

Besides general sinking, the soil m ay shrink and crack when dry,

m a y have differential settlement causing pot holes, and in rare cases
the organic constituents may burn.

Pot holing is the most frequent

condition reported being mentioned by 26.7 percent of the sample.

It

is commonly observed and is often related to utility excavation, buried
stumps, or other pockets of organic matter.

The less frequent soil

cracking reported by 18.2 percent of the sample is more prevalent in
dry periods of the year and may be, but is not usually, permanent.
However, it can cause cracking of pavement surfaces and aids in the
penetration of air to moist subsoils and subsurface organic matter.
According to the New Orleans Department of Fire

(MeCrossen,

1975)
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organic soil does not usually burn after development takes place.

How

ever, 2.3 percent of the responses mention occurrence of this problem,
perhaps started by local trash burning or other such activity.
Other problems;

Other problems mentioned by homeowners were

plant damage or loss, inability to grow grass on sandy fill, sliding
of soil into space under the foundation, burrowing of rats in space
under structures, blowing of sand fill, poor drainage, and shifting
of gates making them difficult to open.

These other types of problems

are mentioned by 21.0 percent of the sample.
Sidewalk and Driveway Subsidence

- Items 14a and 16a of the

questionnaire asked for an estimate of the maximum amount of sidewalk
and driveway sinking that had occurred on the property.

There were

345 and 327 responses to these questions representing 98.0 and 92.7
percent of the total sample

(N=352), respectively.

The distribution of replies was almost identical, varying at
the most by 1.7 percentage points in only one amount of subsidence
classification.

Therefore, they were combined for discussion and

treated as one sample.

The majority of the responses, 71.3 percent,

indicated no drive or w a l k sinkage.

However, this leaves about 30

percent with sinking problems apportioned as follows;
with 1 to 3 inches

18.9 percent

(2.5-7.6 c m ) , 6.7 percent with 4 to 6 inches

(10.2-15.2 c m ) , 2.8 percent with 7 to 12 inches
of a percent with 13 to 18 inches

(17.8-30.5 c m ) , and

(33.0-45.7 cm) of subsidence.

.3

There

were no reports in the higher extreme categories.
Using sidewalk and driveway data as an indicator of the extent
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of study area subsidence it is found that about 30 percent of the
sample is affected.

This percent is on the same order of magnitude as

the items discussed previously.

It matches very well with the observed

cases of sidewalk and driveway warp at 30.4 and 21.3 percent, r e s p e c 
tively.
Estimated Repair Needs - Item 27 of the questionnaire asked
for a report of repairs that were needed and not yet accomplished.
The information provided by respondents included listing of one or
more home or yard conditions that needed attention, with or without a
cost e s t i m a t e .

There were 125 experimental unit responses to this

item, 35.5 percent of the total sample

(N=352).

Many listed more

than one repair n e e d .
Repairs were placed in six categories for comparison.

These

are need for fill, need for foundation repairs, need for paving
repairs or r e p lacement, need for building repairs other than foundation, need for utilities repair, and other.

The data and analysis of

variance for repairs needed by category for the study area are p r e 
sented in Table 30.

Paving repair and need for fill are the most

frequently reported categories; about 20.5 percent of the sample
(N=352) need paving repair and 14.8 percent report a need for fill.
The mean numbers of reports within each category were compared
using an

*F ' t e s t .

From this comparison it was concluded that there

is a highly significant difference
among the various c a t e g o r i es.

(p c.Ol) in the need for repairs

Orthogonal comparisons were conducted

to examine these differences in more d e t a i l .

There is a highly
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DATA TABLE (number reporting need for repair type)
£
0
\
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CD
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1
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•r—

CD

£
>
fO
Q.

•o

A

B

c

D

E

%
n-i
JC
■N
•H
o
F

N22

10

3

9

1

1

0

24

4.0

W31

6

2

6

3

1

0

18

3.0

W32

7

1

6

1

1

1

17

2 .8

W41

4

6

13

2

0

2

27

4.5

W42

6

5

1.8

7

1

2

39

6.5

W52

18

1

20

3

4

0

46

7.7

L32

1

2

0

1

0

0

4

1.3

sum

52

20

72

18

8

5

175

I—
UNIT

X

%N
(352)

•p*

•r■m
<
’
V
J

•r—

3

3

7.4

2.7

10.3

2 .6

1.1

14.8

5.7

20.5

5.1

2.3

sum

X

.7

1.4
a.

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
SOURCE
unit
type repair

df

SS

MS

6

199.3

33.2

5

513.8

1 0 2 .8

1

1

314.5
176.1
22.3
.3

1

.6

error

30

348.7

total

41

1061.8

C
A
BD
B
E

vs
vs
vs
vs
vs

ABDEF
BDEF
EF
D
F

1
1

F
2

.8 6 *

8.85**
27.11**
15.18**
1.92
.03
.05

1 1 .6

i

b.

Table 30 . Data table and analysis of variance for mean replies and
percentage of samples in each needed repair category.
a. data table, b. analysis of variance.
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significant

(p <.01) difference between the need for paving and fill

repairs and all other categories.
among the other categories tested.

There is no statistical difference
It may be concluded that the

greatest repair need in the study area is for fill and paving items.

Landscape Component Problems in Environmental Units - (9)

Is

there a difference in landscape element damage based upon e nviron
mental units?
The topic of landscape element damage within the different
environmental units has been divided into four parts for discussion:
1) general problems, 2) sidewalk and driveway subsidence, 3) step,
sidewalk, and driveway repair, and 4) estimated repair needs.
General Problems

- The general problems data were gathered

through item 13 of the questionnaire and field survey.

The percent of

reports of various problem categories assignable to various environ
mental units is presented in Table 31.

Each problem item was s u b 

divided by the percentage of total occurrence reported in different
environmental units.
The distribution of problem occurrence is unequal among e nviron
mental units.

If differences in units do not exist it m ay be assumed

that the percentage of any particular problem occurrence would be
approximately equal across all units, that is, about 14.3 percent
(100%?7).

Such is not the case.

The environmental units were grouped into sets based upon the
total number of problem item categories above the equal distribution
level.

Those units with a higher percentage of landscape element

ENVIRONMENTAL UNIT
N22
W31
W32

W41

W42

W52

9.1

11 .8

32.8

18.3

7.5

14.9

34.6

23.4

1 2 .6

10.7

27.7

j
CD

PROBLEM ITEM
CRACKS IN SIDEWALK

17.2%

SIDEWALK WARP

17.8%

CRACKS IN DRIVEWAY

15.5%

DRIVEWAY WARP

13.3%

4.0

4.0

22.7

29.4

CRACKS IN PATIO OR PORCH

15.7%

13.9

9.3

7.4

CRACKS IN STREET AT HOUSE

13.0%

10.4

9.6

CRACKS IN GARDEN OR RETAINING WALL

18.0%

4.0

16.0

GARDEN OR RETAINING WALL COLLAPSE

33.3%

CRACKING OF SOIL

17.1%

POT HOLES IN YARD

1 0

.9

.2 %

OTHER LANDSCAPE CONDITION

1 2

x PERCENT

15.3%

2 .2

100

100

25.3

1.3

100

32.4

15.7

5.6

100

8.7

41.8

15.6

.9

100

16.0

26.0

16.0

4.0

100

6.7

2 0 .0

26.7

13.3

100

1.6

14.1

39.1

28.1

100

7.4

24.5

29.8

25.0

25.0

37.5

12 .2

18.9

29.7

14.2%

29.9%

2 2

7.4

16.0

6.7
7.4%

13.5
8

.2 %

.6 %

%

100

3.9

11 .6

12.5%

BURNING OF SOIL

total

O

.6 %

8 .6

L32

4.3

100

100

6 .8

100

2.4%

100

note: 14.3 percent (100%*7) represents equal distribution
Table 31. Percent of reports of various problem conditions assignable to different environmental
units.

%
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problem items above equality (14.3 percent) represent the more serious
subsidence areas.

There are three distinct sets of environmental units

based upon this equality standard.
includes the Swamp Fringe

1) The most seriously affected set

(W42) and the Reclaimed Marsh (W52) units

with 90 to 100 percent of the problem items higher than the proportion
expected by an equal distribution.

The problem items range from 1

percentage point below to 24.8 percentage points above an equal d i stri
bution leve1.
Levee

2) The intermediate position is held by the Natural

(N22) and Island Fringe

(W41) units with 40 to 60 percent of

their problem items above the 14.3 percent equality.

The items range

from 14.3 percentage points below to 19 percentage points above an
equal distribution level.

3) The least affected set includes the Lake

Rim (L32), Reclaimed Wetland

(W31) and Barrier Island (W42) units with

zero to 20 percent of the problem items higher than an equal d i s t r i 
bution level.

They range from 14.3 percentage points below to only

1.7 percentage points above an equal distribution.
It is concluded that there are large differences in the degree
of landscape element problems among environmental units.

The most

seriously affected classes contrast sharply w ith those in the least
affected set.

Whereas the least affected set has at most only 20 p e r 

cent of the problem items above an equal distribution level, the most
seriously affected set has at best 90 percent of the problem items
above equality.
Sidewalk and Driveway Subsidence - Items 14a and 16a of the
questionnaire were used to gather data related to subsidence of
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sidewalks and driveways.
checked at each house.

Data provided by respondents were field
This estimate is, therefore, considered to have

a high level of reliability.

Response to this questionnaire item

allowed choice of subsidence classes ranging from zero inches to over
30 inches

(76.2 cm).

to 18 inches

No responses were received in classes above 13

(33.0-45.7 cm).

The data for environmental units were compared using an

’F'

test for differences among mean sidewalk and driveway subsidence in
the units.

Data summaries and analyses of variance are presented in

Tables 32 and 33.

In the cases of both sidewalk and driveway subsi

dence it is concluded that there are highly significant

(p <.01)

differences among environmental units.
These differences are:

1) The unit most seriously affected is

the Reclaimed Marsh (W52) with means of 3.86 inches
walk and 4.36 inches

(9.8 cm) of s i d e 

(11.0 cm) of driveway subsidence.

2) This

contrasts sharply w i t h units at the lower extremes such as the Lake
Rim (L32) with a mean sidewalk subsidence of only .08 of an inch
(.2 cm) and mean driveway subsidence of only .58 of an inch (1.5 cm).
3)

Conditions in the Reclaimed Marsh (W52) are extreme even when c o m 

pared to the next closest unit, the Swamp Fringe
1.38 inches

(W41), with means of

(3.5 cm) of sidewalk and 1.93 inches (4.9 cm) of d r i v e 

w a y subsidence.
Step, Sidewalk, and Driveway Repair - Items 14c, 15b, and 16c
of the questionnaire asked for the number of times steps have been
added, sidewalks repaired or replaced, and driveways repaired or r e 
placed, respectively.

Response to these items ranged from 19.6 to

DATA SUMMARY (sidewalk subsidence)
ENVIRONMENTAL UNIT
W31
W32
N22
sum
sum
squares

W41

W42

W52

L32

total

33

80.5

162

2

335.5

337.3

1141.8

4

1740.1

14

8

36

28

16

102

n

53

71

53

24

78

42

24

345

X

.26"

.68

1.38

1.03

3.86

.08

.97

.11

111

a.

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
SOURCE
environmental
unit
error
total

df

SS

MS

F

6

452.6

75.4

26.6**

338

961.2

2 .8

344

1413.8
b.

Table 32. Data summary and analysis of variance for sidewalk sub
sidence. a. data summary, b. analysis of variance.
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DATA SUMMARY (driveway subsidence)
ENVIRONMENTAL UNIT
W32
N22
W31

W41

W42

W52

L32

total

44.5

46

165.5

11

354

1387.8

37

2088.4

sum
sum
squares

30

13

90

41

205.3

205.3

n

53

70

53

23

71

38

19

327

X

.57"

.19

.83

1.93

.65

4.36

.58

.78

44

122

a.

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
SOURCE
environmental
unit
error
total

df

SS

MS

F

6

515.8

85.9

23.1**

320

1189.4

3.7

326

1705.2

Table 33. Data summary and analysis of variance for driveway sub
sidence. a. data summary, b. analysis of variance.
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34.4 percent of the total sample

(N=352).

The response to these q u e s 

tions means that the sample from which inferences are drawn is rather
low and, therefore, conclusions should be considered highly tentative.
The actual numbers of reports of repair or replacement of
steps, sidewalks, and driveways is presented in Table 34.

For p u r 

poses of discussion it was assumed that the absence of a reply to the
item indicated a zero times response and that if repairs had been made
they were r e p o r t e d .

Based upon this the percent of observations with

one or more repairs was calculated for each environmental unit.
From the data presented it may be tentatively concluded that,
on the a v e r a g e , repairs to sidewalks and driveways occur with about
the same frequency and in less than 10 percent of the experimental
units.

The greatest occurrence of sidewalk and driveway repair need

is concentrated in the Island Fringe (W41), Swamp Frings
Reclaimed Marsh (W52) units.

(W42), and

Addition of steps is less frequently

n e e d e d ; it is reported in about 2 percent of the study area s a m p l e .
The Reclaimed Marsh (W52) with over 9 percent of the units reporting
addition of steps is the most seriously impacted unit in this repair
category.

This is borne out by field observations where step a d d i 

tions to compensate for land sinking is very apparent.
Estimated Repair Needs - Item 27 of the questionnaire asked
for a report of repairs that were needed but not yet accomplished.
This item was examined by category and environmental unit to see what
differences might exist among u n i t s .

The mean numbers of needed r e 

pairs reported by environmental units were compared using an

'F1 t e s t .

The data and analysis of variance for this comparison are presented in

REPAIR ITEM
ADDED
STEPS

#
TIMES
0

ENVIRONMENTAL UNIT
N22
W31
W32
14

13

1

W41

W42

W52

L32

10

2

11

1

2

7
4

5

1

total
62
8

2

3+
%n
REPAIR
OR REPLACE
SIDEWALK

0
1

0

0

16
3

18
2

2

3
4+

REPAIR
OR REPLACE
DRIVEWAY

1

1.9

1.9

3.8

9.3

13
3

5
3

13
5

12

1

1

8

10

1

2

1

7.1

2.7

7.5

16.7

17.9

16.3

0

11

13

14

2

2

16
4

4

1

1

10

9
5

1

2

1

2

%n

1

0

2 .6

3

7

%n

3
4+

n=

1

80
23

9.9

0

4
1

71
24
5
2

1
1

1

3.6

2.7

9.4

16.7

15.4

14.0

4.2

9.1

56

74

53

24

78

43

24

352

n=number of experimental units in environmental unit
%n=percent with one or more repair items reported
Table 34. Number of reports of repair or replacement of steps, sidewalks, and driveways by environ
mental units and study area.
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Table 35.

Even though the averages are higher in some units than

others the test fails to reject the hypothesis

(p >.05) that there is

no difference among means and it is concluded that differences do not
exist.

The minimum difference required between means to show a s i g 

nificant difference

(LSD) was 5.8 percentage points.

The distribution of reported repair needs was not equal.

Cal

culations of the percent need for repair reported in each category
attributable to each environmental units is presented in Table 36.
Each category row represents 100 percent based upon the number of
homeowners reporting that particular need.

Although all units report

need for fill, the Reclaimed Marsh (W52) unit accounts for 33 percent
of the reports.

Two units account for 55 percent of the need for

foundation repairs--the Island Fringe (W41) and Swamp Fringe

(W42).

Need for paving repair is also reported most frequently from the
above units.

Building repair need, which may accompany foundation

damage, is most frequent in the Swamp Fringe

(W42) unit.

The Reclaimed

Marsh (W52) unit has 55 percent of the reported need for utilities
repair.

The Lake Rim (L32) unit is consistently most free of reported

need for repairs.

Reports from this unit show need in only three

categories and in the lower percentage ranges.

Landscape Component Problems and Soil Variables

- (10) Is there

an association between landscape element damage and soil variables?
Items 13, 14a & c , 15b, and 16a&c of the questionnaire were used
to gather data concerning damage to landscape variables such as walks,
drives, walls, and the ground surface.

It was thought that there might
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DATA TABLE (reports of repairs needed)
ENVIRONMENTAL . UNIT
N22
W31
W32
W41

REPAIR CATEGORY
fill

W42

W52

L32

10

6

7

4

6

18

1

3

2

1

6

5

1

2

paving

9

6

6

13

18

20

building

1

3

1

2

7

3

utilities

1

1

1

1

4

foundation

other

1

2

2

1

sum

24

18

17

25

39

48

4

n=

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

4.0

3.0

2 .8

4.2

6.5

8 .0

0.7

X

a.

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
SOURCE
environmental
unit
error
total

df

SS

MS

F
1.47

6

213.32

35.55

35

845.52

24.15

41

1058.84

Table 35. Data table and analysis of variance for reports of
repairs needed in various categories, a. data table,
b. analysis of variance.

ENVIRONMENTAL UNIT
N22
W31
W32

W41

W42

W52

L32

total

19.3%

11.5

13.5

7.7

11.5

34.6

1.9

100

%

20

15.0%

10 .0

5.0

30.0

25.0

5.0

10 .0

100

%

PAVING

72

12.5%

8.3

8.4

18.1

25.0

27.7

100

%

BUILDING

18

5.6%

16.7

5.6

11.1

38.8

16.6

100

%

UTILITIES

8

12.5%

12.5

12.5

12.5

50.0

100

%

OTHER

5

2 0 .0

40.0

40.0

100

%

REPAIR CATEGORY

n=

FILL

52

FOUNDATION

5.6

Table 36. Percentage of total need for repair reported in each category attributable to various
environmental units.
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be a relationship between these variables and the type of soil at the
residence.

The examination of this relationship concerns both general

conditions and the specific associations of selected variables.
General Conditions - Of the soils in the study area there are
11 types that reoccur in at least 10 percent of the samples for all of
variables being considered.

These soils are used as indicators of

the soil type/landscape problem relationship.
Homeowners were asked to check a list of landscape damage c o n 
ditions marking those that occurred on their property.

This list was

compiled by the frequency of reports mentioning the problems in
various soil type categories

(Table 37).

To provide for a manageable

analysis of differences in problems among soil types the problem means
were averaged to give an overall problem mean for each soil type.
The soils with the highest mean number of problems are Lafitte (LS),
Sharkey clay (Sc), Haplaquents, clayey (HAc), and Gentilly (Gd).
soil with the least problems is Soil

The

'A', a lake rim soil.

The problem means were investigated for differences using an
1F 1 test

(Table 38).

It was found that there are highly significant

(p c.Ol) differences in m e a n percentages of problems among soil types.
It is concluded that differences in problem conditions may be expected
based upon the soil type variable.
Specific Relationships
were examined:

- Two specific sets of relationships

1) soil types and sidewalk subsidence, and 2) the

association of other soil variables to selected landscape element
problems.

LANDSCAPE ELEMENT
PROBLEM AREA

SOIL TYPE
UKN
ASd

Cscl

15%

54%

39%

27

20

1B

1p

46

46

61

41

31

50

76

67

75

87

75

54

35

56

61

9

13

11

16

38

45

34

23

5

27

9

33

29

47

42

75

46

50

15

5

26

47

8

29

18

50

50

38

48

23

30

36

32

14

12

42

8

15

22

23

10

10

6

18

8

8

3

8

5

0

27

25

69

33

23

18

25

13

CRACKS IN DRIVEWAY

50

CRACKS IN GARDEN WALLS
GARDEN WALL COLLAPSE
8

29

25

BURNING OF SOIL

OVERALL MEAN (x)%

'B 'c

50

18

OTHER LANDSCAPE PROBLEMS

'A'

31%

SIDEWALK WARP

POT HOLES IN YARD

Tc

77%

88

CRACKS IN PATIO/PORCH

Sc

82%

29%

CRACKS IN STREET

LS

75%

50%

DRIVEWAY WARP

HAc

75%

CRACKS IN SIDEWALK

%

Gd

-

25

5

8

17

29

18

18

16.7

20 .2

29.7

33.4

8

36.1

54

20

15

30

23

19

46.2

36.8

22.4

12.9

25.0

22.4

Table 37. Percent of reports of homes having problem listed by soil types found in at least ten
percent of observations for the problem variable.
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ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
SOURCE

df

SS

MS

F
2.56**

soil type

1

11,871

1187

error

121

55,984

463

total

131

67,855

F .01

10&130 df = 2.47

95% confidence interval for mean difference between
problems for Lafitte (LS) and Soil 'A' is
15.6-50.7%

Table 38. Analysis of variance for mean number of landscape element
problems in soil types.
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Sidewalk subsidence was used as an example of the reaction of
pavement elements to soil type.

Driveway subsidence was found earlier

to have a similar distribution.

Sidewalk sinking, therefore, serves

as an index for the driveway variable as well.
Sidewalk settlement was indicated by respondents in 1 of 8
categories ranging from zero to 30 inches

(76.2 cm).

The distribution

of sidewalk subsidence classes across soil types is shown in Table 39.
Differences in distribution based upon soil types exist.
with the highest sidewalk sinking are Lafitte
and Gentilly (Gd).

Soil

The soils

(LS), Sharkey clay (Sc),

'A' has no reported cases of sidewalk subsi

dence .
The association (r) between selected soil variables and land
scape element problems was examined

(Table 40).

The data used for

the analysis were the mean or percent values for the variables within
environmental units.

There were strong correlations between organic

matter thickness and sidewalk (.906) and driveway (.891) subsidence.
They are both highly significant
there is a significant

(p <.01) and it m ay be concluded that

linear relationship between the variables.

Subsidence increases as organic thickness increases.
dence was also strongly correlated
5 feet

Sidewalk subsi

(.791) with plastic soil in the top

(1.5 m ) .
Based upon all of the data presented it is concluded that there

are important relationships between soil and landscape problem v a r i 
ables.

Both organic and mineral soils exhibit an association to

various problems that occur in the study area and almost all soil

MAXIMUM
SIDEWALK DROP
0

"

1-3

SOIL TYPE
UKN
ASd
92%
8

86

7

%

Cscl

Gd

90%

38%

10

46

7

4-6
7-12

HAc

LS

Sc

69%

18%

68

31

33

24

8

28

7

8

18

1

%

Tc

'A'

75%

100

25

%

-1

'B'c

'B'p

78%

91%

33%

15

9

40

7

X

24
2

3

13-18
19-24
25-30
30+
n=

13

14

18

13

13

39

68

12

25

45

35

83

^note: x and total (n) based upon these samples plus those with under ten percent
representation.

Table 39. Percent of reports in maximum sidewalk subsidence classes by soil types found in at least
ten percent of observations for the sidewalk subsidence variable.
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ASSOCIATION
(r) of (x)

TO LANDSCAPE ELEMENT PROBLEMS (y)
MEAN
LANDSCAPE
ELEMENT
PROBLEMS
(TABLE 31)

MEAN
SIDEWALK
SINKING
(TABLE 32)

MEAN
DRIVEWAY
SINKING
(TABLE 33)

MEAN
FILL
THICKNESS
(TABLE 9)

.245
.319

.443
1.23

.436
1.17

r
F

MEAN
ORGANIC
THICKNESS
(TABLE 10)

.321
.574

.906
22.9**

.891
19.3**

r
F

.441

.791
8.33*

.702
4.86

r
F

.617
3.08

.600
2.80

r
F

PERCENT
PLASTIC
0-5'
(TABLE 11)
PERCENT
PLASTIC
5-8'
(TABLE 11)

1.21

.004
.0 1 0

F .05 1&5 df = 6.61

F .01 1&5 df = 16.3

Table 40. Association (r) and significance (F) of selected soil var
iables and landscape element problems in environmental
units.
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types and other soil variables are involved in landscape element p r o b 
lems to some degree.

Summary-Landscape Component Problems
landscape component problem section serve

- The data gathered in the

to provide an understanding

of several aspects of identification, description, and quantification
of homeowner problems related to land subsidence.

The following

points are to be emphasized.
1) Pavement damage is reported by 20 to 50 percent of the
sample and is, on the average, the most consistently reported land
scape element problem.
2) Driveway and walk subsidence occur in about 30 percent of
the sample.

Although much of this subsidence is in the 1 to 3 inch

(2.5-7.6 cm) range, about 10 percent of the sample reports subsidence
in higher categories.
3) There are highly significant

(p <.01) differences in the

need for repair of fill, foundation, paving, buildings, utilities, and
other landscape elements.

Paving and fill are the elements most often

reported as needing repairs.
4) There appear to be differences in the frequency of oc c u r 
rence of

landscape element problems among environmental units.

There are highly significant

(p <.01) differences in amount of sidewalk

and driveway subsidence among environmental units.
5) No significant differences were found in estimated repair
needs among environmental units.
based upon field observations.

Differences are thought to exist
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6) There are highly significant

(p

<.01) differences in oc c u r 

rence of landscape element problems among soil types.

Both organic

and mineral soils are represented in reports of subsidence damage,
7) Sidewalk and driveway subsidence are strongly associated
with mean organic matter thickness.

There is a highly significant

increase in walk and drive subsidence with an increase in thickness of
organic matter.

It is suspected that other landscape elements may

follow a similar pattern.
8) There is a definite relationship between soil variables and
landscape element damage.

Aspects of the association in the study

area need further investigation but the general relationships found
support evidence established in other subsidence research.

Utility Component Problems

- (11) What is the extent of u t i l 

ity damage in the study area?
There are four major utility systems included in the study-water, sewerage, electric, and gas.

Items 23a&c, 24a&c, 25a&c, and

26a&c, of the questionnaire were intended to gather data related to
the extent of problems and frequency of repairs.

Response to these

questions ranged from 265 to 293, 75.3 to 83.2 percent of the total
sample (N=352).

Each system is discussed in relation to the extent of

damage data presented on Table 41, frequency of repair, and overall
relationship to other systems.
Water System - The water system might be expected to be influ
enced by subsidence since it is buried and may be subject to ground
movement stress

(Figure 5e).

Although 83.8 percent of the sample
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SYSTEM
TYPE
WATER

SEWERAGE

ELECTRIC

GAS

DAMAGE

%n

n=

none
bending
leakage
pipe separation

83.8%
3.2
8.4
4.6

285

none
leakage
pipe separation

87.9%
6.4
5.7

265

none
short circuits
line breakage

94.9%
3.1

293

don't have
no damage
bending
leakage
line breakage

8.4%
83.7
3.1
4.5
.3

2 .0

286

Table 41. Percent of responses in utility system damage categories
for the study area.
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report no water system problems, the other 16.2 percent report having
problems ranging from pipe bending to pipe separation.

The more

serious categories of leakage and pipe separation requiring capital
outlay for repairs account for 8.4 and 4.6 percent of reports, r e spec
tively.
Sewerage System - Sewerage system problems are generally in
the same range and order of magnitude as water pipe damage with 6.4
percent in the leakage and 5.7 percent in the breakage categories.
Sewerage might be expected to be more highly affected since it has
less flexibility than the water system.

However, the pipes are

usually buried deeper reducing subsidence impact, and leakage is
probably often not detected thus reducing impact reports in this
category.
Electric Systems - Problems are reported as having occurred in
2 to 3 percent of electric systems in the study area.

The point of

stress in electric systems is their connection to the structure.

In

above ground installation this should not be a problem but in u n d e r 
ground systems the movement of ground m a y affect cables.

The relative

damage to above and below ground systems is an area in need of further
study.
Gas Systems -

About 8 percent of the units report having had

problems with the gas system ranging from bending to line breakage.
Line leakage is reported as having occurred by 4.5 percent of the
sample.

This could be a rather serious area of concern.

In the other

systems the service is temporarily lost and may be a repair expense,
but gas leakage may lead to danger to life and property.
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Frequency of Repairs

- Frequency of repair data for all utility

systems was reported by an average of 90 responses, 25.6 percent of
the total sample

(N=352).

Thus, the data presented in Table 42 should

be considered only preliminary.
sions highly tentative.

The small sample size makes c o n c l u 

It is assumed for purposes of discussion that

a blank in this item represented a zero repair response and that
people w h o have had repairs done reported them.
The data were divided by repair type and number of times r e 
pairs to a system had occurred from once to 3 or more times.

The data

tend to support the previous information related to utility system
performance.

The water system with a total of 11.7 percent, and the

sewerage system with a total of 7.6 percent of the responses having
made repairs one or more times is higher than reported frequency of
repairs to electric and gas systems at 3.5 and 4.0 percent, r e s p e c 
tively.
Overall Relationships

- It may be concluded from the data p r e 

sented that there are major differences in need for repair among
utility types.

The water and sewerage systems which are always in the

ground and are less flexible than electric or gas lines are more
highly affected by subsidence and need more frequent repair.

Precau

tions against damage such as looping of electric cables or special gas
line linkage

(Figure 5f) m ay also have an affect upon reducing damages

in these systems.

Utility Component Problems in Environmental Units - (12)

Is

there a difference in utility damage based upon environmental units?
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REPAIR
TYPE

#
TIMES

WATER
SYSTEM

1

7.1%

2

2 .6

3+

2 .0

1
2

4.2%
1.4

3+

2 .0

1

2.3%

2

.6

3+

.6

SEWERAGE
SYSTEM
ELECTRIC
SYSTEM
GAS
SYSTEM

1
2

3+

%N (352)

3.1
.3

TOTAL
11.7%

7.6%

3.5%

4.0%

.6

Table 42. Percent of units reporting repairs in various frequency
categories for the study area.
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The data related to utility damage was analyzed by en v i r o n 
mental units.

For purposes of discussion each set of system problems

was divided into two classes.

The no problem or bending categories

(Table 43) are considered a minor problem class and leakage or pipe
separation are considered a major problem class.

In the case of

electric systems bot ii shor t circuits and line breakage are considered
major.

Major problem classes are those that cause immediate expense

for repair.

The range of damages within each utility system is e x 

amined below in relationship to environmental unit differences.
Water Systems - There appear to be differences among e nviron
mental units in extent of major
water system problems
observed.

(combined leakage and pipe separation)

(Table 43).

Generally, three levels may be

The lower level problem environmental units include the

Lake Rim (L32), Barrier Island

(W31), and Natural Levee (N22) units;

a range of 6.7 to 7.3 percent of the observations report having had
major problems.

However, no pipe separation was reported in these

units so they may be less affected than might appear by the percent of
problem figures.

The midrange of problem environmental units includes

the Reclaimed Wetland

(W32), Island Fringe

(W41), and Swamp Fringe

(W42) w i t h a range of 12.8 to 17.2 percent of the responses reporting
having had problems.

The Reclaimed Marsh (W52) is highest in reports

of problems; 21 percent of the units have had major problems, mostly
pipe separation.
Sewerage Systems - Differences also appear among environmental
units in extent of major sewerage system problems

(Table 43).

The

UTILITY
SYSTEM

DAMAGE
CATEGORY

WATER

none
bending
leakage
pipe separation
n=

90.7%

43

none
leakage
pipe separation
n=

92.3%
5.1

SEWERAGE

ELECTRIC

GAS

none
short circuit
line breakage
n=
no gas
no damage
bending
leakage
line breakagen=

ENVIRONMENTAL UNIT
W32
N22
W31

W41

W42

W52

L32
92.9%

2 .6

7.1

60

79.7%
3.1
12.5
4.7
64

68.5%
10.5

8.5
4.3
47

78.9%
5.3
10.5
5.3
19

18.4
38

14

93.4%

91.3%

83.3%

8 6

.0 %
14.0

70.9%
6.5

92.3%
7.7

61

8.7
46

16.7
18

57

31

98.4%

95.8%
2.1

80.9%
19.1

96.8%

1 .6

42

64

48

84.6%
7.7
7.7
39

4.7%

8.5%

9.3

91.6%
1.7
6.7

. %

100 0

2.1

6 .6

2 .6

39

85.1%

2.1

2.3
7.0

3.4

2.3%
88.7
4.5
4.5

43

59

44

8 6 .0

8 8.1

21

22 .6

3.2
63

5.3%
84.1
5.3
5.3

17.2%
73.3

19

64

1 .6

6.3

13
100

.0 %

16

7.5%
87.5
2.5
2.5

5.9%
76.5
17.6

40

17

1.6
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Table 43. Utility system damage within environmental units with percent of reports in each damage
category class.
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least affected group of environmental units includes the Barrier
Island (W31), Lake Rim (L32), Natural Levee

(N22), and Reclaimed W e t 

land (W32); they have a range of experimental units affected from 6.6
to 8.7 percent.

The Swamp Fringe

(W42) and Island Fringe (W41), are

higher x^ith a range of 14 to 16.7 percent of the responses reporting
having had problems.

The Reclaimed Marsh (W52) has problem reports

of a m u c h greater magnitude than any other unit; 29.1 percent of the
sample report having had p r o b l e m s .
Electric System - Electric systems seem to be less affected by
subsidence than the above two systems

(Table 43).

u n i t s , the Lake Rim (L32) and Natural Levee
reports.
Wetland

The Barrier Island

Two environmental

(N22) are free of damage

(W31), Swamp Fringe

(W4-2), and Reclaimed

(W32) have reports of problems from 1.6 to 4.2 percent of the

responses.

The only very seriously affected environmental units seem

to be the Reclaimed Marsh (W52), with 15.1, and the Island Fringe

(W31),

w i t h 19.1 percent of observations reporting having had problems.
Gas System - Major problems with gas systems ranged from zero
to 7.9 percent w i t h fairly evenly divided increments of percent of
units reporting problems between the extremes

(Table 43).

The environ

mental units do not separate well into problem classes based upon the
data.

However, minor differences among environmental units appear to

exist.
It may be concluded that the environmental unit most seriously
affected by utility damage is the Reclaimed Marsh
affected are the Lake Rim (L32), Barrier Island

(W52) and the least

(W31), and Natural
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Levee

(N22) units.

The other environmental units hold intermediate

positions.
Utility Systems and Mean Subsidence - Each of the utility s y s 
tems was related to me a n subsidence within environmental units.

The

mean subsidence within environmental units was examined previously
(Table 17).

The correlation (r) between mean subsidence data and per-

cent of major problems in each utility system was examined

(Table 44).

The deg^es of association between mean subsidence and percent of major
problems in water, sewer, electric and gas systems are
.865, and

.056, respectively.

.854,

.933,

The first three systems have a strong

association between the variables of mean subsidence and percent of
major damage.

The coefficient of determination (r^) was used to test

the significance of relationships.
significant

It was concluded that there are

(p <„05) linear relationships between the variables of mean

subsidence and water and electric system problems, and a highly signif
icant

(p <„01) linear relationship in the case of sewerage system p r o b 

lems.

The relationship of mean subsidence to gas system damage was not

significant.
Utility System Repairs - The reports of repairs to various
utility systems were examined by environmental units.

Because of the

low percentage of response to this item the results should be regarded
as highly tentative.

However, in general, differences in frequency of

rapair appear to exist among environmental units.
Within the water system repair groups
Wetland

(W32), the Swamp Fringe

(Table 45) the Reclaimed

(W42), and the Reclaimed Marsh (W52)
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ASSOCIATION
(r ) of (x)

TO UTILITY SYSTEM DAMAGE (y)
PERCENT
WATER
SYSTEM
DAMAGE
(TABLE 43)

MEAN
SUBSIDENCE
(TABLE 17)

.854
13.5*

PERCENT
SEWERAGE
SYSTEM
DAMAGE
(TABLE 43)
.933
69.5**

F .05 1&5 df = 6.61

PERCENT
ELECTRIC
SYSTEM
DAMAGE
(TABLE 43)
.865
14.8*

PERCENT
GAS
SYSTEM
DAMAGE
(TABLE 43)
.056
.015

r
F

F .01 1&5 df = 16.3

Table 44. Association (r) and significance (F) of mean subsidence
and utility system damage in environmental units.

UTILITY
REPAIR ITEMS
WATER
SYSTEM

SEWERAGE
SYSTEM

#
TIMES

ENVIRONMENTAL UNIT
N22
W31
W32

W52

L32

total

7
5

3

58
25
9

4
20.9

4.2

11.7

2

72
15
5
7
7.6

10

14

12

4

8

1

2

2

1

11

2

2

2

3
3

1

2

11.3

8.3

19.2
14
5

7.1%

0

15

17

16

3

1

2

1

1

2

1

1

1
6 .8

3+
%n

1

1

1

1

3.6%

2.7

5.7

16.7

7.7

0

14

4

11

17

11

1

1

1

2

1

2

1
0

%

1

2

3+
%n

3+
%n
GAS
SYSTEM

W42

0

2

ELECTRIC
SYSTEM

W41

2.7

1.9

4.2

0

14

17

12

4

1

1

2

2

1

2

1

2.6

9
3

5
3
3
3
20.9
9
4

8

1

4.2
3

69
8

1

2

1

2

14.0

3.5

9

2

67

1

1

11
1

3+
%n

3.6%

2.7

5.7

4.2

5.1

2.3

4.2

4.0

n=

56

74

53

24

78

43

24

352

1

1

2

n=number of experimental units in environmental unit
%n=percent with one or more repair items reported
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Table 45. Number of reports of repair of utility systems by environmental units and for study area.
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have reports of 1 to 3 or more repairs from the highest percent of the
responses; they range from 11.3 to 20.9 percent.

The Island Fringe

(W41) and Reclaimed Marsh (W52) are highest in percent of sewerage
system repair frequency with 16.7 and 20.9, respectively, having had
1 to 3 or more repairs made.

The Reclaimed Marsh (W52) stands highest

in responses reporting electric system repairs at 14.0 percent.
same unit is, however,

This

lowest in percent of responses indicating

repairs to the gas system.

Evidently the specialized connector used

on the homes in this environmental unit

(Figure 5 f )

Utility Component Problems and Soil Variables

is e f f e ctive.

- (13) Is there

an association between utility damage and soil variables?
Items 23a, 24a, 25a, and 26a of the questionnaire were intended
to gather data concerning problems homeowners have experienced with
various utility systems.

It was thought that there might be a relation

ship between soils and some utility system damages.

The relationship

of utility damage to soils is examined at a general level and in regard
to specific association of selected variables.
General Relationships

- Respondents were asked to indicate su b 

sidence related utility damage in class categories ranging from none to
pipe separation or line breakage.

The percent of responses in each

damage class by soil types is shown in Table 46.

From the overa11 mean

data column, it m a y be seen that problems are restricted to an average
of about 5.5 percent of the sample responding to these variable i t e m s .
In serious damage categories of leakage and line breakage of systems
the overall average is slightly less.

SOIL TYPE
ASd
UKN
100

%

86

%

Cscl
86

%

Gd

HAc

67%

83%

11

7
7
14

11

100

%

86

14

11

%

9

92%

75%

8

14
14

90%

93%

100

%

100

%

12

3
60

82%
18

71%
7

92%

100

%

100

%

10

7
14

12

90%

92

8

13

10

12

85%

67%

78

15

11

%

11

22
10

%

2

27

50

91%

83%
17
58

3
3

3%
89
3
5

36

59

8
86

%

'B'p

x1

94%

82%

93%
7

82%
5
5

6

10

100

%

13

13

9

9

8

16

36

29

91

93%
7

91%
9

94%

87%
5

15

33

31

85

94%

6

8
10

100

%

11

11

97%
3

89%

6

18

36

33

3
95

6
100

%

88
6

11
10

6
6

6

22

3
35

'B'c

6

6
10

'A'

2

2

11

8

83%

18
34

25
13

65%
15

Tc

12

CT1

10

Sc

17

11

14

LS

OO

UTILITY
DAMAGE
WATER SYSTEM
none
bending
leakage
pipe separation
n=
SEWERAGE SYSTEM
none
leakage
pipe separation
n=
ELECTRIC SYSTEM
none
short circuit
line breakage
n=
GAS SYSTEM
don't have
no damage
bending
1 eakage
breakage
n=

16

%

6

85
3
3
3
35

%

10

%

8

10

84

77

6

7
4
84

%

2

31

^note: x and total (n) based upon these samples plus those with under ten percent
representation.
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Table 46. Percent of reports in utilities damage classes by soil types found in at least ten percent
of observations for the utilities damage variable.
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There appear to be differences in damage reports both among
utilities types and among soils.

Water and sewerage are more seriously

affected than electric and gas systems.

This might be predicted c o n 

sidering water and sewerage systems are both buried and are less flex
ible than gas and electric systems.
Differences in percent of utility damages within soil types are
apparent.

Water and sewerage systems have roughly the same distribu 

tion of problem occurrence across the soil t y p e s .
pipe separation classes Lafitte
Allemands

In the leakage and

(LS), Sharkey clay (Sc), Gentilly

(Gd),

(ASd), and Haplaquents, clayey (HAc) have the most reports

of damage across categories.

Tunica clay (Tc) is the only soil with no

reports of utility damage.
The electric and gas systems are a sharp contrast to water and
sewerage systems; electric systems are more free of problem reports
than gas systems.
(Gd), Commerce
Sharkey clay

In the leakage and breakage categories Gentilly

(Cscl), H a p laquents, clayey (HAc), Lafitte

(Sc), and Soils

(LS),

'B'c&p show evidence of being more strongly

related to utility problems than other soils.
It may be concluded that the more free the system is of the
ground the less damages occur.

For in-ground systems the more flex

ible the system the less the problems.

Thus, the electric system has

the fewest problems since it is frequently above ground.

Gas systems

have more flexible pipe than water or sewerage systems and thus have
less breakage.

In the soils types presented, breakage of sewerage

systems exceeds that of water systems but across all soils they are
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about the same.

Soil type evidently has an impact upon amount of u t i l 

ity damage sustained.
Specific Soil Variables - The association between selected soil
variables and utilities system damages was assessed through an analysis
of correlation (r).

The variable sets compared were the means of pe r 

centages for the variables in environmental units.

For example, mean

thickness of fill in environmental units was correlated with percent
of water system problems in environmental units and found to have a low
degree of association of .156 (Table 47).
In general the association between the variables tested is lew
to moderate.

However, the soil variables of organic thickness and

consistency are most closely associated with water and sewerage system
problems.

A highly significant

(p <.01) linear relationship exists

between organic thickness and sewerage system problems and a signifi
cant

(p <.05) relationship exists between plastic soil and water

system d a m a g e .
There is a definite trend in the data considered toward an
association of utilities systems problems with the soils component.
The pattern is strongly displayed at the soil type level and is s up
ported by some relationships tested at the specific variable level.
It is concluded that there is an important relationship between the
soil types in the study area and the utilities system damages reported
by h o m e o w n e r s .

Utility Component Problems and Architectural Variables - (14)
Is there an association between utilities damage and architectural
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ASSOCIATION
(r) of (x)

MEAN
FILL
THICKNESS
(TABLE 9)
MEAN
ORGANIC
THICKNESS
(TABLE 10)
PERCENT
PLASTIC
0-5'
(TABLE 11)
PERCENT
PLASTIC
5-8'
(TABLE 11)

TO UTILITY SYSTEM PROBLEMS (y)
PERCENT
WATER
SYSTEM
PROBLEMS
(TABLE 43)

PERCENT
SEWERAGE
SYSTEM
PROBLEMS
(TABLE 43)

PERCENT
ELECTRIC
SYSTEM
PROBLEMS
(TABLE 43)

,156
.123

.337
.637

.051

.682
4.36

.660
3.87

.877
16.6**

.505
1.71

.320
.568

.756
6 . 68*

.725
5.55

,300
.495

.076
.030

.485
1.53

.495
1.62

.278
.417

-.242
.308

F .01 1&5 df = 6.61

,101

PERCENT
GAS
SYSTEM
PROBLEMS
(TABLE 43)

F .01 1&5 df = 16.3

Table 47. Association (r) and significance (F) of selected soil
variables and utility system problems in environmental
units.

r
F
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varibles?
Items 23a, 24a, 25a, and 26a of the questionnaire asked h o m e 
owners to provide an estimate of damages they have had to water,
sewerage, electric, and gas utility systems.

Items 2, 17, and 18

provided general data concerning architectural component variables.
The relationship of the two topic areas is examined below.
It was considered possible that variables such as age of struc
ture and type of foundation might have an impact upon extent of u t i l 
ities system damages.

If age and foundation type are important factors

they, along w i t h land subsidence, need to be considered as problem
factors in future study and assignment of costs.
The analysis of the relationship between architectural v a r i 
ables of house age and foundation type and the various utility system
problems uses the correlation coefficient
association between variable sets.
of effects are:

(r) to measure the degree of

The variable sets used as indexes

1) the mean age of structures in environmental units,

2) the percent of piling supported and slab on grade foundations within
environmental units, and 3) the percent of major damage

(leakage and

line breakage) reported in environmental units.
The coefficients of correlation (r) for age of structure and
foundation types and the utilities damage variables are provided in
Table 48,

The degree of association between architectural variables

and percent of utilities damage in environmental units is extremely low.
It ranges from .030 for house age to water systems damage reports to
.710 for slab foundation to percent of gas system damage reports.
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ASSOCIATION
(r) of (x)

TO UTILITIES DAMAGE (y)
PERCENT
WATER
SYSTEM
DAMAGE
(TABLE 43)

PERCENT
SEWERAGE
SYSTEM
DAMAGE
(TABLE 43)

PERCENT
ELECTRIC
SYSTEM
DAMAGE
(TABLE 43)

PERCENT
GAS
SYSTEM
DAMAGE
(TABLE 43)

MEAN
AGE OF
HOUSE
(TABLE 12)

.030
.005

-.107
.056

.165
.139

.537
2.45

r
F

PERCENT
PILING
FOUNDATION
(TABLE 13)

.088
.040

.234
.291

-.044

-.632
3.33

r
F

PERCENT
SLAB
FOUNDATION
(TABLE 13)

-.239
.302

.710
5.08

r
F

-.2 2 1

.256

F .01 1&5 df = 6.61

.010

.064
.020

F .01 1&5 df = 16.3

Table 48. Association (r) and significance (F) of selected archi
tectural variables and utilities damage in environmental
units.
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There are no significant linear relationships (p >.05) revealed by
this analysis and it is concluded that there is not an important link
between utility damage and the architectural va r i a b l e s .

Summary-Utility Component Problems

- The data compiled in the

utility component section serves to provide additional information
concerning the identification, description, and quantification of
homeowner problems related to land subsidence.

The following points

are to be emphasized.
1) Water and sewerage systems are reported to have higher
levels of serious damage than electric and gas sy s t e m s .
tems have less reports of damage than gas s ystems.

Electric s y s 

Reported frequency

of repairs is higher for water and sewerage systems than for electric
and gas systems further confirming a pattern of differences among
sy s t e m s .
2) There are differences in damage reports and frequency of
repair to utility systems among environmental units.

The area of

recently reclaimed marsh soils is the most affected while the lake rim
area is least affected.
3) There are significant

(p <.05) or highly significant

.01) linear relationships between mean subsidence and water,

(p <

sewerage,

and electric systems d a m a g e .
4) There are differences in numbers of reports of utility
system damage across soil t y p e s .

Water and sewerage systems exhibit

m u c h greater differences than electric or gas sy s t e m s .
5) No significant relationships or high degrees of association
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were found to exist between utility problems and architectural c o m 
ponents.
6)

Utility system problems related to subsidence do exist in

the study area.

The problems are closely related to land conditions

and environmental setting.

Some alleviation of utility system p r o b 

lems can evidently be gained through use of engineering techniques
that allow for movement of the systems in response to ground surface
changes.

COST EVALUATION - The following sections of the study concern
homeowner costs of subsidence related to landscape element, building,
and utility repairs.

Costs are reviewed in relation to the study

area, environmental units, soil variables, and architectural factors.
Items 5, 6a,

12a&b,

14b, 15a, 16b, 19b, 20b, 21b, 22b, 23b,

24b, 25b, and 27 of the questionnaire
questions.

(Appendix A) were cost related

The average number of responses to these questions was

30.9, 8.8 percent of the total sample

(N=352).

The range of response

was from .6 of a percent for the gas system repair cost category to
54 percent for the land fill cost category (Table 49).
In most cases the questions asked the respondent,
(item) please give approximate date and cost of repairs."

"If you fixed
It is,

therefore, assumed that homeowners who did not reply to the question
have not made repairs to the item being considered.

Estimates of

me a n costs are given for the portion of the total sample replying to
various cost questions and the sample size

(n) is indicated.

This

provides an estimate of what mean costs are in those instances where
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PARAMETER SET

REPAIR ITEM

LANDSCAPE
ELEMENTS

land fill

UTILITY
ELEMENTS

Table 49.

190

54.0%

RANGE

5 $

$5-3500

$204

9

2 .6

15-250

90

sidewalk

31

8 .8

7-700

154

driveway

29

8 .2

25-3500

505

house tilt

9

2.6

75-2950

1872

floor

5

1.4

35-450

203

steps

ARCHITECTURAL
ELEMENTS

% N
(352)

n

wall

21

6 .0

10-2100

264

roof

26

7.4

40-3600

517

water system

28

7.9

18-400

80

sewerage system

13

3.7

40-526

182

electric system

8

2.3

25-380

111

gas system

2

.6

30-50

Summary data for sample of people reporting costs for
repair items in study area.
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problems occur.
The cost items questions did not place a time limit period on
the response.

Therefore, replies may be variable based upon age of

structures in the environmental units and length of residency in the
house.

That is, some estimates of cost are based upon longer or

shorter time periods of experience than o t h e r s .

The data are c o n 

sidered reliable for estimating long term mean costs of various repair
i t e m s , for investigating differences that m ay occur among en v i r o n 
mental units, and relating cost patterns to soil and building v a r i 
ables .

However, conclusions should be considered tentative because of

the limited sample size.
Cost variables may be divided into subsets of:

1) landscape

related elements including land fill, and step, sidewalk, and d r i v e 
w a y repair costs, 2) architectural related elements including struc
tural tilting, floor, wall, and roof repair c o s t s , and 3) utility
related elements including water, sewerage, electric, and gas system
repairs.

Items in tables are generally grouped by these sets.

Costs in Study Area

- (15) What is the magnitude of repair

costs attributable to land subsidence in the study area?
The mean and range of costs for various repair items are e s t i 
mated for the study area in this section.

Three different groups of

data are used for an estimate of costs--estimated mean costs from
reports within damage and cost topic areas, an estimate of the single
biggest expense, and an estimate of repair costs that are needed but
have not yet been accomplished.

A combined set is also discussed.
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Costs in Repair Topic Areas

- Items 12a&b, 14b, 15a,

16b, 19b,

20b, 21b, 22b, 23b, 24b, 25b, and 26b of the questionnaire were used
to gather data in the various repair categories shown in Table 49.

It

m a y be seen that the range of costs is quite high for all of the
repair variables covering an incremental span from $5 to 3500 overall.
Each set of elements is to a large degree independent of the others so
each set is discussed separately below.
Landscape e l e m e n t s :
repair need.

Land fill is the most frequently reported

The questionnaire asked for the total amount spent on

land fill on the property.

It is indicated by the data that on the

average about $204 is spent on this item.
reports include the cost of labor.

Only 2.5 percent of the

Much of the labor is supplied by

the homeowner or paid for in addition to the cost of fill.

Step repair

is infrequently reported, comparatively low in mean cost, and may be
needed in only some parts of the study area.

Sidewalk and driveway

repair have about the same frequency of repair cost, however, the
difference in magnitude of expense is considerable; mean driveway e x 
pense is about three times that for sidewalk repair.
Architectural elements:

Of the architectural element repairs,

house tilt, with 2.6 percent on the total sample reporting expense in
this area, is by far the most costly item; it has a mean cost of almost
$1900.

Expense for floor repair is reported by only 1.4 percent of

the sample and the mean cost of repairs is about $200.

Wall and roof

repair fall generally in the same range of cost occurrence with 6.0
and 7.4 percent of the sample reporting expense.

M e a n roof repair
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costs are, however, about twice as large as mean wall repair costs.
Utility elements;

The most expensive utility repair mean cost

is for sewerage repair, over 1.5 times that for the next closest item,
electric system repairs.

Water system repairs, although of higher

frequency of occurrence than the above items is less expensive than
sewerage or electric repairs.
for gas system repairs.

The lowest frequency and cost item is

M a ny questionnaire responses indicated that

public service had made repairs to utility systems at no cost to the
homeowner.

This has some influence upon the reports of mean cost for

this factor.
Single Biggest Expense - Item 6a of the questionnaire asked
for a report of the single biggest expense ever made for a condition
related to land subsidence.
the expense was made.
the total sample

Item 6b asked for the category in which

These items had response from 40.1 percent of

(N=352).

The range in costs is $5 to 3000 with a

m e a n cost of $386 and a standard deviation

(s) of $712.

The single biggest expense items were divided into seven c a t e 
gories --land fill, foundation repair, paving repair or replacement,
wall damage repair, roof damage repair, utility repair, and other
repairs

(Table 50).

Land fill was the most frequently reported single

biggest expense item.
of the sample.

It was the biggest expense item in 21.2 percent

M e a n cost of land fill to those reporting it as an

expense was $116.

Foundation repair was reported as the biggest e x 

pense by about 4.1 percent of the sample.

When this repair is needed

it is more e x p e n s i v e , on the a v e r a g e , than any other category of repair.

% N

COST CATEGORY

n=

(352)

FILL

76

21 .6

$5-1000

FOUNDATION

15

4.3

PAVING

25

7.1

WALL

3

ROOF
UTILITY
OTHER

s

se

$116

$195

$22.4

500-3000

1835

875

225.9

15-3500

560

866

173.2

.9

50-400

175

195

1 1 2 .6

8

2.3

24-440

178

126

44.5

11

3.1

14-526

171

159

47.9

.9

15-200

80

104

60.0

3

RANGE

X

Table 50. Summary of data for sample of single biggest expense
items for the study area.
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Costs for those reporting this repair ranged from $500 to 3000, with a
mean of $1835.

Paving repairs were the biggest expense for 6.9 p e r 

cent of the sample w i t h an average cost of $560.

These categories

accounted for 82.3 percent of the biggest expense item reports.
Estimated Repair Costs

- Item 27 of the questionnaire asked

for an estimate of expenses for repairs that were needed.

Categories

of expense include need for fill, foundation, paving, building, u t i l i 
ties, and other r e p a i r s .

Cost data are presented in Table 51.

There

is a wide range and considerable variation in estimated costs of
repairs, presumably reflecting differences in magnitude of damages.
M e a n estimated costs for fill are usually in the hundreds of dollars;
cost estimates for other items have higher averages.

Foundation r e 

pair is, on the average, the biggest estimated cost.

Paving repair

need, which is listed by 50 percent of the responses is, on the
a v e r a g e , the second highest cost item.
Costs were not analyzed further for differences among c a t e 
gories.

The extreme range of numbers of estimates by categories

and the large range of costs and standard error

(n)

(se) within each c a t e 

gory make statistically based conclusions very tentative.
Combined Estimates

- A general comparison of the above three

sets of estimates allows a check for gross differences that may exist
among them.

The data displayed in Table 52 indicates the range of

costs listed by homeowners in the study a r e a .

In the landscape element

group, land fill has a range of $88 among various estimates, 43.1 p e r 
cent of the largest estimate.

Paving costs range $107, or 16 percent
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REPAIR CATEGORY

n=

% N
(352)

RANGE

FILL

15

4.3

$12-400

6

1.7

27

BUILDING

s

se

$166

$137

$35.4

150-4000

2007

1293

527.9

7.7

40-3000

667

791

322.9

3

.9

10-1500

570

811

468.2

UTILITIES

1

.3

OTHER

2

.5

FOUNDATION
PAVING

X

400
,

150

Table 51. Summary of data for homeowner estimate of needed repair
costs.

PARAMETER SET

REPAIR ITEM

LANDSCAPE
ELEMENTS

land fill
steps
sidewalk
driveway

ARCHITECTURAL
ELEMENTS

UTILITY
ELEMENTS

OTHER

house tilt
floor
walk
roof
water system
sewerage system
electric system
gas system

ESTIMATED
MEAN COST
FROM REPORT
OF HAVING
HAD EXPENSE
TOPICS
$204
90
154 505 *1872
203
264
517
$80182

ESTIMATED
MEAN COST
FROM REPORT
OF ITEM
AS SINGLE
BIGGEST EXPENSE

ESTIMATED
COST
FOR REPAIRS
NEEDED MADE
BY HOMEOWNERS

OVERALL
'•BEST'
ESTIMATE OF
MEAN COST

$116
$166
NA
NA
combined as paving
560
667
$1835

NA
175
178

$2007

$162
629
’1906

combined as building
— - - - - 570

combined as utilities
$171- - - - $400

636

$328

111

40$80-

other

$150

$115
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Table 52. Comparison of three sets of estimates of mean repair costs for various items with an
overall 'best' estimate made.
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of the largest cost.

In the architectural element group, house tilt

ranges $172, or 8.6 percent of the largest cost.

Combined building

costs have a large discrepancy because of a high estimated roof cost
($517) in the reports from the topic area.

The range of building

element costs is $717, or 55.6 percent of the largest estimate.

The

utility item area has a range of $242, or 58.6 percent of the largest
item.
It may be concluded that although there is variation among
costs estimated in various questions, the differences are not extreme.
The last column of Table 52 provides an overall "best" estimate of the
m e a n costs of various repair categories in the study area.

As a

general estimate of mean costs the results are considered satisfactory
and should serve as a suitable starting point for more specialized
research endeavor.

Costs in Environmental Units - (16) Is there a difference in
repair costs based upon environmental units?
Cost differences within environmental units were examined
using several estimators.

The cost data developed within the repair

topic areas of the questionnaire, the homeowner reports of single
biggest expense, estimated repair cost, and reported average yearly
costs are analyzed and discussed below.
Repair Topic Areas

- Reports of expenses for various repair

items discussed in the previous section were apportioned by e nviron
mental units.
in Table 53.

The mean costs of repairs for various items are shown
Almost 25 percent of the mean estimates are based upon

REPAIR ITEM

ENVIRONMENTAL UNIT
N22
W31
W32

W41

W42

W52

L32

LAND FILL

$90

$118

$256

$241

$275

$112

(30)1

32

200

78

STEPS

$225

SIDEWALK

120

315

89

294

152

92

DRIVEWAY

525

348

245

534

330

797

(300)

1950

1646

(3000)

(75)

HOUSE TILT
FLOOR

(80)

(200)

WALL

208

115

155

157

(400)

(2100)

ROOF

295

(201)

565

591

(200)

(150)

WATER SYSTEM

100

159

60

(95)

74

54

(100)

(125)

(400)

498

76

122

(50)

(61)

(40)

81

(50)

(30)

SEWERAGE SYSTEM

(35)

350

(380)

ELECTRIC SYSTEM
GAS SYSTEM
X

$129

$186

$98

$333

$324

$425

$241

(30)1 based on one observation only
Table 53. Mean costs of repair items in environmental units.
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observation of only one occurrence which makes the data generally u n 
reliable for judgment of means and variances of some repair items.

A

m e a n repair expense in environmental units was, therefore, derived by
summing units across all repair items shown.
The data shown in Table 54 were used to conduct an
differences among environmental unit means.
is shown in Table 54a.

'F' test for

The analysis of variance

No significant differences

(p >.05) were i n d i 

cated by the t e s t , and it is concluded that any differences that do
occur are not revealed by these d a t a .

The variation within e n viron

mental units is greater than the variation between units.

The minimum

difference required between means to show a significant difference
(LSD) was $416.
A n approach to examining mean differences among environmental
units at the finer grained level of individual repair cost items was
generally frustrated because of the lack of data upon which to e s t a b 
lish the variances for repair cost items within environmental u n i t s .
The number of responses for various items by environmental units listed
in Table 55 indicates that the land fill category is the only one with
enough responses to provide a statistically meaningful examination of
sample variance.
An

’F ' test of differences among environmental unit means was

conducted for the land fill item.
in Table 54b.

The analysis of variance is shown

The test failed to show a significant difference among

environmental units in mean expense for land fill.

A ny differences

that do occur are not large enough to be revealed by this data set.
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ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE (mean costs in environmental units)
SOURCE

SS

MS

6

1,016,396

169,399

error

77

17,862,185

231,976

total

83

18,878,581

environmental
uni t

df

F
.73

LSD=$416

a.

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE (mean fill costs)
SOURCE
environmental
unit

df

SS

MS

F
1.31

6

906,960

151,160

error

183

21,118,250

115,400

total

189

22,029,210

LSI>$388

b.

Table 54. Analyses of variance for mean costs in environmental units
and m e a n fill costs, a. mean costs in environmental units,
b. mean fill costs.

REPAIR ITEM
LANDFILL

ENVIRONMENTAL UNIT
N22
W31
W32
23

29

STEPS

W41

W42

W52

L32

25

17

49

38

9

1

2

2

4

SIDEWALK

3

2

4

4

10

8

31

DRIVEWAY

2

3

4

7

5

7

1

2

6

1

HOUSE TILT
FLOOR

1

1

WALL

3

2

4

10

1

1

ROOF

4

1

8

11

1

1

WATER SYSTEM

2

3

4

1

10

7

1

SEWERAGE SYSTEM

1

1

2

4

4

1

1

1

5

1

1

ELECTRIC SYSTEM
GAS SYSTEM

1

1

2
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Table 55. List of number of responses to each repair item category by environmental units.
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The minimum difference required between means to show a significant
difference

(LSD) was $388.

Tests for other repair cost items would be

expected to follow a similar pattern using the data available.
Subsidence/Costs

- Another approach to the relationship between

repair costs and environmental units was examination of the correlation
between m e a n subsidence and mean repair costs within environmental
units

(Table 56).

This examination reveals a degree of association (r)

between the variables of .755.

This was found to be significant

(p <,05) and it is concluded that there is a significant linear r e l a 
tionship between mean repair costs and mean subsidence in environ
mental units.
Although the data above generally fail to reveal differences
in mean costs among environmental units, it is felt that such d i f f e r 
ences probably exist.

From previous report sections it is quite clear

that differences in m agnitude of problems exist; observations in the
field reveal greater repair activity occurring in some areas than in
others and visual impressions of problems is highly variable among
environmental units.

Since expenses for repairs seem to be borne by a

smaller percentage of the sample than the percentage reporting problems,
a larger sample is required to generate enough data in this category to
better establish environmental unit cost means and variances.

Other

approaches to examination of environmental unit differences follow.
Single Biggest Expense

- Item 6a of the questionnaire asked

for an estimate of the homeowner's single biggest expense.

These data

were analyzed by environmental units and cost category to evaluate
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DATA TABLE (correlation: mean subsidence-mean cost)

environmental
unit

(x)
mean
subsidence

(y)

mean cost

L32
W31
W32
N22
W42
W41
W52

2.3
2.5
3.4
9.5

$241
186
98
129
324
333
425

sum

26.1

1736

sum
squares
sum

154.1

515,412

.5"
1 .8

6.1

(xy)

r=.755
F=7.53* (F .05 1&5 df = 6.61)

Table 56. Association of mean subsidence and mean cost of repairs
in environmental units.
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differences that might exist among units.

Data on the percent of

reports of biggest expense assigned to each environmental unit by c a t e 
gory are displayed in Table 57.

It may be noted from Table 57 that;

1) need for fill is the most evenly distributed biggest expense c a t e 
gory, occurring in all environmental units except the Lake Rim (L32)
unit, 2) the distribution of foundation repair expense is unequal and
concentrated in two wetland units, Island Fringe
Fringe

(W41) and Swamp

(W42), and 3) the Reclaimed Marsh (W52) unit has the highest

percent of single biggest expense in the categories of need for fill,
paving repair or replacement, and utilities repair.
The mean expense reported in cost categories by environmental
unit is indicated in Table 58.
differences among u n i t s .

It m ay be observed that there are some

That i s , even though two units report their

biggest expense in the same category the magnitude of the expense may
be quite different.

The data reported are generally not complete

enough to justify a meaningful examination of differences among e x p e r i 
mental units for mean costs in various expense categories; either
there were not enough reports of a particular expense in an e nviron
mental unit or there were only one or two homeowners reporting the
expense.
The need for fill expense category was the only one considered
to have sufficient data to conduct a meaningful statistical a n a l y s i s .
It had data reported in six environmental units and had sample sizes
within units w i t h a range of 7 to 18 experimental units;
sample size was 12.6.

An

the average

1F ' test was conducted to test for

ENVIRONMENTAL UNIT
N22
W31
W32

COST CATEGORY

n=

FILL

76

17.2%

FOUNDATION

15

6.7

PAVING

25

12 .0

WALL

3

33.3

ROOF

8

12.5

UTILITIES
OTHER

14.4%

11

3

33.3

W41

W42

1-J52

9.2%

18.4%

23.6%

100

%

26.6

60.0

6.7

100

%

8 .0

32.0

36.0

100

%

33.3

33.4

100

%

12.5

25.0

50.0

100

%

27.4

9.0

9.0

100

%

100

%

17.2%

8 .0

66.7

54.6

L32

4.0

total

252

Table 57. Percent of reports of biggest expense assigned to each environmental unit by category.

COST CATEGORY

ENVIRONMENTAL UNIT
N22
W31
W32

FILL

$65

FOUNDATION

(2500)1

PAVING

41
-

236

WALL

(75)

ROOF

(160)

UTILITIES
OTHER

166

(2 0 0 )

1787

W41

W42

W52

60

79

122

1800

1647

3000

55

211

848

(50)

400

(1 0 0 )

295

144

314

(1 0 0 )

(98)

L32

(300)

124

20

(2500)^= report by one experimental unit in
environmental unit

253

Table 58. Mean of single biggest expense in environmental units by cost category.
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differences among m e a n costs of fill shown in Table 58.

A data summary

and analysis of variance for the fill cost category are presented in
Table 59.

The test failed to show a difference among means

(p >.05)

and it is concluded that significant differences do not exist.

The

minimum difference required between means to show a significant d i f f e r 
ence (LSD) was $271.
Although it is not possible to draw conclusions concerning
differences among m e a n expense in other environmental units, the data
do indicate some trends.

Although the need for fill is the most f r e 

quently reported expense item, it is generally of less cost magnitude
than any other expense.

M any people in the study area may experience

a relatively small cost item as their major expense.

Biggest expense

for foundation repair is concentrated in relatively few environmental
units.

These units are predominantly former swamp areas w i t h older

homes.

Biggest expense figures for fill and paving are highest in a

newly developed area where soils were found to be subsiding rapidly.
Foundations in this area are on piles which evidently reduces cost
frequency for foundation damage.
Estimated Repair Costs - Item 27 of the questionnaire asked for
an estimate of costs of repairs that were needed.

The mean estimate

of costs is quite variable among the environmental units

(Table 60).

The mean cost of fill estimate in the Reclaimed Marsh (W52) is higher
than in any other unit probably reflecting the quantities of fill
needed.
Fringe

Foundation repair need estimates are highest in the Island
(W41) and Swamp Fringe

(W42) units where the need for this
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DATA SUMMARY (cost for fill)

sum
sum
squares
n
X

ENVIRONMENTAL UNIT
N22
W31
W32

W41

W42

W52

total

851

453

2162

422

1113

3087

8808

255493

30599

1277684

42294

333409

13

11

13

7

14

$65

41

166

60

79

1910719 3860162
18
211

76
115.9
a.

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
SOURCE
environmental
unit
error
total

df

SS

MS

F

5

332224

66445

1.85

70

2507137

35816

75

2838361

Table 59. Data summary and analysis of variance for costs of fill in
environmental units, a. data summary, b. analysis of
variance.

COST CATEGORY
n

ENVIRONMENTAL UNIT
N22
W31
x$
x$
n

FILL

1

38

FOUNDATION

1

150

PAVING

2

1600

60

1

W41

W42

x$

x$
50

40
2

1750

2800

5

253

3

1500

415

1

200

1

10

1500

W52
x$
10

L32
n

x$

1

2000

219

9

630

UTILITY

1

400

OTHER

2

150

BUILDING

380

W32
x$

renumber reporting cost estimate
x$ = mean cost estimate of those reporting
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Table 60. Mean cost of estimated repairs by category in. environmental units.
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repair was also high.

Paving repair cost estimates are above the a v e r 

age. in the Natural Levee

(N22) unit where land conditions might be

expected to reduce expense.

This may be explained in part by the r e l a 

tively small sample size upon which the Natural Levee unit average is
based.

Further comparison of cost differences among environmental

units were not conducted because of the limited sample size and highly
variable data set.
The need for some subsidence related re p a i r s , however minor,
by 35.5 percent of the total sample

(N=352) indicates that in addition

to repair costs that have occurred there are many that are still
needed.

In their questionnaire item response some homeowners

listed

needed repairs and stated that they had no idea what costs would be.
Others stated that they knew repairs were needed but couldn't afford
to have them done,

Seme stated that costs were kept minimal because

they did the w o r k t h e m s e l v e s.

A more refined estimate of costs for

needed repairs than possible here might consider costs of m a t e r i a l s ,
labor, and energy to maintain various neighborhoods or living units at
a specific standard.
Average Yearly Cost - Item 5 of the questionnaire asked h o m e 
owners for an estimate of their average yearly cost for house and land
scape problems related to s ubsidence.

Their estimate was indicated in

one of 11 check list cost categories ranging from none to over $600.
A n average yearly cost per environmental unit and for the study area
sample was calculated using the frequency of response in each cost
category and the mean class dollar value.

The frequency distribution
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and average cost by environmental units and the sample

(n=308) is

shown in Figure 41.
The frequency distribution graphically portrays the status of
various environmental units in relation to an ideal p r o f i l e .
ideal profile would be a n "L" shape.

This

That is, 100 percent of the d i s 

tribution would be in the zero dollar class and zero percent would be
in all other dollar classes.

The closer a unit profile approximates

this ideal distribution profile the lower its average cost s t atus.
The Lake Rim (L32) unit has the best fitting p r o f i l e .
Fringe

The Island

(W41) and Reclaimed Marsh (W52) units have the least well

fitting p r o f i l e s .
Three patterns of profile m ay be distinguished in Figure 41;
1)

the " n e ar-L", 2) the "skewed-L", and 3) the " non-L".

The "near-L"

profile is characterized by having over 85 percent of replies in the
zero and less than $50 per year class c a t egories.
dollar classes appear infrequently.
Island

The rest of the

The Natural Levee (N22), Barrier

(W31) and Lake Rim (L32) are in this s e t .

The "skewed-L"

profile is characterized by a lower percent of the frequency in the
zero and less than $50 per year cost classes and a noticeable upturn at
the higher cost end of the dollar classes.
by the Reclaimed Wetland

This profile, illustrated

(W32), and Swamp Fringe

(W42) units and the

Total, indicate that although 30 to 60 percent of the units may report
no average yearly c o s t , 3 to 5 percent ma y experience very high average
yearly c o s t s .

The "non-L" profile is characterized by having the

largest frequency of replies in a cost category other than the $0

100'
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Figure 41. Frequency distribution and average yearly cost to homowners
by environmental units and total.
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per year class.

In these units 55 to 65 percent of the frequency is

in the less than $50 and the $50 to 100 per year cost classes; occur
rence of reports in the higher cost classes are more prevalent than in
other profiles presented.
Fringe

This profile is illustrated by the Island

(W41) and Reclaimed Marsh (W52) u n i t s .
The overall estimated average yearly cost reported by those

replying to this item was $61.

However, there was a range of the mean

costs from $14 per year in the Lake R im (L32) unit to $119 per year in
the Reclaimed Marsh (W52) u n i t .
Island

The Natural Levee

(W31) were lowest after the Lake Rim.

(N22) and Barrier

The Reclaimed Wetland

(W32) and Swamp Fringe (W42) units were intermediate.
Fringe

The Island

(W41) and Reclaimed Marsh (W52) units had the highest average

yearly costs reported.
An
costs.
61.

1F * test was conducted to compare differences among mean

A data summary and analysis of variance are presented in Table

It was concluded from this test that highly significant d i f f e r 

ences

(p <.01) occur among environmental units.

The difference in the

average yearly cost in the lowest expense unit, Lake Rim (L32) and the
highest expense unit, Reclaimed Marsh

(W52), is about $105.

The frequency a n d mean cost differences among environmental
units is an important factor.

The chance of a home having no problems

would be predicted to be higher in the Lake Rim (L32) unit than e l s e 
where .
Fringe

The probability of a home not having some expense in the Island
(W41) or Reclaimed Marsh (W52) units is quite low.

The f r e 

quency distribution provides an estimate of the class categories in

DATA SUMMARY (average yearly cost of subsidence)
ENVIRONMENTAL UNIT
N22
W32
W31
sum
1383.50
sum
squares 409429
n
48
X

$28,8

W41

L32

total

251

18282

1426806

51500

6010701

40

18

308

119.1

13.9

59.4

W42

1607.00

2256.00

2482.00

429978

912903

813828

65

45

24

24.7

50.1

103.4

W52

5540.00
1966257

4762.50

68

80.0

a.

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
SOURCE
environmental
unit

df

SS

MS

6

389602

64934

error

301

4535932

15070

total

307

4925534

F
4.31**

b.
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Table 61. Data summary and analysis of variance for average yearly cost of subsidence among
environmental units.
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wh i c h costs are most likely to occur.

If costs do occur the chances

of them being in the higher expense categories is more likely in the
environmental units with their frequency distribution spread out away
from the zero dollar per year base line.
It is likely that this average yearly cost estimate made by
homeowners only includes frequent out of pocket expenses and thus
misses some of the more hidden costs attributable to subsidence.

These

include such variables as labor supplied by the homeowner, transporta
tion of materials,

special tools that m ay be needed, and larger p e r i 

odic expenses that m a y not have been prorated over a period of years
in the estimate.

W o r k that is needed but not done is not included.

The estimate provided here serves as a basis for more specific study
of costs within environmental u n i t s .
Comment

- There seems to be some discrepancy between repair

costs as reported in the individual repair cost items and the average
yearly cost item of the questionnaire.

Costs tend to be reported as

higher when the homeowner made an estimate just thinking about the
general costs he has in an average year than when he was asked to fill
in a space for a specific expense.

The questionnaire layout may

account for a degree of this d i f ference.

The average yearly cost was

at the front of the questionnaire and the other repair cost items were
subsections of questions further toward the back.

Also, average yearly

cost was a check list whereas repair costs were blanks to be filled in.
The check list technique is much better in terms of response to an
item.

Now that a general range has been established for different
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categories of expense, a check list technique m ay be used for repair
items in future study.

The mean yearly cost estimate is used as an

index of homeowner costs and environmental unit differences in other
study comparisons since it is based upon the largest sample size of
any of the estimation reports.

Costs and Soil Variables - (17)

Is there an association b e 

tween homeowner costs and soil variables?
A large group of questionnaire items mentioned at the beg i n 
ning of the cost section were intended to provide data related to
homeowner costs.

It was thought that there might be a relationship

between costs and the type of soil upon which homes are built; this
association is examined h e r e .

For convenience the topic is divided

into several parts--average yearly costs and soils, major expenses,
repair item costs, and soil variable relationships.
Average Yearly Costs and Soils

- Item 5 of the questionnaire

asked homeowners to indicate the average amount spent on subsidence
in one of 11 categories ranging from none to over $600.
were apportioned by classes within each soil type

These values

(Table 62).

ences in costs evidently occur based upon soil type.

Differ

The broader the

distribution of percentage values across cost classes the more cr i t i 
cal the subsidence related costs.

Those soils with associated costs

extending to expense values greater than the $50 per year class may be
considered to cause the most probl e m s .
The soils with the highest related costs are Lafitte (LS) with
only 8 percent of the respondents reporting no costs and having a

AVERAGE DOLLAR PER
YEAR COST CLASS

SOIL TYPE
UKN
ASd

Cscl

Gd

HAc

LS

Tc

43%

73%

•A'

'B'c

'B'p

x1

95%

52%

63%

40%

5

24

25

21

10

6

16

3

6

none

70%

61%

43%

45%

45%

under $50

30

23

43

22

27

27

20

9

22

28

27

17

18

101-150

17

7

151-200

6

3

6

2

3

1

3

2

5

3

50-100

8

201-250

7

251-300

8

%

Sc

4

301-400

2

401-500

8

501-600

7

over $600
n=

13

14

9

11

6

2

36

61

1

3

2

11

10

3

2

3
11

20

40

1

5
32

90

^note: X and total (n) based upon these samples plus those with under ten percent
representation.
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Table 62. Percent of reports in average yearly cost classes by soil types found in at least ten
percent of observations for the average yearly cost variable.
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considerable spread into the higher cost ranges.

Sharkey clay (Sc)

although somewhat better in percent of reports in the no cost classes,
also has a broad distribution across higher cost categories.
soils such as Gentilly (Gd), Soils
Allemands

'B 'c & p , Commerce

Other

(Cscl), and

(ASd) have some reports in higher cost categories.

Soil

'A'

is most free of reports of costs.
It may be concluded that there is a relationship between costs
and

soils based upon this d a t a . A n

organic soil, Lafitte, is most

critically related to costs, but the mineral soil, Sharkey clay, also
has serious problems in relation to cost distribution.

Both of these

soils have an extensive distribution of acreage in the New Orleans
region.

Although most of the Lafitte soil does not have urban d evelop

ment on i t , Sharkey clay has been widely used for residential de v e l o p 
ment .
Major Expenses
for

the

- Item 6a of

the questionnaire asked homeowners

single biggest expense they have made for a repair related to

subsidence.
land fill.

Item 12a asked for an estimate of the total expense for
The mean cost for these items apportioned by soil type are

indicated in Table 63.

The sample sizes upon w hich the means are c a l 

culated are so varied that statistical comparisons across soils would
be quite unreliable.
Several points m a y be made.

The number of people reporting

expense is highly concentrated in two soil typ e s , Lafitte
Sharkey clay (Sc).

(LS) and

Sharkey clay has a wide distribution in the study

area and might be expected to have more reports, but Lafitte is
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SOIL
TYPE

SINGLE
BIGGEST
EXPENSE
n=

X

MEAN OF
TOTAL LAND
FILL COST
n=

X

UKN

2

$56

7

$69

ASd

4

175

7

149

Cscl

5

60

9

28

Gd

7

520

9

249

HAc

3

142

7

132

LS

32

496

34

286

Sc

34

458

39

295

Tc

4

28

4

75

1

300

7

88

'B 'c

14

510

20

210

'B'p

12

175

16

127

'A'

Table 63. Mean costs for single biggest expense and total land
fill in various soil type categories based upon highly
variable sample sizes.
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concentrated in only one small portion of the study area.

Mean values

seem to indicate there m a y be important differences among soils in
costs for major expense items.
Repair Item Costs - A series of questionnaire items listed
previously were used to gather data related to costs for landscape,
house, and utility system variables.

The response to these items was

generally low as mentioned before, therefore, conclusions drawn should
be considered tentative and in need of further study.
The data array of m ean costs for each repair category reported
by soil type is displayed in Table 64.

The relation of the cost of

any one repair item to soils is not possible to analyze in detail due
to the limited data.

At the more general level, each of the repair

means was treated as an observation within a soil type and overall
mean costs within soil types calculated.

This provided an overall

index of m e a n repair cost within soil t y p e .
Differences among soil types appear to exist.
of mean costs from zero to $248.

An

'F' test of samples was conducted

excluding the two zero dollar mean soils.
shown in Table 65.

There is a range

The analysis of variance is

It is concluded that there are highly significant

(p <.01) differences among mean costs of composite repair items among
soil types.

Cost patterns related to soil types are very similar to

those shown for other analyses in this section.
Soil Variable Relationships

- A specific estimate was made of

the association between selected soil variable means within e n viron
mental u n i t 8 and mean costs for various repair categories within

COST CATEGORY

SOIL TYPE
UKN
ASd

Cscl

Gd

HAc

$55

$10

$95

50

ROOF REPAIR

40
(75)

WATER SYSTEM REPAIR

(100)

SEWERAGE SYSTEM REPAIR
ELECTRIC SYSTEM REPAIR

OVERALL MEAN

225

($480)

880

460

($300)

856

482

482

(75)

(700)

260

(25)

(400)
(25)

(200)

438
74

(5)

(2100)

135

115

(15)

53

(20)

(95)

209

(75)

(40)

54

95

(100)

(470)

(70)

245

225

50

63

$19

$21

(400)
(51)

(30)
$0

*B'p

493

(80)

GAS SYSTEM REPAIR

'B'c

($75)1 105

(35)

WALL REPAIR

'A1

$33

HOUSE TILT REPAIR
FLOOR REPAIR

Tc

$200

(25)

DRIVEWAY REPAIR

Sc

$78

STEP REPAIR
SIDEWALK REPAIR

LS

(380)

(50)
$66

$19

$165

$248

$0

$240

$200

$208

($75)^ note: based on only one observation
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Table 64. M e a n value of various repair costs apportioned by selected soil types in the study area.
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ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE (overall mean cost repair items)
SOURCE

df

SS

MS

8

2,591,322

323, 915

error

91

4,729,947

51,977

total

99

7,321,269

soil type

F
6.23**

F .01 8&99 df = 2.69

Table 65. Analysis of variance for overall m e a n cost across all
repair items within soil types.
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environmental units

(Table 66).

At this specific level the association

of variables is only moderate to low.

The strongest associations are

indicated between organic thickness and plasticity at zero to 5 feet
(0-1.5 m) and land fill, repair, and average yearly costs.

Deeper

plastic soils and fill thickness have little association to the cost
variables.
Considering all examinations made it may be concluded that on
the gross level there is an association between soil types and c o s t s .
In g e n e r a l , Lafitte
ported costs.

(LS) and Sharkey clay (Sc) have the highest r e 

The specific relationship of particular cost and soil

variables is in need of further and more detailed study.

Costs and Architectural Variables - (18)

Is there an a ssocia

tion between homeowner costs and architectural variables?
The estimation of the degree of association between homeowner
costs and architectural variables required the selection of a cost
index from previously presented d a t a .

The average yearly cost in

environmental units (Table 61) was selected as the index for this
analysis.

The set is considered well suited to the purpose at a g e n 

eral level of examination.

It has the advantages of being based upon

a large sample size, 87.5 percent of the total sample
analysis of variance shows highly significant

(N=352)

and an

(p <.01) differences

among environmental units in mean yearly costs of subsidence.
The architectural variable indexes used are mean age of struc
tures in environmental units and percent of houses in environmental
units with piling and slab on grade foundations.

Since these factors
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ASSOCIATION
(r) of (x)

MEAN
FILL
THICKNESS
(TABLE 9)
MEAN
ORGANIC
THICKNESS
(TABLE 10)
PERCENT
PLASTIC
0-5'
(TABLE 11)
PERCENT
PLASTIC
5-81
(TABLE 11)

TO COSTS (y)
MEAN
LAND FILL
COST
(TABLE 59)

MEAN
REPAIR
COST
(TABLE 53)

AVERAGE
YEARLY
COST
(TABLE 61)

.098
.045

.115
.066

.051

r
F

.560
2.29

.547
1.50

.618
3.09

r
F

.666

3.99

.454
1.30

.592
2.70

r
F

.560
1.73

.069
.025

.412
1.02

r
F

F .05 1&5 df = 6.61

.101

F .01 1&5 df = 16.3

Table 66. Association (r) and significance
variables and cost categories.

(F) of selected soil
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are also based upon a large sample size they match well with the a v e r 
age yearly cost set.
The analysis of association (r) between these data sets is
presented in Table 67.

The association between mean costs in environ

mental units and architectural variables is extremely low, ranging from
.004 for house on piling foundation to mean costs,
on slab foundation to mean costs.

to .244 for house

There is no significant

linear relationship among va r i a b l e s .

(p >.05)

It m ay be concluded that there

is no general relationship between architectural variables and mean
consumer costs of subsidence.

This does not rule out the possibility

that individual structures or certain areas of buildings may be affected
by costs directly related to architectural factors.

Summary-Costs - The data compiled in the cost component section
serves to provide additional information concerning the identification,
description, and quantification of homeowner costs related to land s ub
sidence.

The following points are to be emphasized.
1) The percentage of people reporting repair costs in various

cost categories ranged from .6 to 54 percent of the total sample
352).

(N*=

Range of costs for repairs is highly variable, from $5 to 3000,

overall.
2) Foundation repair is the most expensive cost item.

It

averaged $1835 for the study area and was experienced by 4.1 percent
of the sample.

Paving and land fill are the next largest expense items.

3) There is a significant

(p <.05) linear relationship between

mean land subsidence and mean costs in environmental units.

As land
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ASSOCIATION
(r ) of (x)

AVERAGE
YEARLY
COST
(TABLE 61)

TO BUILDING CHARACTERISTICS (y)
MEAN
AGE OF
HOUSE
(TABLE 12)

PERCENT
PILING
FOUNDATION
(TABLE 13)

PERCENT
SLAB
FOUNDATION
(TABLE 13)

.120

.004

.017

.0001

.244
.319

F .05 1&5 df = 6.61

r
F

F .01 1&5 df = 16.3

Table 67. Association of average yearly cost in environmental units
to architectural variables of house age and foundation
type.
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subsidence increases costs increase.
4) There are highly significant

(p c.Ol) differences in costs

among environmental units based upon reports of average yearly costs.
Other estimates of cost differences among environmental units are not
as definitive and are based upon smaller sample sizes.

It is c o n 

cluded that there are differences in costs among environmental units
and that detailed aspects of cost allocation need further study.
5) There is a relationship between soil type and c o s t .

Both

organic and mineral soils are involved in causing damage and subse
quent costs.

The relationship of specific soil variables to specific

costs is not as well defined as that for soil type.
6) There is no general relationship between architectural
variables and costs indicated by the data.
7) The topic of costs is in need of further research.

It seems

that costs are occurring, or at least being reported, at a lower level
than problems.

Response to problem identification item questions was

m u c h higher than to those questions asking for specific repair costs;
in part his m a y have been because of the structure of the question
naire.

The visual evidence of damage in the study area implies that

problems actually are occurring to a greater degree than repairs.
Another survey dealing with cost aspects and based upon a larger sample
is needed to further establish the characteristics of the cost v a r i 
able .

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS - This final section of the results and
discussion presents comments of the people in the study a r e a .

The
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analysis of problems and costs to this point has presented an idenfication and quantitative description of conditions based upon data
analysis.

This section is intended to be more descriptive in char a c 

ter and provide the reader more direct involvement with the personal
feelings of people who responded to the questionnaire.
Item 28 of the questionnaire allowed homeowners to mention
their ideas, p r o blems, costs, or other individual c o n c e r n s .

The c o m 

ments were inventoried and placed in one of four major categoriess
1) no problems, 2) problems, 3) reasons for problems, and 4) need for
action.

There were a total of 105 replies to this item, 29.8 percent

of the total sample

(N=352).

Of the r e p l i e s , 18.1 percent were in

the no problem category and 53.3 percent in the problem,

18.1 percent

in the reasons for problems, and 10.5 percent in the need for action
categories.

A representative selection of the replies are quoted

below with minor editing for continuity and grammatical clarity.
Deletion of exact geographical and business names has been made where
not essential for meaning of the statement.

The code in parentheses

after the quote is a reference to environmental unit and observation
number.

No Problem Comments - There are several subsets of comments in
this category.

In one set there is report of a complete lack of p r o b 

lems :
We have not had any problems with land sinking and
cracking (L32,002).
I have not experienced any land sinking problems or
sidewalk or driveway cracking, and there is no indication
any will occur (W31,011).
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In other cases the period of residency influenced the reply;
Our house is only one year old so we really have no data
available (W31,005).
We have only lived here one year and the house was
occupied upon completion.
Perhaps it is too early to
determine any structural damage that m ay be happening
because of land sinking (W52,011).
Some replies indicated that a certain amount of sinkage is normal or
expected so is considered to be a small or no problem by those h o m e 
owners:
We have only small problems due to normal settling of
the house.
We do not have serious soil erosion problems
of homes further east (W42,003).
Have no foundation sinking problems, slight sinking to
sidewalk and drive which I am sure is normal in Mew
Orleans (W42,015).
No actual damage to utility lines yet but if sinkage is
not stopped expect trouble with electric, gas, water,
and sewer lines (W52,012).
Geographical location or geological features are mentioned as impor
tant factors in lack of problems;
The subdivision seems to have a more stable water table
and earth foundation than other areas in the city (N22,016).
From observing pile driving operations 300 to 400 yards
from m y house, it appears there is a sand strata about
2 7 feet below grade.
This m ay explain why the slabs in
m y immediate neighborhood have not settled and cracked
(W52,003).
There is a thick sand stratum which is close to the
surface throughout m y property.
This may explain the
lack of significant sinkage or damage (W41,015).
Our contractor told us it wasn't necessary for us to put
in pilings since we are on the Gentilly Ridge. W e took
him at his word (W42,013).
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Finally, construction practices are mentioned as being associated with
lack of problems:
A hard clay fill was used at the time of construction
(N22,033).
The land settled for about seven years before building
so I don't anticipate a problem of land sinking for
some time yet (W52,044).
U p o n purchase of the lot we insisted the grade be
brought up to the highest point of any surrounding
land.
The slab was then constructed to rest on c o n 
crete reinforced piles at the raised grade level
(W42,001).
I haven't had any problems that I can see.
The pipes
are in the foundation and the house was built on at
least 100 pilings (W42,001).

Problem Comments

- The areas in which people mention problems

include those related to the building, to landscape elements, and to
utilities or service facilities.

These are further subdivided into

various problem types:
Building damage reports range from minor to rather e x t e nsive.
At the low end of the scale problems provide annoyance to increasing
potential for future difficulties:
We have trouble with doors being hard to open or
sticking when we have a dry spell with no rain for
three or four weeks (W42,012).
For the first 5 years in m y house I had no problems
w i t h cracks in walls and walkways.
Now I a m beginning
to notice interior doors w o n ’t close and cracks in walls.
M y problems at this stage are rather minor but they are
increasing at an alarming rate and could well lead to
major problems in the future (N22,009).
Slab sinking is noticed as a problem and may lead to need for e x p e n 
sive foundation repairs:
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The floors must be sinking.
The quarter-round at bottom
of baseboards is no longer resting on the floor (W42,004).
M y neighbors on both sides have serious cracking of
their house slabs due to land sinking (W41,001).
Houses I lived in without piling foundation did have
considerable recurring wall damage (W31,003).
W h e n soil sinks and leaves open air gap under the house
cold winter air causes water to condense inside on the
floor--mildew usually follows (W42,002).
The slab broke.
The living room drops and rises
according to level of the water table.
We now have an
estimate of $1800 to put concrete under pilings, raise
slab, and mud jack under slab (W42,017).
Soon after moving into house it became apparent that it
was sinking and floor was tilting.
House was examined
by five shoring contractors.
It was determined that
at the lowest point the slab was at least 6 inches below
the highest point.
None of the contractors could level
the slab.
One agreed to check further sinkage in one
area at a cost of $3000.
Due to extreme conditions of
soil he would not guarantee permanent satisfaction
(W 5 2 ,002).
W h e n additions to structures are made they m a y cause problems, e s p e 
cially if differential settling occurs:
A primary
on slab.
away from
open with

problem is the seasonal tilting of the added
During dry weather the den slab tilts down
the house and the joint between roofs splits
water damage following (W52,005).

The original house is on slab and piles.
Since I've
been here a bedroom and bathroom have been added but are
not on slab and piles.
Since the additions were put on
a year and a half ago a corner of one of the walls has
tilted nearly an inch (W41,019).
Finally, it is reported that there can be loss in property value:
I sell real estate and I can tell you that people have
lost money on the turnover of property.
New these
houses were $38,300 or $38,500.
Seven years later I
bought for $29,600 and appraisals are much lower.
Original owners get tired of fighting and finally move
(W52,005).
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Most reports in the area of landscape elements concern fill
for which there is considerable range of need;
We have only experienced a minimum amount of yard
sinking and this occurred when house was first built
(W31,008)„
It seems to me that the dirt is pulling away from the
foundation (W52,008).
Side yards near front of property exhibit same tendency
as the front yard--very slow sinking--approximately 1
inch in 3 years (W31,026).
Apparently this area is to become a ghost town in a few
years as the land will continue to sink so the area will
be deserted.
The ducks from the bayou nest under the
house slab (W52,006).
Ground is so hollow a dump truck with load of dirt sinks
in to a x l e . We experienced this when we had 27 loads
of dirt put in at one t i m e . Solid clay fill is hard to
get and then it is expensive.
Mostly used is cheaper
sand or sugar sand.
Even after spreading the wind blows
it all over and causes respiratory and sinus problems
(W52,005).
Other landscape problem areas include drainage,
Poor water drainage on entire street

fences, and plants:

(W32,004).

There is a drainage canal running behind the whole s ub
division.
It should be kept at a lower level than the
owners property so water could run out of all back yards
into the c a n a l . If I fill m y backyard it will throw
water into m y house (W22,005).
I have 100 feet of cedar wood fence and have a problem
keeping proper grade under it.
There is also a
problem of keeping the fence posts secure because of
shrinking s o i l . Anytime there is a small wind storm I
have to take the whole fence down to straighten and
secure posts and fence and fill to grade (W32,009).
Wh e n we bought this house all trees and bushes were
rooted under the house which means the land keeps
sliding under the foundation.
The plants were all
removed.
This area looks bad because one must forever
cover the grass w i t h fill so no one wants to buy good
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grass to have it covered again.
This same applies to
shrubbery and the constant transplanting that is needed
(W52 ,005 ) .
Reports of utilities and service element problems range from
those w i t h house utilities, to sidewalks and streets, to levees and
canals.

All basic utilities systems, electricity, gas,

telephone, and

sewer are mentioned:
I have had to replace air conditioning unit which tilted
because of sinking and caused compressor problems
(W52,001).
I am greatly concerned about gas leakage and the problems
it can cause (W42,002).
The telephone company is always having to repair our cable
connections and recently replaced entire cable due to
sinkage (W41,007).
Sinkage also caused telephone wires which are underground
to pull away from house on two occasions (W52,002).
Sinkage in front yard seems to coincide with location of
the water line ( W 42,007).
I have had some concern about my house's water supply
pipe between the ground and the h o u s e . It seems to be
bent but I don't know if it has always been this way or
not (W52,014).
We have excessive water leakage in water mains under the
streets in our subdivision (W42,002).
There seem to be problems of quicksand under the streets
w i t h the sewer lines leaking and washing soil away
(W42,020).
It is our belief that the sewer breakage over the last
12 years is due to the site being at the bottom of the
street incline.
Four large repair jobs had to be done
(W31,026).
We have a large sewer drain in front of our house.
and the ground around it are sinking (N22,010).

It

Streets and sidewalks are reported as serious problems in some areas:
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The sidewalk has sunk and the street has terrible cracks
in it and is also sunk (W42,006).
Notice cracks and rapid widening of crack in street in
front of h o u s e . It runs in east-west direction and is
about 200 feet long.
In some places crack in concrete
is about 2 inches wide (W31,036).
Finally, the levee and bayou system has minor mention as a problem
area:
Bayou levee has sunk about 24 inches and should be
filled (W52,017).
Canals need cleaning on continual basis
Reasons for Problems

(W32,005).

- People living in area have observed

changes in their neighborhoods over a period of years.

Through expe ri

ence they have related various events or conditions to their particular
problems.
area

Each report is

influences.

a valuable observation of an

Reports of reasons for problems fall

aspect of study
generally into

subsets of soil, vibration, construction, and water table influences.
Soils are understood as playing a role in subsidence:
The problem w i t h the ground in our subdivision is
decaying and drying of the soil (W41,009).
We believe soil cracking was caused because topsoil
was scraped off for fill elsewhere when the subdivision
was built.
W h e n fill was added the soil seemed to hold
the moisture better.
This pretty well stopped cracking
problem (N22,019)„
Vibration is a factor mentioned in several cases;
Heavy traffic is not h e l p i n g .
every day (W42,014).
The cracks in our
from the railroad

The house shakes more

house are apparently due to vibration
tracks in front of our house (L32,004).

A close relationship of construction activities to problems is
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mentioned by about a third of the people giving reasons for prob l e m s :
Sheet piling along road was installed and land sinking
in our area is more noticeable (W42,004).
With the piling driven along the sides of the canal the
water table was considerably lowered, thereby drying
out the land and causing sinking and cracking (W41,013).
This land did not sink until hurricane protection was
created along road by canal.
When they drove 15-20 foot
steel pilings into the ground the xaater table was damaged
causing underground leakage from canal to be cut off
(W41,004).
The reason land is sinking is because people are
building projects or digging ponds and canals causing
the water level to drop and draining the water from
the land (W42,002).
I had intention to sue the construction company and the
Sewerage and Water Board.
When the canal was closed and
pilings driven m y property sustained pounding and
shaking for 2 months.
It resulted in the cracking of
the slab and wall joints (W42,004).
The relationship of water table and soil moisture is generally a p p r e 
ciated but most often commented on by people in the Reclaimed Marsh
unit.
Could it be that the geological factors, including
water levels in certain areas, have affected and
caused these problems (N22,022)?
Land is settling because we have no subsurface drainage
and the land gets wet and dry (W32,012).
Every time we have a long dry spell or the development
corporation lowers the water table to reclaim more
land the property sinks (W52,008).
Sinkage was gradual until a year ago when the water level
in the bayou was dropped.
The development company
claimed this was done by vandals at an unattended pumping
station.
However, I believe the water table was dropped
deliberately to facilitate building of the shopping
center ( W 5 2 ,009).
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I have noticed w h e n the bayou is lower the land sinks.
The contractor lowers the level to build other buildings
(W52,019).
Need for Action - The replies in this category reflect i n d i 
vidual frustration in being unable to recognize and/or cope with
problems and an expression of concern for regulations to help protect
future homeowners.
M a n y people may not be expert enough to inspect home
for damage due to sinking.
It would be helpful to
have the name of a firm which is equipped to do an
inspection for homeowners to ascertain this type of
damage (W41,010).
I would appreciate very much anything that can be done
to help with improving these con d i t i o n s . It is very
expensive and I cannot afford to continue what needs
to be done (W42,011).
As most people in this area I am pretty much at a loss
as what to do because the condition is presently only
becoming worse w i t h time (W42 ,002).
By the time damage is obvious to anyone it would be
a major problem (L32,003).
The development corporation has done much to keep the
grass cut in open lots but should be barred from selling
and building any more houses until conditions are cleared
(W52,016).
All houses, drives, sidewalks, porches, and slabs for
air conditioners should be required by law to be on
pilings to prevent damage.
Then only fill dirt would
be required (W52,018).
There are many houses in this area under which a small
child could c r a w l . I think this should be a matter for
the Board of Health (W41,007).
I feel that a building code should be put into force
making it mandatory that all sidewalks and driveways have
heavy mesh installed at the time of pouring conc r e t e .
This will eliminate cracking and sinking (W52,012).
Problem Perception - The information presented above indicates
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the concern
issues.

people in the study area have about subsidence related

The four groups of comments might be considered as four

levels of perception of the subsidence environment condition and p e r 
sonal interest in i t .
At the first level is awareness.

Even people who report no to

few problems are not unaware of subsidence in the area.
a certain amount of settlement as a normal condition.

Some consider
This m ay be a

realistic attitude in this alluvial, reclaimed wetland se t t i n g .

In a

sense subsidence is not considered a problem if it is accepted as a
normal occurrence and one of the predictable costs of living in the
region.

Others do not accept subsidence as normal and consider it a

problem even though it m a y not affect them directly at present.

They

are aware subsidence is a regional condition and feel fortunate that
through luck or knowledge of land conditions they live in an area
relatively free of problems.
The second level is realization.

At the time that subsidence

conditions go beyond the point considered normal and/or large ex p e n d i 
ture for repairs must be made, the problem is realized.
is directly involved in the problem/cost issue.

The homeowner

Tolerance levels for

realization may vary considerably and have not been studied; in any
case, a point may be reached by a homeowner where the problem moves
from the abstract awareness level to the realization level of personal
invol v e m e n t .

The portion of the sample reporting problems and costs

for various damages is at this second level.
The third level is analysis and is almost an automatic step
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from realization.

This level is a n attempt to understand the cause -

effect relationship between physical and cultural factors and individ
ual or area problems.

This understanding is somewhat difficult to

achieve but most people who have problems make an attempt at it.
Although the study of the cause and effect of subsidence is more c o m 
plex than m a n y people realize, the components mentioned are almost
surely involved.
The final level is that of prevention.

Theoretically, if the

cause-effect relationship can be understood, prevention m ay be p o s s i 
ble.

One aspect of this level is personal:

or stop subsidence effects on m y property?
individual concern.

What can I do to retard
This is an important

Another aspect of this level is community:

can we do to retard or stop subsidence effects in the region?

What
It is

this aspect that is addressed by comments calling for building m o r a 
toriums and code regulations.

The two aspects are not unrelated.

Although retardation, prevention, or adjustment to problems will u l t i 
mate l y have to occur on an area or regional basis, the individual
presently facing problems needs guidance on procedures to cope with
day to day conditions.

Considerations of subsidence problem/cost

implications for the study area and region are considered further.

IMPLICATIONS

The foregoing portions of this report have served to meet the
objectives of the study--to identify, describe, and quantify homeowner
problems and costs associated with subsidence in an urbanized reclaimed
wetland area.

The remainder of the study is intended to place the

detailed data discussed into a study area and regional context.

It is

concerned particularly w i t h providing relevant summary information and
ideas to be considered in future planning decisions.

This part of the

report is divided into two sections--Study Area and Regional i mplica 
tions.

STUDY AREA - The previous presentation of data has concentrated
upon an evaluation of the results of the questionnaire for the sample.
These data have implications for the study area as a whole and for the
various environmental units.

In this section a summary of conditions

that ma y be expected within each environmental unit is presented.
This is followed by proposals of ideas developed in the course of the
study that m a y lead toward reduction or alleviation of subsidence p r o b 
lems and costs in the study area.

Assumptions - The estimation of overall environmental unit and
study area conditions rests upon two assumptions.

1)

It is assumed

that the sample is representative of the study area population.
is, that the frequency of a problem or cost in the sample can be
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That
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projected to the households of the study area from wh i c h the sample
was drawn.

2)

It is assumed that the projection of numbers of single

family units in the study area and environmental units is reasonably
correct.
Choice of sampling procedures and experimental design were
intended to provide an unbiased and representative sample.

Without an

increase in sample size or data from other studies for comparison,

the

present sample will have to suffice as an estimator until further
study is accomplished.

Number of Units - A n estimate of numbers of single family
houses in the environmental units and study area was accomplished as
follows.

The 1970 census tract and block figures were used as a b a s e 

line starting p o i n t .

This provided an accurate minimum level from

which projections could be made in each environmental unit.
was 10,620 units.

This base

Degree of development differences between tracts

and blocks in 1970 and 1975 were examined on recent 1"=500' city plat
maps and in the field.

Where development changes had occurred an

estimate was made of the number of additional single family units in
each census t r a c t .

It was estimated that there were about 13,124

units in the study area in January 1975, divided unequally among the
environmental u n i t s .

The procedure and numbers were checked with the

New Orleans City Planning Commission.

The department had no better

figure and was satisfied that short of actual field count or census
procedure the methodology was the same as they would use in making
such an estimate.

The estimated number of single family house units
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in the study area and environmental units is presented in Table 68.
These figures are used in projection of overall costs.

General Status of Environmenta1 Units - Cost data and a ranking
of problem variables form the basis of discussion of environmental
units.

The homeowner estimate of average yearly expense for house and

yard problems related to subsidence is used as an index of generalized
differences among environmental units and an indicator of overall
study area costs.

The average yearly expense represents a homeowner

estimate of expenditure for all problems.

A summary of the ranking of

each environmental unit by selected landscape, building, utility, and
land base variables was made.

The cost data and problem summary are

considered satisfactory indexes of relative conditions.
Cost Projection - Three data sets were used for a projection of
environmental unit and study area costs:

1) the mean value of the

dollar class indicated by the homeowner, 2) the frequency of reply in
various dollar classes, and 3) the number of single family houses in
environmental units.

Total number of homes in the environmental units

were proportioned by cost class using the sample frequency of o c c u r 
rence.

The mean value of the dollar class was multiplied by the

number of households in the class to arrive at an average expenditure
within the classes wit h i n environmental units.

These calculations

were summed to reach subtotals and a total cost for the study area.
The calculations for the units and the total study area are presented
in Table 69.

The result of these calculations is an estimate that, on

the average, about $800,000 per year is spent on subsidence problems

CENSUS
TRACT

CENSUS
1970

EST.
1975

17.01

1062

1062

17.02

1285

1285

233

17.07

1030

1030

44

17.08

1434

1455

157

17.09

1804

1804

168

1636

17.10

1289

1289

196

1093

17.11

1966

3910

17.12

420

972

17.13

317

317

TOTAL

10620

13124

ENVIRONMENTAL UNIT TOTAL IN 1975
N22
W31
W32
W41
552

632

W52

476

L32
34

200

301

W42

852

337

331

20

1278

17

2619

659
972

1115

1485

3452

200

5190

972
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Table 68. Estimate of number of single family units In the study area by environmental units and
total.
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UNIT
NATURAL
LEVEE
N22

BARRIER
ISLAND
W31

RECLAIMED
WETLAND
W32

ISLAND
FRINGE
W41

SWAMP
FRINGE
W42

RECLAIMED
MARSH
W52

LAKE
RIM
L32

R $ CLASS

rf

0.00
25.50
75.00
125.50
275.50
550.50

62.5
29.1
2.1
2.1
2.1
2.1

0.00
25.50
75.00
125.50
275.50
550.50
0.00
25.50
75.00
125.50
650.50
0.00
25.50
75.00
125.50
225.50
275.50
450.50
650.50
0.00
25.50
75.00
125.50
225.50
450.50
550.50
650.50
0.00
25.50
75.00
125.50
175.50
225.50
275.50
450.50
650.50
0.00
25.50
225.50

UNITS $ IN UNIT

%

HOMES COST

EQUALITY
RATIO

698
325
23
23
23
23
1115

0.00
8287.50
1725.00
2886.50
6336.50
12661.50
31897.00

8.5

4.0

1: .47

70.8 1050
16.9 249
7.8 114
1.5
21
2.1
30
1.5
21
1485

0.00
6349.50
8550.50
2635.50
8265.00
11560.50
37360.50

11 .3

4.7

1: .42

55.6 1919
0.00
20.0 690 17595.00
17.8 615 46125.00
2.2
76
9538.00
4.4 152 98876.00
3452 172134.00

26.4

21.5

1: .81

0.00
1912.50
4225.00
1004.00
1804.00
2204.00
3604.00
5204.00
19957.50

1.5

2.5

1:1.6

35.3 1832
0.00
29.4 1526 38913.00
20.6 1069 80175.00
1.5
78
9789.00
5.9 305 68777.50
1.5
78 35139.00
2.9 151 83125.50
2.9 151 98225.50
5190 414144.50

39.5

51.6

1:1.3

72
0.00
267
6808.50
292 21900.00
146 18323.00
49
8599.50
49 11049.50
24
6612.00
24 10812.00
49 31874.50
972 115978.00

7.4

14.4

1:1.9

0.00
1020.00
9020.00
10040.00

5.4

1.3

1:. 24

12.5
37.5
29.0
4.2
4.2
4.2
4.2
4.2

7.5
27.5
30.0
15.0
5.0
5.0
• 2.5
2.5
5.0
88.8
5.6
5.6

26
75
59
8
8
8
8
8
200

630
40
40
710

13124 801151.50 TOTAL COST STUDY AREA
Table 69. Estimate of total average yearly cost of problems related
to subsidence in environmental units and for the study
area.
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by homeowners living in the study area.
The total study area cost is not evenly distributed among
environmental units.

To evaluate the relationship between an environ

mental unit and its cost proportion, a ratio between percent of total
homes in the environmental units and the percent of total costs was
calculated.

A unit carrying an equal share of the costs would have a

ratio of 1:1.

For example, a unit having 15 percent of the total house

units and 15 percent of the total area costs would represent an
equality of cost distribution.

Other ratios represent either a

greater or lesser share of costs in relation to number of house u n i t s .
These data are presented in the three right-hand columns of
Table 69.

It may be noted that three environmental units are carrying

disproportionate costs above equality.

The Reclaimed Marsh (W52) Unit

with a ratio of 1:1.9 has almost twice the cost that would be expected
from an equal distribution.
the Swamp Fringe

The Island Fringe

(W41) Unit at 1:1.6 and

(W42) Unit at 1:1.3 are also high.

Other units carry

proportional costs below equality.
Variable Ranking - A ranking of environmental unit problem
status by selected variables previously discussed was d e v e l o p e d .

This

ranking (Table 70) considers variables within the parameter areas of
landscape, building, u t i l i t i e s , and the land base condition.

Each

environmental unit was placed in its relative position from 1 (best
condition) to 7 (worst condition) for the particular v a r i a b l e .

For

example, the environmental unit with the least land subsidence is
ranked 1 and the unit with the most subsidence is ranked 7.

Means

PARAMETER

VARIABLE

LANDSCAPE
CONDITION

inches of subsidence
space under foundation
frequency of fill
componsite of problem items (12)
sidewalk subsidence
driveway subsidence
reports of repairs needed

N22

X

BUILDING
CONDITION

W42

W52

L32

3

2

2
1

3
3

6
6
6

1
1
2
1
1

2

2
2
1

5
4/5
4
7
5
4

7
7
7

5
3

4
4/5
5
3
4
5

-4
2.9

3
2.3

4

5
3
4

2

4.0

6
6

5
5.6

6

5.7

2

1

3.5

2.6

3
3

1
1

4
4

5

6

6

1/2
6

3
3

4

3.0

2.0

4.2

7
5
5.7

5
4
7
5.5

1
1

5
4

3
5

4

3
1.7

2

X

3.3

6.0

3.3

X

2.7

2.7

4.0j

5.6

thickness of organic matter
percent of house with organic soils
plastic soils 0-5 feet

1

2/3

4

3.0

water system damage
sewerage system damage
electric system damage
gas system damage

TOTAL CONDITION

W41

1/2
2
6

X

LAND BASE
CONDITION

W32

7
7
7
7
7.0

house tilted
floor damage
wall damage
roof damage
X

UTILITIES
CONDITION

W31

4

3

5

6
6
6 :

6

5
6

5
5.5

6

7
7
7
6.9
1
6

5
3
3.7
7
7

3
1

1.4
2/3
1/2
1

4
2.1

5.5

2
2
1/2
1
1.6

5
3.7

7
7
7
7.0

3
4
3.0

5.0

5.9

1.9

2

6
2

2

^note: rank based on 1 (best) to 7 (worst)
for variable
Table 70. Overall ranking of environmental units by various landscapes b u ild in g s utilities, and
land base variables.
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within each parameter set and an overall mean across all variables
wit h i n environmental units was derived.
Environmental Unit Ranking - Based upon the cost inequality
ratio and the overall problem variable mean ranking the environmental
units have been placed in three groups.

They are listed in order from

most to least problems and costs to homeowners.
1)

Severe Subsidence Impact
Reclaimed Marsh Unit
Island Fringe
Swamp Fringe

2)

(W41)
(W42)

Moderate Subsidence Impact
Reclaimed Wetland

3)

(W52)

(W32)

Low Subsidence Impact
Natural Levee (N22)
Barrier Island

(W31)

Lake Rim (L32)

Environmental Unit Evaluation - A general discussion of c o n 
ditions in each environmental unit is provided to give a summary of
data developed in the results and discussion as it applies to different
parts of the study area.

The discussion of the units includes costs,

landscape cond i t i o n s , building c o n ditions, utilities conditions,

land

base c o n d i t i o n s , and future expectations.
Reclaimed M a r s h Unit

(W52) - The Reclaimed Marsh unit is

located in the eastern part of the study area and includes the s u b d i 
visions of Village De L ’Est and Versailles Gardens.

Except for
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Venetian Isles it is the most eastern subdivision in Orleans Parish
and is the most recently developed reclaimed area of the city.
Costs;

M e a n yearly costs related to subsidence were found to

be higher in this area than any other.
ported to be about $120 per family.

The mean cost per year is r e 

Based upon the study data we are

95 percent confident the interval (Cl) of $81 to 157 will bracket the
true m e a n yearly cost.

About 35 percent of the homeowners report

expenses above the mean level and 5 percent report expenses of over
$600 per year.

Only 7.5 percent report no e x p e n s e s .

Landscape conditions:
landscape element problems.
to land sinking.

This unit ranks highest in extent of
Problems are those most closely related

Particularly affected by subsidence are yard s u r 

faces , where fill seems to be an almost constant need, and walk and
driveway surfaces.

The unit has widespread problems w i t h space under

the foundation where land has sunk away from piling supported slabs.
The Reclaimed Marsh was consistently reported at or near the top among
units with the most serious problem conditions.
Building conditions:

The Reclaimed Marsh unit ranks near the

middle in relation to other environmental units in the building damage
ca t e g o r i e s .

Piling construction evidently keeps the houses free of

tilting problems.

H o w e v e r , floor and wall damage are frequently r e 

ported items, and the unit ranks among those with the most problems in
these c a t e g o r i e s .
Utilities conditions:

All utilities systems except gas are

highly affected by subsidence in the Reclaimed Marsh.

It ranks among
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the worst three units in number of utility system p r o b l e m s .

A ny c o n 

nections of utilities to the building that are not flexible will p r o b 
a b l y have damage because of land movement.
Land base conditions:

The

land base of the environmental unit

has the most serious subsidence conditions in the study a r e a .

It is

composed primarily of thick organic soils of herbaceous origin u n d e r 
lain by

soft c l a y s usually

at a depth of 8 ormore feet

(2.4 m ) .

The

organic

soil is covered by

a surface of sandy loam fill, much of it

brought

in by h o m e o w n e r s . The soil is mostly Lafitte although there

are some small areas of other soil types.
Future expectations:

It is expected that the area will c o n 

tinue to subside at a very gradually decreasing rate until all organic
matter is oxidized or reduced, and the wet clays have consolidated.
This process could take 20 to 50 years based upon known rates of organic
matter subsidence; short term relief is not in sight for the residents
of the a r e a „
At some point building damage m ay be expected to incr e a s e .
pilings

are exposed they become subject to rot and failure.

As

Concrete

s l a b s , building walls and other elements will eventually be stressed
and break.
Island Fringe Unit

(W41) - The Island Fringe unit is located at

the western end of the study area in the subdivision of Gentilly W o o d s .
This unit is on the fringe of the buried barrier island just south of
Dwyer Canal in the vicinity of Dreux and S t . Ferdinand streets.
is one of the older developed parts of the study area.

It
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Costs:

Mean yearly costs related to subsidence were found to

be about $103 per homeowner.
confident that the interval
m e a n yearly c o s t .

From the study data we are 95 percent
(Cl) of $54 to 153 will bracket the true

About 20 percent of the families report costs

higher than the mean and about 4 percent report costs of over $600 per
year.

Only 12.5 percent report no c o s t s .
Landscape conditions:

The Island Fringe ranks among the three

units most affected by land subsidence d a m a g e s .

The area does not

experience extensive subsidence but does have gradual ground movement
affecting walks, d r i v e s , and the land su r f a c e .

Moderate warping of

surfaces, cracking of pavement, and soil pot holes are in evidence.
House sites are irregularly affected--some have problems while others
nearby m a y n o t .
Building con d i t i o n s:

The Island Fringe ranks as the most

seriously affected in all building damage categories.

In this p articu

lar unit age of house and foundation type m a y be important f a ctors.
Homes are older and many are on slab foundations.

Structural tilt,

floor, w a l l , and roof damage m ay all be related to direct translation
of ground movement to the building.

Outwardly, the subtle but damaging

subsidence is indicated b y blocks under porch roof supports and cracks
in building w a l l s .
Utility conditions:

The Island Fringe Unit experiences the

most reports of utility d a m a g e s , slightly more than the two other units
in the severe subsidence impact g r o u p .
unit are a f f e c t e d .

All utility systems in this
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Land base conditions:

The unit presents a good case example

of the importance of the surface soil layer to subsidence problem c o n 
ditions.

By definition the unit has firm sand within 5 feet

or less of the present s u r f a c e .

(1.5 m)

Th e r e f o r e , problem conditions are

related to the soils in the zone between the sand and the s u r f a c e .
This depth is usually less than 5 feet but the zone contains swamp
and marsh clays and peats that cover the i s l a n d s .
that are causing subsidence problem cond i t i o n s .

It is these soils

Surface soils are

critical to problem status even given firm foundation at a rather
shallow depth.
Future e x p e c t a t i o n s:

Individual homes or small areas of the

unit will continue to react to specific site conditions.

Clays or

organic matter will affect the structures and landscape elements upon
them.

Clays were reported to have high shrink/swell capability.

Ground that seems firm when just damp may crack when dry or become
quite fluid when w e t .

Organic soils are not very thick nor continuous

over broad areas but where they occur oxidation and reduction may be
expected to cause problems until the organic material is gone.
Swamp Fringe Unit

(W42) - The Swamp Fringe unit is located

along the south side of the study area.

It lies on both sides of the

Industrial Canal from Dwyer Canal to the edge of the higher ground
along Chef Menteur Highway.

It includes portions of the band of s u b 

divisions extending from Gentilly Woods on the west to Sherwood Forest
on the e a s t .

Homes range in age from 20 years old to new.

Costs:

Mean yearly costs were found to be higher than expected
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from an equal distribution across the study area.
about $80 per household per year.

The average is

From the study data we are 95 p e r 

cent

confident that the interval (Cl) of $51 to

109 will bracket the

true

mean yearly c o s t . About 15 percent of the

homeowners report

costs above the mean with about 3 percent reporting yearly costs of
over $600.
Landscape c o n d i t i o ns:

The Swamp Fringe ranks next to the

highest in amount of landscape element d a m a g e .

The unit is highest in

reports of a variety of problem items such as w a l k and driveway warping
and cracking, general land sinking and soil pot holes; it has e x t e n 
sive

street cracking and warping in some areas.

The problems are of a

more

subtle nature than those in the preceding units, and many might

be missed by an untrained o bse r v e r .
Building conditions:

This unit is second only to the Island

Fringe in reports of building tilt and associated floor and wall
damage.

M a n y homes in the unit are not piling supported and m a y be

affected by land m o v e m e n t .

Damage to structures ranges across the full

range from tilting to floor, wall, and roof damage.

Reports of need

for slab jacking or addition of piling supports are higher in this unit
than any o t h e r .

Building damage is not always outwardly apparent so

is usually not revealed except through homeowner c o n t a c t .
Utility c o n ditions:

The Swamp Fringe ranks near the other

units in the serious subsidence conditions group in the utility damage
category.

All systems are a f f e c t e d .

Land base c o nditions:

The land base is of natural levee flank,
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sw a m p , and ma r s h fringe origin soils.
clay.

Much of the soil is Sharkey

The percent of homes w i t h organic soils is quite low; subsi

dence problems cannot be attributed to organic matter decomposition
but must be associated with the m i n e r a 1 s o i l s .

The unit ranks high in

percent of units w i t h plastic soil in the top 5 feet.

The shrink/

swell characteristics of clays m a y cause some damage observed and r e 
ported .

Dewatering of saturated clays at depth is thought to be

linked to the more serious foundation problems that have occu r r e d .
Future expectations:

There seems to be little that can be

done about the shrink/swell problems of clays other than trying to r e 
duce soil moisture variability.

The problem of dewatering of deeper

level soils is related to future development of the area, drainage,
and water table leve l s .

The elevation of the Swamp Fringe is higher

than the Reclaimed Wetland unit to the north.

Effective drainage of

the Reclaimed Wetland m a y affect ground water levels in the Swamp
Fringe and m a y cause more subsidence p r o b l e m s .
Reclaimed Wetland Unit

(W32)

- The Reclaimed Wetland unit is

located between Dwyer Canal and the rim zone of Lake Pontchartrain;
it runs from Pontchartrain Park subdivision on the west to Paris Road
on the e a s t .

It is a large unit but has the Barrier Island unit w i t h 

in its b o u n d a r i e s .

It is the least developed of the units and contains

both older and newer r e s i d ences.

It has the most space available for

future d e v e l o p m e n t .
Costs;

Yedrly costs of subsidence in this unit are slightly

below what would be expected for a n equal distribution across the
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study area.
homeowner.
val

Average yearly costs were reported to be about $50 per
From the data we are 95 percent confident that the int e r 

( C l) $14 to 86 will bracket the true mean c o s t .

About 30 percent

of the sample report average yearly costs above the mean and 4.4 p e r 
cent report costs in excess of $600 per y e a r .
Landscape c o n d i t i ons:

The Reclaimed Wetland holds an interme

diate position in reports of landscape problems.
in types of problems o c c u r ring.

It is quite variable

Its problems of drive subsidence,

space under foundation, and frequency of fill are generally at lower
level8 of occurrence than in preceding environmental u n i t s .
Building conditions:
of building d a m a g e s .

The area is next to the lowest in reports

Structures in the unit are quite variable in a g e .

West of the Industrial Canal, just east of the Industrial C a n a l , and
near the lake are areas of older h o m e s .
homes.

More to the east are newer

The older structures seem to be more affected by problems than

newer o n e s .

New homes are usually on piling supported foundations and

area wide fill is used in the new subdivisions.
Utility conditions:

The Reclaimed Wetland ranks in a moderate

position in reports of utilities system d a m a g e .

All utility systems

are affected and individually rank at about the same level when c o m 
pared to other environmental u n i t s .
Land base c o n ditions:

This unit is next to highest in reports

of thickness of organic matter, percent of homes w i t h organic soils,
and plastic soils in the top 5 f e e t .

The unit is also quite variable

in soil types and subsidence p o t e ntial.

There are areas of organic
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material,
soils.

subsurface shell deposits,

land fill, and rather firm silty

As a generalization the unit would be considered moderately

stable by comparison to previous units.
Future expectations:
will increase in this u n i t .

It is expected the signs of subsidence
Many of the homes surveyed were relatively

new and examination of the soils revealed peat layers buried beneath
the surface land fill, wet clay soils at depth, and buried shell
deposits.

Soils examined in undeveloped areas of the unit were satu

rated close to the s u r f a c e .
expected to become d r y e r .

With future development the area is

The water table will be lowered, peat and

shell deposits w i l l deteriorate, and wet clays will s h r i n k .

Although

damage will probably not be extensive it is believed it will increase
from that presently experienced in much of the environmenta1 unit.
Natural Levee Unit

(N22) - The Natural Levee unit is located

parallel to Chef Menteur Highway and includes the higher ground e x t e n d 
ing from Gentilly Woods subdivision on the west to Sherwood Forest s u b 
division on the e a s t ,
Costs:

It is just south of and borders the swamp fringe.

Costs in this unit are below the level expected for an

equal d i s t r i b u t i o n .

The average yearly cost is about $29 per household.

Based upon the data we m a y be 95 percent confident that the interval
(Cl) zero to $64 will bracket the true m e a n c o s t .

About 8 percent of

the sample reports costs above the mean and 2 percent reports average
yearly costs in excess of $500.
Landscape c o n ditions:

The natural Levee unit ranks low in

almost all landscape problem a r e a s .

It is fairly high in only the
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problem areas including sidewalk and driveway cracking and warping,
street cracking,

land cracking, soil pot holing in yards, and other

•such combined problem category items.

It is in a middle position in

regard to repairs needed.
Building conditions;

The unit is generally low in problems to

building elements but for some reason is high in roof repair reports.
This may be related to age of structures.

It is moderate in reports

of house tilt which m a y be related to age of house and absence of
piling supported foundations.
Utility c o n ditions:

The Natural Levee unit is generally low in

utility damage reports but does rank second from highest in reports of
damage to gas systems.
Land base conditions;

The land elevation in the Natural Levee

unit is the highest in the study area.

It is well drained and has

been drained to depth.

Plastic or semifluid soils were seldom e n c o u n 

tered in the top 8 feet

(2.4 m) of field soil borings.

M u c h of the

soil is Sharkey clay w i t h a high shrink/swell capability.
Tunica clay soils also exist in this unit.

Commerce and

Organic soils and organic

layers are absent.
Future expectations;

Subsidence is not expected to increase.

The zone has been developed and locally drained for a long t i m e .
are some local but not extensive p r o b l e m s .

There

House sites in the Natural

Levee unit are usually considered among the most s t a b l e .

However,

each new building site should be investigated thoroughly on an i n d i 
vidual basis because some problem areas do exist.
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Barrier Island Unit (W31) - The Barrier Island unit lies within
the Reclaimed Wetland unit making a broad arc from the area of Lake
Willow and Ardyn Park subdivisions to near the intersection of Dwyer
Canal and Press Drive.

It includes parts of the Kenilworths, Pines

Village, Spring Lake, and Pontchartrain Park subdivisions.
Costs:

Subsidence costs in this unit are below what would be

expected from an equal distribution across units.
ported is $25 per household per y e a r .
confident that the interval
m e a n cost.

The mean cost r e 

From the data we are 95 percent

(Cl) zero to $55 will bracket the true

About 13 percent of the sample reports costs above the

mean, 70 percent report no costs, and 1.5 percent report costs in
excess of $500 per year.
Landscape condition;

Subsidence problems to walks, drives,

walls and other landscape elements is very low and infrequently report
ed.

There is some need for land fill in localized areas and a few

reports of needed r e p a i r s .
Building conditions:

Building damage is very low and the

structures that are affected are frequently older homes on slab founda
tion or houses in marginal parts of the unit.

The unit is higher than

other units in the low subsidence impact group in reports of house
ti l t i n g .
Utilities c o n ditions:

The Barrier Island is next to lowest in

reports of utilities damages and is lowest in respect to water and
sewage damage reports.
Land base conditions:

By definition the unit has barrier
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island sand 5 feet
very firm base.

(1.5 m) or closer to the surface so the unit has a

The surface layer of soil is variable with either

peat, clay, or silt loam constituents.
island sand comes to the surface.

In some cases, the barrier

The areas of peaty or clayey s ur

face do cause some subsidence problems and most accounts of problems
come from areas where these surface types occur.

The unit ranks

fairly high in thickness of organic matter even though organic soils
are not widely d i s t r i b u t e d .
Future expectations;

The area is expected to remain relatively

free of subsidence problems except in those areas where there are
buried peats or clay elements.

A ny subsidence that does occur should

be of a minor nature and for all practical purposes the unit is p r e 
dicted to be one of the most stable in the study area.
Lake Rim Unit

(L32) - The Lake Rim unit is located along the

entire edge of Lake Pontchartrain between Hayne Boulevard on the north
and the line formed by the sections of Curran Road on the south.

It

is slightly below sea level and has mixed development of old and new
houses.
Costs;

This unit is the most free of costs.

costs were reported to be about $14 per household.
we are 95 percent confident the interval
the true mean c o s t .
yearly cost.

About

M e a n yearly
Based upon the data

(Cl) zero to $71 will bracket

11 percent of the sample exceeds the mean

About 89 percent report no costs, and about 6 percent

report average yearly costs of over $200.
Landscape cond i t i o ns:

The Lake Rim has the fewest reports of
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landscape element problems.

There are no to very few problems with

subsidence of walks, driveways, or land.

Some localized land filling

is infrequently required.
Building conditions:
building element problems.

The Lake Rim has the fewest reports of
Buildings are generally free of problems.

There are few reports of problems with floor, wall, or foundation
elements.

Only the roof damage reports are higher than might be e x 

pected w h e n compared to other elements.
Utilities conditions:

The unit ranks lowest in reports of

damage to utilities elements.

It ranks lowest or next to lowest across

all utility types.
Land base conditions;

The soils in the Lake Rim unit are

rather stable silty sand with a general absence of clay or organic
matter.

They are firm and well drained.

reached at about 5 feet (1.5 m) of depth.

The water table is usually
There are few places where

old channels or unstable fill occur and these spots can cause problem
conditions;

on the whole this unit has the most stable land conditions

in the study area.
Future expectations;

The Lake Rim is expected to maintain its

good building characteristics.

The soils were found to be very firm

and stable in the field survey.

Field observation confirms the general

absence of subsidence problems.

The unit is well drained by the slope

from the lake edge to the center of the old marsh basin in the vicinity
of Interstate 10.

The lake rim is probably the most overlooked zone

for development in the entire study area as far as stability of
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building sites is concerned.
Study Area Proposals

- The problems of subsidence in the study

area m a y be approached on three levels:
2)

the subdivision, and 3) the community.

1) the individual homeowner,
At the homeowner level the

problem is one of trying to find ways the individual m ay more e f f e c 
tively cope w i t h his problem conditions.

If repairs must be made it

is desirable that effective and economical methods be developed.

At

the subdivision level some control of conditions leading to subsi
dence m a y be instituted.

However, it will take the coordination of

subdivision associations, the civic council, and government agencies.
A t the community level it is possible to consider prevention or great
reduction of future problems and environmental impact of future
development on neighborhoods already constructed.
amined in more detail below.

Each level is e x 

The proposals are not a list of all

potential approaches but a suggestion of directions that might be
pursued.
Homeowner Proposals
1.

Site selection:

The individual homeowner is practically

powerless over conditions of subsidence once a site has been chosen
and the house built.

All he can hope to do is keep up with problem

conditions as they occur.

Therefore,

initial site or subdivision

selection is the single most important decision the prospective h o m e 
owner can make.

Ideally, evaluation of soil borings on potential

sites by a soil scientist, geologist, or soils engineer would be good
insurance against building on problem soils.

Short of this, however,
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the prospective buyer should talk to people, in the area, and most i m 
portant,

look around the neighborhood.

If other people are having

problems, if streets are cracked and sidewalks warped,
expected.
affect

the same may be

Subsidence conditions are not usually lot specific but

large areas.

This report has indicated there are differences

among areas.
2.

Fill practices:

Assuming the lot is reasonably stable--

there are no organic soils, the clays are generally firm, and there are
no buried logs or stumps--the kind of fill used and construction p r a c 
tices m a y make a difference in long term conditions.

Best fill would

be silty clay loam or clay loam, with no herbaceous origin organic
matter, no shell, and no wood pieces.
a good topsoil to aid in plant growth.

The base should be topped with
The fill should help to seal

the surface to avoid water loss from underlying layers.

Moderate

field capacity soils that lose water slowly but are not so dense that
they cannot regain water easily are preferred.

The fill must be

allowed to settle before building since soil always loses a part of its
bulk after placement.
3.

Building practices:

The recommendations of a soils e n g i 

neer, structural engineer, or architect should be followed.

All

structures do not need piling; however,

the conditions on the individual

site should be the determining factor.

In marginal areas the building

of houses on p i e r s , an old New Orleans practice, might be reinstituted.
If subsidence does occur it is relatively easier and much less costly
to place a block on a pier than to mud jack a slab.
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4.

Continual fill:

In areas where houses are built and subsi

dence is occurring it is important to keep up with the problem.

Sub

sidence gets progressively worse as pilings are exposed, slabs crack,
air penetrates deeper into the subsurface, and soil water has more
potential to evaporate because of lack of cover.

Therefore,

it is

better to add a little fill often than to let the problem reach a
crisis point where several feet of soil may be needed all at once.
Rather than trying to fill the whole lot a series of terraces might
be developed to increase the fill depth near the house or other areas
where the most critical need exists.
5.

Use of unit construction;

If it is expected that drive

slabs are going to warp, patios crack, and sidewalks sink, repairs
would be less expensive and easier to accomplish using material that
could be releveled w h e n problems occur.

Therefore, drives, patios, or

walks made of independent sections of concrete, moveable by several
men, would be more practical than large continuous slabs.

Other m a t e 

rials such as wood decking on posts, brick, compacted shell, or gravel
might be considered for some uses.

If one starts w i t h the assumption

that sinking is going to occur and considers the problems of re leveling
at initial construction, many problems might be more easily solved.
6.

Utilities:

An expansion loop should be placed in service

pipes and lines where possible.

The problem of expansion and other

movement in lines has been solved by utilities companies on large scale
installations.
conditions.

This is a case of applying what is known to residential

Sewer lines of flexible, continuous plastic pipe might be

investigated as a possible substitute for jointed rigid pipe.
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Subdivision Proposals
1.

Organize:

The problem of subsidence can be approached at

the subdivision level in a preventive manner.
ever, on the basis of one or more subdivisions.

It must be done, h o w 
The East Orleans area

is well arranged for action with its subdivision associations and civic
council.
2.

Water level monitoring and balance control:

The main

direction of past water control has been primarily concerned with
drainage.

Low water levels and high reservoir capacity have been m a i n 

tained to accommodate heavy rains.
consideration.

Soil water has not been a major

The Sewerage and Water Board, for example, does not

keep records of changes in the near surface water table that have
occurred over a period of time and does not monitor water table levels
(Busby,

1975b).

Water table is not monitored by the Corps of Engineers

or the U. S. Geological Survey,

the other agencies contacted.

None

knew of any water table records.
It is evident from the literature and reports in the study area
that soil water is one of the major components of subsidence.

If

water levels are high, organic matter does not decompose as rapidly
and clays do not collapse.

As water table levels are lowered the

potential for soil subsidence increases in areas where there are s a t u 
rated deposits.

The water budget is a factor in soil moisture storage.

Drainage canals, water table levels, and subsidence may be
seen as parts of the same issue.
drain the lowest land.

The canal must be low enough to

As the canal is made deeper,

the water table
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drops and gradual land subsidence may follow.

As the land subsides

the need for greater canal depth becomes evident.

With each succes

sive deepening a new cycle of subsidence may be started and pumping
requirements increased.
It is proposed that in areas where critical levels of subsi
dence have been found or are expected a water level monitoring system
be developed to establish and maintain records of at least water levels
in c a n a l s , soil water table at several locations, water budget factors,
and subsidence at selected control points within the area.

The goal

of such a program is to determine an optimum balance of canal water
level, water table, and water budget.

A point somewhere between full

drainage and full saturation should meet the needs for both adequate
flood protection and retardation of subsidence.

Parts of the area may,

if fact, be over drained from the point of view of subsidence control.
3.

Awareness program:

Many people have property where su b s i 

dence is and will continue to be a problem;
necessary.

individual maintenance is

There are various techniques people have developed for

dealing with problems; they vary in technical complexity and cost o u t 
lay.

Guidance,

through a brochure, on techniques for dealing with

driveway and walk settlement, kinds and need for fill, planting, u t i l i 
ties, and other such problems should be a valuable tool for helping
to maintain community standards.

The civic council might develop a

subsidence advisory coiranittee to act as a clearing house for problems
and dissemination of information.

Technical help to such a committee

should be available through city departments.
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Community Proposals
1.

Area soil survey and water management plan;

Although all

of the study area is drained to some degree, much of it is undeveloped
at present.

Water tables in undeveloped areas were found to be within

several feet of the surface and, in general, higher than in developed
areas.

Soils range from highly organic to clay to firm sandy loam

depending upon location.

As the rest of the area is developed in

accordance with the plan (Figure 24), changes in water table and soils
may be expected to occur.

If land factors like soil and water are

taken into consideration in development the chances of reducing su b s i 
dence impact are g o o d .
Soil and water management plans are most effective if based
upon large tracts with well defined physical boundaries.

A full soil

survey of all undeveloped lands within the study area should be made
to rank areas in potential for subsidence and suitability for various
land uses.

Coupled with this, permanent water table monitoring

stations, to be coordinated with canal water levels and water budget
should be instituted to help recognize future change and aid in land
development decisions.

Capital expenditure already made should be

protected from any potential adverse impacts of new construction that
might occur.
2.

Program for site evaluation and control of development:

All tracts proposed for new subdivisions should be investigated by a
geologist,

soil scientist, and professional engineer employed in the

public interest.

Their findings, together with their review of

developers plans for final stages of reclamation and site preparation,
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should form the basis for decision concerning development.

The po t e n 

tial impact upon existing development should be considered in their
investigation and review.
3.

Building code changes;

Special building code practices

might be instituted for areas of high subsidence potential.

Present

practices have not been fully studied, but it is evident in some areas
that homeowners are not adequately protected.

Specification codes for

buildings, walks and drives, and utilities might be reviewed in regard
to problems frequently encountered by homeowners.
4.

Restriction of construction in areas of organic soils;

It

is evident that areas of organic soils have extreme, costly, and long
term subsidence problems.
good examples.

Areas in New Orleans East and Kenner are

Development techniques used in the past were not

suitable to provide a stable community base and homeowners are paying
for it now.

To allow building of more homes in areas with similar

environmental conditions is a human, planning, and economic error.
Development and selling of homes in such areas, while not presently
illegal, is ethically questionable.

Since both the developers and city

government know or can easily locate where these organic soil con d i 
tions exist this should be a relatively simple and effective subsidence
prevention measure to implement.
Full disclosure law;
of the law.

Potential home purchasers need protection

Many have neither the awareness nor understanding of

potential subsidence problems.

If newly arrived from out of the area,

subsidence m a y never enter into consideration in buying a home.

Such
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disclosure should be included in the Department of Housing and Urban
Development Property Report as a special item, and be carried in other
development material to which the public has access.

It should

include at least disclosure of thickness of organic soil layers with
an estimate of total land drop expected, an estimate of compaction
potential of clay soils if dewatered through future drainage, and the
shrink-swell potential of the soils.
Civic Council Role - The above outline of proposals places
responsibility for action at three levels.
civic council level organization.

The key is subdivision and

The individual lacks the leverage

needed or the scale of property to gain m uch change on his own.
Government agencies, on the other end of the scale, can respond to
community wide citizen request.

The subdivision organization allows

for flexibility of action depending upon seriousness of the problems,
attention to individual homeowner concerns and represents enough
people and area to initiate effective action programs with and through
government agencies.

Government must move independently on the larger

scale issues that are beyond the scale of the existing subdivisions
but are of great concern to them.

REGION - The information generated by this research has impli
cations for the region.

Subsidence is not an occurrence isolated in

the East Orleans area but affects other parts of the region as well.
Potential regional affects were assessed and the results and implica
tions of this assessment are presented in three parts.
Specific assessment of problems in other areas was made
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possible through a questionnaire distributed by the N e w Orleans City
Planning Commission.

This questionnaire

used in the study area.

(Appendix A) was the same one

It was distributed to 600 homes in three

older sections of New Orleans.

Further assessment was made possible

through distribution of the questionnaire in the Irish Bayou and
Venetian Isles sections east of the study area.

Data from these q u e s 

tionnaires are compared to the study area data.
A more general assessment of problems was made through visual
inspection of other areas of the region and reports by Soil Conserva
tion Service personnel who have had experience in the region.

Soil

identification studies in the region serve to identify potential
future problem areas.
Land use considerations are presented to place the details of
the research back within a context of larger scale coastal zone
management and planning.

Survey Comparison - The survey of the other New Orleans areas
(termed "other areas" as opposed to "study area") included a total of
728 questionnaires.

A total of 115 returns were received,

cent of the distribution.
area at

19.5 percent.

15.8 p e r 

This is less than the return from the study

On an overall basis, 55.4 percent of the other

area sample reported problems and costs related to subsidence as
opposed to 45.1 percent in the study area.
A general comparison of the other area and study area q u e s 
tionnaire sets was conducted using selected items from each of the
parameter sets of landscape, house, utilities, and costs (Tables
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71, 72).

A comparison of 16 variables indicates that rather large

differences seem to exist and that the other areas may be more s e r i 
ously affected by subsidence than the study area.
Landscape Variables - The variables for mean maximum land s u b 
sidence, mean frequency of fill, mean sidewalk subsidence, and mean
driveway subsidence were compared
frequency of fill,

(Table 71a).

In all cases except

the other areas exceed the subsidence amounts

reported in the study a r e a .
House Variables

- The variables of house tilt, floor damage,

and wall damage were compared

(Table 71b).

In all cases the other

areas exceed the degree of damage reported in the study a r e a .
Utilities Variables - The variables of damage to water,
sewerage, electric, and gas systems were compared

(Table 72a).

In all

cases except damage to electric systems the other areas slightly
exceed the study area in amount of reported d a m a g e .
Cost Variables

- The variables of average yearly cost, mean

single biggest expense, mean total land fill cost, and mean estimated
repair costs were compared

(Table 72b).

In all cases the other areas

exceed the study area in homeowner costs.
Discussion - The other areas study included several different
environmental settings that are mentioned here but have not been su b 
divided for comparison.

The majority of the sample is from three older

inner city areas that were once swamp basins.
as Broadmoor, Lake View, and Gentilly.

The areas are now known

The zones were chosen by the

City Planning Commission staff because the areas were known to be low
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LANDSCAPE ITEM

STUDY AREA

MEAN OF MAXIMUM
LAND SINKAGE
MEAN FREQUENCY
OF FILL
.

.

OTHER
NEW ORLEANS
AREAS

3.7"

4.5"

once
in 2-5 yrs.

once
in 2-5 yrs.

MEAN SIDEWALK
DROP

.97"

2.4"

MEAN DRIVEWAY
DROP

.78"

2.3"
a.

STUDY AREA

OTHER
NEW ORLEANS
AREAS

% PORTION OF
HOUSE TILTED

10.4%

25.0%

% ALL OF
HOUSE TILTED

4.4%

8.4%

% SERIOUS
FLOOR DAMAGE

7.3%

13.9%

% SERIOUS
WALL DAMAGE

9.6 %

2 1 .2%

HOUSE ITEM

b.

Table 71. Comparison of study area and other New Orleans areas,
a. landscape variables, b. house variables.
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UTILITIES ITEM

STUDY AREA

OTHER
NEW ORLEANS
AREAS

% SERIOUS WATER
PIPE DAMAGE

13.0%

13.2%

% SERIOUS
SEWERAGE DAMAGE

1 2 .1%

12.9%

% SERIOUS
ELECTRIC DAMAGE

5.1%

3.4%

% SERIOUS
GAS DAMAGE

4.8%

1 0 .6%

a.

COST ITEM

STUDY AREA

OTHER
NEW ORLEANS
AREAS

AVERAGE YEARLY
COST MEAN

$61

$92

MEAN SINGLE
BIGGEST EXPENSE

$386

$864

MEAN TOTAL
LAND FILL COST

$204

$533

MEAN ESTIMATED
REPAIR COSTS

$852

$1978
b.

Table 72. Comparison of study area and other New Orleans areas,
a. utilities variables, b. cost variables.
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in elevation and to have subsidence conditions.

A smaller part of the

sample is from Venetian Isles, a canal oriented community east of the
study area.

It is built on the edge of the Bayou Sauvage channel on

dredged fill material and has little to no subsidence.

The smallest

part of the sample is from Irish Bayou, another small community east
of the study area.

It has some severe subsidence problems since it is

built over marsh rather than natural levee material.
The other area sample may represent an extreme toward the
higher end of the potential problem/cost scale tempered somewhat by
the known area of little subsidence.
several reasons.

They show:

The results are important for

1) that the study area problems and

costs are not isolated occurrences, 2) that the detail study area data
does not present a biased extreme case; if anything, it is a conserva
tive estimate of potential problems and costs, 3) that reclaimed swamp
and marsh environments do create homeowner problems and costs that
need to be weighed in the cost/benefit ratio for reclamation projects
and reclamation techniques, 4) that the problems are long term and
some homeowners are paying a considerable hidden premium beyond the
normal costs of mortgaging and maintaining a home, and 5) that subsi
dence problems and cost are widespread enough within the region that
they should be of concern to government agencies dealing with planning
and housing matters.
Other Observations

- Two other sets of observations provide

insight to the relationship between the study area and the region.
Observations of subsidence within the region indicate that the types
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of problems and costs estimated for the study area and the older s e c 
tions of New Orleans exist throughout the metropolitan area.
survey conducted by the Soil Conservation Service,

The soil

1970, of parts of

Jefferson, Orleans and St. Bernard Parishes shows that soils identi
fied in the study area and others of similar origin are widespread in
the region.
General zones where subsidence has been observed to produce
noticeable problems are shown in Figure 42.

This is not to imply that

these are the only areas, nor that every home in the zone has p r o b 
lems.

However, they are areas where even casual inspection will

reveal signs of damage.

In some cases outward evidence of subsidence

is more extreme than any found in the study area.
It m a y be noted that west Jefferson Parish has large areas
affected by subsidence.

Much of this part of the parish is recently

reclaimed wetland with saturated clay or organic soils.
tions are slightly higher than in eastern New Orleans.
once at or near sea level.
near minus 8 feet

Its e l e v a 
Both areas were

While lowest elevations in east Orleans are

(2.4 m) the lowest elevations in west Jefferson are

near minus 5 feet (1.5 m ) .

It is thought that this differential occurs

because west Jefferson has not been reclaimed as long and the soils
have not settled as much as in east Orleans.

There are no buried

sands in west Jefferson except at the extreme eastern end near the
Orleans Parish boundary.

The Rice and Griswold

sified much of this area as Muck soils.
remain a long term condition.

(1903) soil map c l a s 

Subsidence is expected to
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Figure 42. Other areas of the region observed to have subsidence
problems in residential neighborhoods.

\
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The 50,000 acres

(20,000 ha) that were surveyed by the Soil

Conservation Service and reported in 1970 are indicated in Figure 43.
In addition to classification the soils were interpreted in relation
to limitations for use as hemesites, gardens and lawns, recreation,
and streets and roads.

Of the area surveyed 7 percent of the soils

were classified as having moderate limitations for homesites when p r o 
tected and drained, 61.5 percent to have severe, and 31.5 percent to
have very severe l i mitations.

There is a relationship between these

limitation classifications and property damage--the homes on severe
limitation Lafitte soils in the study area and Kenner soils in west
Jefferson Parish being illustrative examples.
The survey did not include all areas of the three parishes.
Soil types extend over broad areas related to physiographic units.
Therefore, it may reasonably be expected that the various soils c l a s 
sified also exist at other locations within the region, both inside
and outside of perimeter levees.

Other types of soils ma y also exist.

However, based upon their alluvial and wetland origin and evolution
soils w i t h similar characteristics to those already sampled and classi
fied m a y be expected.

There is a pressing need for a more complete

soil survey of the region upon which planning and development decision
can be based.
Land Use Considerations

- Future planning and land use in the

study area will be based upon the relationship among the component sets
identified previously as cultural, atmospheric, geologic, and b i o 
chemical.

It is from within the cultural set that decision on use and

allocation of energy and economic resources must c o m e .

The
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atmospheric component will influence drainage, flood control, and
storm protection needs.
dence effects.

The geologic component will influence subsi

The biochemical component will establish the renewable

resource potential of the wetlands.

Cultural decision interacts

with the opportunities and constraints offered by the natural c om
ponent systems.

The subsidence variable investigated in this study is

but one factor in the overall planning of future land use and urban
growth.

In conclusion some thoughts concerning this issue are a p p r o 

priate to place the details of the research endeavor back into its
coastal zone management and planning context.
The will for urban growth is a strong element in our cultural
heritage providing us with such concepts as the "exploding metropolis"
(Fortune, eds.,

1958) and "megalopolis"

(Gottmann,

1961) and the kinds

of coastal conditions mentioned previously in House Report 92-1049
(1972).

The New Orleans region is no exception to this will;

it has

increased in size continuously from the 1700's with an increasing pace
in the last half of this century.
The New Orleans metropolitan region does, however, have
several major natural constraints to lateral growth.

1) Future e x p a n 

sion must generally take place at the expense of estuarine wetlands.
2) The region is vulnerable to flood by heavy rain, river, and h u r r i 
cane making an energy intensive protection system mandatory.

3) S u b 

sidence is lowering and will continue to lower the land level in
relation to sea and river levels.

It is generally accepted by

planning agencies in the region that there is a theoretical limit to
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lateral urban expansion.

However, an actual limit of growth, a line

between urban land and wetland, has not been officially established.
Such a line m a y be established based upon current knowledge
considering both cultural needs and natural system constraints.
natural system base suggests several planning considerations.
remaining wetlands are an important natural public resource.

The
1) The

Their

potential for fisheries production and recreation, waste recycling,
and storm buffering, coupled w i t h the public and private expense of
reclamation,

future subsidence, and long term protection make their

conversion to urban use a questionable public policy.

2) Many areas

presently protected are still vulnerable to flood hazards as defined
by the Corps of Engineers

(1974b) flood insurance study.

The h u r r i 

cane protection system is short of ideal even now (Anderson, 1974)
without further urban expansion.

The energy cost of building, ope r a 

ting, and maintaining the drainage system is going to increase in the
future.

The region was converted from wetland to urban land in a

period of cheap energy and waste;

it is going to have to be operated

and maintained in an era of expensive energy and conservation.

3)

Subsidence, both regional and local, will continue to lower the e l e v a 
tion of the city in relation to the river and the sea, a critical
point since most of the city is presently below sea and river level.
The effects of subsidence will place increasing demands upon individ
ual and community resources.

Past reclamation practices have not

provided a firm base for residential development in many areas.
Therefore, it is suggested that a limit of growth line be
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delineated for the urban area considering both natural constraints and
cultural need.

It is proposed that such a line be inclusive of all

presently developed areas and the most well protected of the presently
undeveloped areas.

It. would be exclusive of all unprotected w e t l a n d s ,

marginally protected wetlands, and undeveloped land with vulnerability
to flood or storm or having high subsidence potential.
The line is proposed in a framework of positive planning a d 
vantage.

It would provide an urban development

line serving the

public interest in protection, recreation, growth, and transportation.
1) It would allow a high level of flood and storm protection to be
provided to presently developed areas through consolidation of funds
on improvement rather than expansion of the system.

2) It would allow

wetlands to remain as storm buffer zones, renewable fisheries resources,
and recreation zones.

3) It would allow for management of soils and

water, and land stabilization within a controllable area.

4) It would

allow for high quality land preparation for growth within the line in
areas not yet developed and further growth through upgrading and
stabilization of previously developed land.

5) It would allow for

development of a well planned advanced transportation system to link
all regional areas and functions.
Hidden in what might seem to be restrictive constraints to
growth,

then, are some great advantages to the region.

When the r e 

gional uniqueness is understood and accepted it may be used to
advantage.

In the past, urban areas ringed by natural or human forces

beyond their control have developed into vital commercial and cultural
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centers, have prospered, and have transcended conventional urban struc
ture to become models of urban living experience.

Unlimited physical

expansion is not necessarily a requirement nor a virtue of growth.
The New Orleans region m a y reach cultural maturity by acceptance of,
and ability to optimize, its relationship with natural forces in its
coastal setting.

CONCLUSIONS

This research has led to conclusions ranging from detail c o n 
cern for problems and costs of subsidence borne by homeowners to
larger scale issues of community planning de c i s i o n s .

The conclusions

are presented in sets related to problems, costs, problem/cost v a r i a 
bility, reclamation pr a c t i ces, and government planning policy.
1.

Subsidence related problems are a serious issue in the
study a r e a .
a.

Problems and costs related to subsidence are r e 
ported by over 45 percent of the homeowner sample.
This indicates

subsidence is an issue that

affects a large number of people and its al l e v i a 
tion and/or prevention would be of high social
benefit.
b.

Land subsidence is a major problem.
cent of

Over 60 p e r 

the sample add fill to their property

periodically.

Some parts of the study area are

more highly affected than others and soil types

c.

play an

important role in differences among areas.

Serious

damage to house floors and walls is

experienced by about 5 percent of the sample;
about 12 percent has part or all of the house
tilted by land sinking.

Some parts of the study

area are more highly affected than others.
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d.

Pavement damage and need for fill are the most
frequently reported landscape element damages.
There are differences in damages among various
parts of the study area.

Soil type is a signifi

cant factor in problem differences.
e.

Subsidence affects utility systems.

Damages to

water and sewerage systems vary among different
parts of the study area and extent of damages is
related to soil type.
Direct homeowner costs within the study area are highly
variable.

The inclusion of indirect costs will show that

development in reclaimed wetlands is extremely expensive
w h e n compared to more stable land areas and is being
highly subsidized.
a.

There are significant differences in subsidence
related costs in different parts of the study area.
The total direct cost to homeowners in the study
area is estimated to be about $800,000 per year.
This cost is disproportionately borne.

Up to 7.5

percent of homeowners in some areas are paying
over $500 per year for subsidence related damage
repairs.
b.

Problems to property are occurring at a greater rate
than repairs are being made.

If all property were

maintained at a standard where damage was not a p p a r 
ent the costs would be much higher than reported.

c.

The average yearly direct costs of subsidence r e 
ported by homeowners in the study represent only a
fraction of the full costs of reclamation and s u b 
sidence borne by residents of the region.

The

indirect costs reflected in property costs, utility
rates, taxes, and federal subsidy will make the
full cost several orders of magnitude higher.
d.

Property values are affected by neighborhood
deterioration related to subsidence.

Property

value loss on one residence of $8700 in seven years
is reported.

This type of loss may be very large

in overall economic impact on both the homeowner
and the community.
3.

There are important differences in the direct impact of
subsidence in various parts of the study area; soil type
is a good indicator of potential problem conditions,
a.

Within the study area and region there are great
differences in the stability of land for residen
tial use.

Homeowners can realize significant

savings by buying homes in the more stable areas.
The parts of the study area most free of subsidence
problems and costs are along the lake rim, portions
of the zone between the lake rim and Dwyer Canal,
and the higher elevation ground along Chef Menteur
Highway.

Areas of more serious problems and costs

are the lower elevation zones between Chef Menteur
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Highway and the Dwyer Canal.

The area of most

serious problem/cost conditions is Village De L'Est.
With i n the region the older urban areas on the
natural levee ridges of the Mississippi River and
on the Metairie Ridge are more stable than the
lower swamp basins,
b.

There is a direct relationship between soil types
and homeowner problems and costs of subsidence.
Both mineral and organic soils cause problem/cost
conditions.

A full soil survey of the region is

needed and planning agencies should use presently
available soils data in making land use r e c o m 
mendations .
4.

Reclamation practices have a very important impact upon
extent of subsidence problems and costs experienced.
a.

Present land reclamation practices do not provide
stable trouble free residential land and result in
long term costs to consumers.

The present practice

of shallow drainage and immediate development is
serving only to reduce developer costs by passing
long term subsidence costs on to the homeowner.
Village De L'Est is a good example.

Its thick

organic soils are now being dewatered and oxidized
and the residents whose homes are built on the land
will be paying a premium for many years to come.

b.

Reclamation, if it must occur, is better a c c o m 
plished by deep drainage followed by a long period
of land settlement before development.

The organic

material then has a chance to oxidize and the clays
will be dewatered and develop a more mature profile.
The relatively low level of problems and costs of
subsidence in the zone between the lake rim and
Dwyer Canal is attributed to this prac t i c e .

The

area was drained between 1908 and 1916 and not
developed until recent years.

Sane parts of the

area settled for forty years or more before being
put to urban use.
c.

Future urbanization will lead to increased subsi
dence in presently developed areas.

Two key factors

in subsidence are organic matter deterioration and
dewatering of wet clays.

Urbanization increases

runoff, requires increased canal sizes and pumping
capacity, and reduces the water table.

As the land

becomes more dry subsidence increases.
Governmental planning and housing agencies have an obli g a 
tion to direct growth away from,wetland zones and to inform
the consumer about potential problem conditions.
a.

The public should be informed about land conditions
and development of marginal lands should be r e 
stricted.

Government agencies should not be s u p 

porting the development of even more wetland zones
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that have been shown to result in problems and high
costs

and exposure of citizens to extreme flood

hazard c o nditions.
b.

Growth beyond the present perimeter levees of the
region is an improper allocation of land use.

The

present urban area is not adequately protected,
pumping capacities need to be increased, and su b s i 
dence will continue to be a problem.

Expansion

into still more wetland zones is being subsidized
by tax monies to the benefit of developers and the
long range cost to consumers.

The future growth

of New Orleans should be turned inward rather than
ou t w a r d .
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HOMEOWNER SURVEY
OF
CONDITIONS RELATED TO LAND SINKING AND CRACKING
The results of this questionaire will tell us the most cotrmon.kinds of
problems people in your area are having because of land sinking and cracking.
It will also let us know how serious these problems are and how much people
are having to spend on maintenance and repairs. At present this information
is not known. Therefore, your reply based upon your personal experience with
your home will be very helpful to the study.
We are interested in problems and costs that seem to you to be a direct
result of soil or land conditions. Your help in providing the following
information on a voluntary and confidential basis is truely appreciated.
QEMERAL INFORMATION

_______

NAME

ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
PHONE
1. HOW LONG HAVE YOU LIVED AT THIS ADDRESS? _ _ _ years
2. HOW OLD IS THE HOUSE? _ _ _ years
3. HAVE YOU HAD PROBLEMS AND COSTS RELATED TO LAND SINKING AND CRACKING?
yes
no
4. APPROXIMATE DATE WHEN YOU FIRST NOTICED PROBLEMS.
5. IN AN AVERAGE YEAR HOW MUCH DO YOU ESTIMATE YOU SPEND ON HOUSE AND YARD

PROBLEMS RELATED TO LAND SINKING AND CRACKING?
none
less than 50 dollars
_ 50 to 100 dollars
101 to 150 dollars
~ 151 to 200 dollars
201 to 250 dollars
_ _ 251 to 300 dollars
301 to 400 dollars
401 to 500 dollars
501 to 500 dollars
_ _ _ over 600 dollars
6a.

WHAT IS THE BIGGEST SINGLE EXPENSE YOU HAVE EVER HAD RELATED TO PROBLEMS
CAUSED BY LAND SINKING AND CRACKING? $_ _ _ _ _ _

b.THIS
7.

WAS F O R _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

MAY WE HAVE PERMISSION TO TAKE A SOIL SAMPLE AND MAKE MEASUREMENTS OF
LAND SINKAGE AND DAMAGE ON YOUR PROPERTY? __ __ yes
no

8. WOULD YOU LIKE A COPY OF THE RESULTS OF THIS SURVEY? _ _ _ yes

no

1
Appendix A
Homeowner Survey Questionnaire

LANDSCAPE INFORMATION

9. CHECK MAXIMUM AMOUNT OF LAND SINKAGE AROUND YOUR HOUSE.
none
I to 3 inches
4 to 6 inches
7 to 12 inches
13 to 18 inches
19 to 24 inches
25 to 30 inches
over 30 inches
10. CHECK MAXIMUM SPACE UNDER FOUNDATION CAUSED BY LAND SINKAGE.

none
1 to 3 inches
4 to 6 inches
7 to 12 inches
13 to 18 inches
19 to 24 inches
25 to 30 inches
over 30 inches
11a HOW OFTEN HAVE YOU ADDED FILL DIRT TO YOUR YARD OR UNDER HOUSE?

never
twice a year
once a year
once in two years
once in five years
once in ten or more years
b. DO YOU USUALLY FILL

front yard only
back yard only
both front and back yard

12a. HOW MUCH DO YOU ESTIMATE YOU HAVE SPENT ON LAND FILL SINCE YOU HAVE

LIVED AT THIS ADDRESS?
$_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ total cost
b. DOES THIS INCLUDE THE LABOR COST OF SPREADING AND LEVELING FILL?

_ _ _ yes _____ no
13. CHECK IF ANY OF THE FOLLOWING PROBLEMS HAVE OCCURRED. CHECK ALL THAT APPLY.

_____
_____
_____
___

cracks in sidewalk
cracks in driveway
cracks in street in front of house
cracks in patio or porch area
cracks in garden or retaining wall
garden or retaining wall collapse
cracking of soil
_____ pot holes in yard
_____ burning of soil
_____ other landscape condition or problems you face - describe _ _ _ _ _ _

14e. CHECK MAXIMUM AMOUNT OF DROP OF SIDEWALK FROM PORCH OR HOUSE.
none
1 to 3 inches
4 to 6 inches
7 to 12 inches
13 to 18 inches
19 to 24 inches
25 to 30 inches
over 30 inches
b. IF YOU HAVE ADDED STEPS TO COMPENSATE FOR DROP PLEASE GIVE APPROXIMATE
DATE AND COST._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ date $_ _ _ cost
C. HOW MANY TIMES HAVE YOU ADDED STEPS?

times

15a. IF YOU HAVE REPAIRED OR REPLACED YOUR SIDEWALK PLEASE GIVE APPROXIMATE
DATE AND COST._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ date $_ _ _ cost
Is.HOW MANY TIMES HAVE YOU REPAIRED OR REPLACED YOURSIDEWALK?

times

16a.CHECK MAXIMUM AMOUNT OF DROP OF DRIVEWAY FROM CARPORT OR GARAGE.
none
1 to 3 inches
4 to 6 inches
7 to 12 inches
13 to 18 inches
19 to 24 inches
25 to 30 inches
over 30 inches
b. IF YOU HAVE REPAIRED OR REPLACED YOUR DRIVEWAY PLEASE GIVE APPROXIMATE
DATE AND COST._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ date $_ _ _ cost
c. HOW MANY TIMES HAVE YOU REPAIRED OR REPLACED YOURDRIVEWAY?

times

HOUSE IMFOHBMTIOM

17. WHAT TYPE OF FOUNDATION DOES THE HOUSE HAVE?
slab on grade
slab on piles
floor raised off ground on piles or piers
other - describe _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
unknown
18. WHAT TYPE OF STRUCTURE IS THE HOUSE?
wood frame with wood siding
brick or stone over wood frame
solid brick or concrete block
other - describe _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
unknown
19a. CHECK ANY OF THE FOLLOWING YOU HAVE EXPERIENCED.
entire house tilted
portion of house tilted
neither
b. IF YOU FIXED TILTING PLEASE GIVE APPROXIMATE DATE AND COST OF REPAIRS.
DATE $
cost

208. CHECK MAXIMUM FLOOR DAMAGE DUE TO SINKING OR CRACKING OF SOIL.
none
hairline cracks
large cracks
drop or collapse
b. IF YOU FIXED FLOOR DAMAGE PLEASE GIVE APPROXIMATE DATE AND COST OF
REPAIRS. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ date $_ _ _ _ _ _ _ cost
e. HOW MANY TIMES HAVE YOU REPAIRED FLOOR DAMAGE? ___ times
21®. CHECK MAXIMUM WALL DAMAGE DUE TO SINKING OR CRACKING OF SOIL.
none
hairline cracks
large cracks
^ breakage or collapse
b. IF YOU FIXED WALL DAMAGE PLEASE GIVE APPROXIMATE DATE AND COST OF
REPAIRS. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ date $_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ cost
c. HOW MANY TIMES HAVE YOU FIXED WALL DAMAGE? ___ times
2 2 a CHECK MAXIMUM ROOF DAMAGE DUE TO SINKING AND CRACKING OF SOIL.
none
warping
leakage
structural failure
&. IF YOU FIXED ROOF DAMAGE PLEASE GIVE APPROXIMATE DATE AND COST OF
REPAIRS. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ date $_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ cost
C. HOW MANY TIMES HAVE YOU FIXED ROOF DAMAGE? ___ times
UTILITIES INFORMATION

2 3 a CHECK MAXIMUM DAMAGE TO WATER PIPES ON PROPERTY.
none
bending
leakage
separation of pipes
b. IF YOU OR THE WATER COMPANY FIXED PIPE DAMAGE PLEASE GIVE APPROXIMATE
DATE AND COST OF REPAIRS. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ date $_ _ _ _ _ _ _ cost
C. HOW MANY TIMES HAVE YOU HAD TO REPAIR WATER PIPE DAMAGE? _ _ _ _ times
24a. CHECK MAXIMUM DAMAGE TO SEWERAGE ON PROPERTY.
none
leakage
_ _ _ separation of pipes
b. IF YOU OR PUBLIC SERVICES FIXED PROBLEMS WITH SEWERAGE PLEASE GIVE
APPROXIMATE DATE AND COST OF REPAIRS. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ date
$ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ cost
c. HOW MANY TIMES HAVE YOU REPAIRED SEWERAGE SYSTEM PROBLEMS? ___ times

2 5 a CHECK MAXIMUM DAMAGE TO ELECTRIC LINES ON PROPERTY.
none
short circuits
line breakage
to. IF YOU OR THE ELECTRIC COMPANY FIXED ELECTRIC LINE PROBLEMS PLEASE GIVE
APPROXIMATE DATE AND COST. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ date $_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ cost
C.

HOW MANY TIMES HAVE YOU HAD ELECTRIC SYSTEM REPAIRS? ___ times

20a. CHECK MAXIMUM DAMAGE TO GAS LINES ON PROPERTY
don't have gas
no damage
bending
leakage
breakage of lines
to. IF YOU OR THE GAS COMPANY FIXED GAS LINES PLEASE GIVE APPROXIMATE
cost
DATE AND COST OF REPAIRS._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ date $
c.

HOW MANY TIMES HAVE GAS LINES BEEN REPAIRED? _ _ _ times

OTHER INFORMATION

27. PLEASE MENTION TYPE AND ESTIMATED COSTS OF ANY REPAIRS RELATED TO LAND
SINKING AND CRACKING THAT YOU KNOW ARE NEEDED BUT HAVE NOT YET BEEN DONE.

28. WE HAVE LEFT SPACE BELOW FOR YOU TO ADD ANY IDEAS, PROBLEMS, COSTS, OR
CONCERNS THAT WE MAY HAVE MISSED IN THIS SURVEY. SINCE WE MAY HAVE
OVERLOOKED SOME THINGS THAT ARE IMPORTANT TO YOU AND THE OVERALL STUDY,
ANY INFORMATION YOU CAN PROVIDE WILL BE OF GREAT HELP.

Thank you very much for your participation in our study. We will look
forward to seeing you when we are in your neighborhood doing our field
measurements and soil sampling.
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Dear Homeowner:
We think you will be interested in helping with this survey.
1 The East Orleans Civic Council, your local organization of homeowners,
« subdivisions, and service groups has asked me to look at the problems
and costs .you are having related to land sinking and cracking. Some
families in this area are having problems--their drives sink, their
foundations crack, and their yards keep needing fill dirt. Other families
havejfew or_no problems. WHY? Over a year ago the Civic Council tried to
get some help to find out why”; it was told
to
get some hard factsabout
what the problems and costs actually are. So,here we are!
problems and costs you may be having are not restricted to this
2 The
area of the city. We are using this area as a pilot study. We need the
information only you can provide. Several agencies are interested. The
Soil Conservation Service has agreed to help with a soil study. If you
reply to this survey and give permission we will take a soil sample in
your yard and let you know what is beneath
the surface. The
National
Science Foundation is funding a large part
of
my research time.
This study is the first of its kind in this region. We honestly need
3 your
help. We are trying to find what differences exist in problems
and costs and see if they are related to where houses are built. If
you have problems we need to know about them. If you don't have prob
lems we want to know it also. You may be assured that all information
"is strictly confidential as to specific owner and location. But, to
help us determine what conditions actually exist your individual reply
will be a great help.
reply will help you! We sincerely hope that this is a first step
4 Your
toward reducing any problems and costs you may be having. Once we have
reliable problem/cost information based upon consumer response the Civic
Council hopes to get funding to find out more about why the problems
exist and what can be done about them. Based upon the facts we find out
in this study we think we will have a good start. Directly, you will
get a summary of the survey and a sampling of your soil just for helping
out.
The East Orleans Civic Council and I hope you will help by filling out
the enclosed questionaire. The stamped, addressed envelope is for your
convenience in returning it to us.

Principal Investigator

Appendix B
Survey Letters
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Dear Homeowner:
We think you will be interested in helping with this survey of homeowner
problems and costs related to land sinking and cracking for four good reasons.
*^» There is a need to know the facts about homeowner problems and costs
related to land sinking and cracking. Some families in this area are
having problems--their drives sink, their foundations crack, and their
yards keep needing fill dirt. Other families have few or no problems.
WHY? Over a year ago the East-Orleans Civic Council, your local organ
ization of homeowners, subdivisions, and service groups tried to get
some help to find out why; it was told to get some hard facts about
what the problems and costs actually are. The Council has asked me to
help--so, here we are!
We need the information only you can provide. This is the first study
of its kind in the New Orleans area. The problems and costs you may
be having are not restricted to this area of the city but we are
starting our work here. Several agencies are interested. The Soil
Conservation Service is helping with soil studies and the National
Science Foundation is funding a large part of my research time.
We honestly need .your help. We are trying to find what differences
exist in problems and costs and see if they are related to where homes
are built. If you have problems we need to know about them. If you
don't have problems we want to know also. You may be assured that all
information is strictly confidential as to specific owner and location.
But, to help us determine what conditions actually exist your indivi
dual reply will be a great help.
Your reply will help you! If you reply to this survey and give permission
I will take a soil sample in your yard and let you know what is beneath
the surface. You will also get a summary of the survey results just for
helping out. We sincerely hope that this is a first step toward reducing
any problems and costs you may be having. Once we have reliable problem/
cost information based upon consumer response the Civic Council hopes to
get funding to find out more about why the problems exist and what can be
done about them.
The East Orleans Civic Council and I hope you will help us by filling out the
enclosed questionaire. The stamped, addressed envelope is for your convenience
in returning the completed questionaire to us.

Daniel Earle
Principal Investigator
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D ear Homeowner:
The C ity Planning C om m ission o f New Orleans in cooperation
w ith an L . S. U. research p ro je ct is doing a study of house and land
scape conditions and maintenance costs. We have found that some
people are having problem s because of land sinking and cracking:
fo r example, foundations crack, d riv e s warp and break, and land
f i l l is needed. Others have few o r no problem s. We are try in g to
make an accurate estim ate of land related problem s and costs in
d iffe re n t areas of the c ity and would appreciate your help.
If you have problem s caused by land sinking and cra ckin g we
need to know about them. If you don't have problem s we need to
know also. You may be assured that a ll in fo rm a tio n is s tr ic tly con?
fid e n tia l as to specific owner and location.
I hope you w ill help us by fillin g out the enclosed questionaire.
The stamped addressed envelope -is fo r your convenience in re tu rn 
ing the completed questionaire to us. I f you have any questions con
cerning this survey please contact - Daniel E a rle , Departm ent of
M a rin e Sciences LSU, Baton Rouge, L A . 70803.
V ery tru ly yours,

H arold R . Katner
Di r e c to r - Secretary
HRK’.dd
E nclosure

C ity P lan n in g C o m m ission / H a ro ld R. K a tn o r , D irector ■Soc ro ta ry / 9 t tt F lo o r

-

C ity H a ll, C ivic C a nto r / Now O rleans, La 7 0 U 2

An Equal Opportunity Employer"
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SOIL BORING

ADDRESS_______

TYPE

OMIT

PRESENT SOIL TYPE

EST SOIL TYPE PRIOR TO DRAINAGE

H O RIZO N/DE PTH + GENERAL DESCRIPTION + NOTES

«-L
THICKNESS OF FILL

SAMPLE. ________ EST ELE MSL.
.OBSERVER
.DATE.
%KIIJ

GORING
LOG

6-L
DEPTH:

TO SATURATION

TO WATER TABLE.

9-

COMMENTS

Appendix C
Soil Boring Data Form
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SOIL SERIES- ALLEMANDS
NAME: Allemands
SUBGROUP: Terric Medisaprists
FAMILY: Clayey, montmorillonitic, thermic
ft.

m

SERIES DESCRIPTION
Very poorly drained. Organic with 15-50 inches (38.1 127 cm) of organic material over clayey mineral layers.
Mineral layers may include loamy strata. Color black to
dark brown in 0-12 inch (0-30 cm) layer. Color black to
reddish brown below 12 inches (30 cm). Mineral portions
gray to greenish gray. Reaction strongly acid to mildly
alkaline. Surface may be extremely acid after drainage.
TYPE DESCRIPTIONS
Allemands muck, drained: Surface elevations subsid
ed below sea level. Black organic surface layers 15-50
inches (37.5-127 cm) over semifluid gray clay. High sub
sidence potential. Organic material may burn. Pilings
generally needed. Surface runoff slow.

m

Allemands peat: Poorly drained. Organic layer dark
grayish brown to black. Water level near or a few inches
above soil surface. Surface runoff slow to none. When
drained: Soil consolidates and shrinks. High initial sub
sidence. Surface below sea level. Soil may burn. Pilings
generally needed.
Allemands peat, firm substratum: Poorly drained. Firm
rather than semifluid lower layers. Surface at or below
sea level. Surface dark grayish brown. Underlying are firm
gray clays. Surface runoff slow to none. When drained:
Soil consolidates and shrinks. Rapid initial subsidence.
Organic soils may burn. Soil acidity increases. Pilings
generally needed.
CONDITIONS FOUND IN FIELD IN 5-8 FOOT (1.5-2.4 m) LEVEL
The substrata consists of plastic clay loam to silty
clay loam. Color is gray to dark gray. General lack of ox
idation in lower horizons. Subsidence potential with de
watering of this substrata.

SOURCE: Soil Conservation Service, 1970.
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SOIL SERIES” BARBARY
TYPICAL PROFILE
ft.

m

-o

2

NAME: Barbary
SUBGROUP: Typic Hydraquents
FAMILY: Very fine, montmorillonitic, nonacid, thermic

SERIES DESCRIPTION
Very poorly drained. 4-15 inches (10.2-38.1 cm) of
organic material over semifluid clayey mineral layers. Or
ganic material dominantly woody fiber. Color black to dark
brown. Reaction medium acid to neutral. Mineral horizon
semifluid or mucky clay. Color dark gray, blue green, green
ish gray. Reaction neutral to mildly alkaline. Buried organ
ic layers below 30 inches (76.2 cm) conmon.
TYPE DESCRIPTIONS
Barbary soils: Poorly drained. Located between natural
levee and marsh. Dark brown organic surface. Underlying
layers are semifluid gray clay. Water level at or above sur
face. Surface runoff limited. Buried logs typical. When
drained: Soils consolidate and shrink. Organic layers oxi
dize. Clayey layers firm to 30 inches (76.2 cm) or more.
Soil acidity increases. High shrink-swell potential. Pilings
generally needed.

-

5-~CONDITIONS FOUND IN FIELD IN 5-8 FOOT (1.5-2.4 m) LEVEL
No Barbary soils sampled to 8 foot (2.4 m) depth.

0

-

7-

SOURCE: Soil Conservation Service, 1970.
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SOIL SERIES- COMMERCE
NAME: Coranerce
SUBGROUP: Aeric Fluvaquents
FAMILY: Fine silty, mixed, nonacid, thermic

TYPICAL PROFILE
ft.
m

SERIES DESCRIPTION
Somewhat poorly drained mineral soils. Surface layer
3-12 inches (7.2-30.5 cm) thick. Color dark grayish brown to
grayish brown loam, silt loam, very fine sandy loam, silty
clay loam. Reaction medic'T acid to mildly alkaline. Subsoil
dark grayish brown to grayish brown upper and gray or gray
ish brown lower. Mottled. Silt loam, loam, silty clay loam.
R eactio n slightly acid to moderately alkaline. Underlying
layers silt loam, silty clay loam, clay loam.
TYPE DESCRIPTIONS
Coranerce silt loam: Level somewhat poorly drained,
natural levee soil. Surface dark grayish brown to very dark
grayish brown silt loam about 4 inches (10.2 cm) thick.
Subsoil grayish brown silt loam with brownish mottles. Sur
face runoff slow. Reaction from medium acid to mildly alka
line in surface, neutral to moderate alkaline subsoil. Few
limitations for use. Friable or firm. Lacks organic layers.
Low to moderate shrink-swell. Moderate wetness.
Coranerce silty clay loam: Somewhat poorly drained soil
of natural levee. Surface dark grayish brown silty clay loam.
Mottled. Surface runoff slow. Reaction medium acid to mildly
alkaline in surface, neutral to moderately alkaline in sub
soil. Few use limitations. Friable cr firm. Lacks organic
layers. Moderate shrink-swell potential. Moderate wetness.

CONDITIONS FOUND IN FIELD IN 5-8 FOOT (1.5-2.4m) LEVEL
Profiles mostly a firm gray silty clay loam to depth
of 8 feet (2.4 m). Only a few samples had plastic layers or
were plastic at depth. Occasionally a firm blue gray clay
layer was encountered under the silty clay loam.

7-

SOURCE: Soil Conservation Service, 1970.
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SOIL SERIES: GENTILLY
TYPICAL PROFILE

fi.

NAME: Gentilly
SUBGROUP: Typic Hydraquents
FAMILY: Very fine, montmorillonitic, nonacid, thermic

m

SERIES DESCRIPTION
Very poorly drained mineral soils with organic surface
layers 4-15 inches (10.2-38.I cm) thick. Clayey layers firm
within 40 inches (101.6 cm) of base of organic. Found along
lakes and streams. Organic layer black to brown, herbaceous
or to fifty percent woody. Mineral layer dark gray to green
ish gray ciay. Depth to firm material 16-50 inches (40.6127 cm) below base of organic. Surface reaction strongly
acid to mildly alkaline, lower layers slightly acid to mod
erately alkaline.

1

2

TYPE DESCRIPTIONS
Gentilly muck: Very poorly drained soil. Elevations
1-2 feet (.3-.6 m) above sea level. Surface layer dark
gray to black organic material. Underlying layers gray to
greenish gray clay. Water level above surface most of year.
Surface runoff very slow. When drained: Soil consolidates
and shrinks but less than those with more organic matter.
Surface layer oxidizes. Becomes firm to depth of several
feet. Soil more acid after drainage. Shrink-swell potential
very high. Pilings generally needed.

3

- :e

4

5

CONDITIONS FOUND IN FIELD IN 5-8 FOOT (1.5-2.4 m) LEVEL
Lower horizon found to contain silt loam, sand, or
sandy loa.m--usually wet and plastic. Gray homogenous color.
Subsidence potential with water loss.
6

7

8

SOURCE: Soil Conservation Service, 1970.
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SOIL SERIES” HAPLAQUEHTS.c l a y e y
TYPICAL PROFILE
ft.
m
Q

jyj
-j ' V

_ q -

NAME: Haplaquents, Clayey
SUBGROUP: Typic Haplaquents
FAMILY: Very fine, montmorillonitic, nonacid, thermic

0

SERIES DESCRIPTION
Poorly to very poorly drained mineral soils with high
organic content in some layers. Large cracks to about 30
inches (76.2 cm) below the surface. Semifluid underlying
layers. Upper layers black to gray clay or mucky clay 4-12
inches (10.2-30.5 cm) thick. Thin organic strata may be
present near the surface. Underlying layers dark gray to
gray clay or mucky clay. Organic layers conmon. Depth to
semifluid layers 25-40 inches (63.5-101.6 cm). Reaction
extremely acid to medium acid in surface, strongly acid to
neutral in underlying layers.
TYPE DESCRIPTIONS
Haplaquents, clayey: Poorly drained soils in areas
protected and drained. Surface 2 inches (5.1 cm) or less
of organic and 5 inches (12.7 cm) of gray clay. Underlying
layers of gray clay and black organic material, semifluid
within 40 inches (101.6 cm). Surface runoff slow. Cracks
1-6 inches (2.5-15.2 cm) wide from irreversable shrinkage
after drainage. Reaction very strongly acid to medium acid
in surface layers. Pilings generally needed. Buried logs
and stumps present.

s
CONDITIONS FOUND IN FIELD IN 5-8 FOOT (1.2-2.4 m) LEVEL
Blue gray clay loam to gray silty clay loam. Plastic
and wetter with depth. Some subsidence potential with
water loss.

8

SOURCE: Soil Conservation Service, 1970.
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SOIL SERIES: HYORAQUEWTS
NAME: Hydraquents
SUBGROUP: Typic Hydraquents
FAMILY: Very fine, montmorillonitic, nonacid, thermic

TYPICAL PROFILE
ft.
m

SERIES DESCRIPTION
Poorly drained soils with 4-15 inches (10.2-38.1 cm)
of organic material over semifluid clayey layers. Occur in
freshwater marshes. Organic layer black to brown. Underlying
mineral layers are semifluid clay or mucky clay. Color of
mineral layers dark gray to blue green or greenish gray.
May have organic layers below 30 inches (76.2 cm). Reaction
strongly acid to slightly acid in surface. Underlying layers
medium acid to moderately alkaline.
TYPE DESCRIPTIONS
Hydraquents: Very poorly drained. Low elevations.
Previous swamp area, presently marsh. Surface layer dark
brown organic matter. Underlying layers semifluid gray clay
stratified with thin organic layers. Water level above sur
face most of year. Little to no runoff. Buried logs and
stumps. When drained: Soil consolidates and shrinks. Cracks.
Organic matter oxidizes. Soil becomes firm to 30 inches
(76.2 cm) or more. Acidity increases. High shrink-swell po
tential. Piling generally needed.

5

-

'

CONDITIONS FOUND IN FIELD IN 5-8 FOOT (1.2-2.4 m) LEVEL
No hydraquents sampled to depth.

0-

-2
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SOURCE: Soil Conservation Service, 1970.
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SOIL SERIES" UAH
NAME: Ijam
SUBGROUP: Vertic Fluvaquents
FAMILY: Fine, montmorillonitic, nonacid, thennic
m

SERIES DESCRIPTION
Very poorly drained soils with 2-4 feet (.6-1.2 m)
of firm clay overlying semifluid clay or organic material.
Developed from dredge spoil. Lacks structure in subsoils.
Surface dark gray to gray clay. May have loam strata. Under
lying layers gray or dark gray firm clay. Depth to semifluid
clayey or mucky layer 2-4 feet (.6-1.2 m). Reaction medium
acid to neutral in surface, neutral to moderately alkaline
in underlying layers.
TYPE DESCRIPTIONS
Ijam clay, miry substratum: A poorly drained soil
formed in spoil material. Surface layers are firm dark gray
clay about 12 inches (30.5 cm) thick. Next layer firm gray
or dark gray clay underlain at about 40 inches (101.6 cm)
with semifluid clay or peat. Shrink-swell potential high in
clayey layers. Medium to slightly acid in surface. Moderate
ly alkaline below. Pilings generally needed.

CONDITIONS FOUND IN FIELD IN 5-8 FOOT (1.5-2.4 m) LEVEL
Black to blue gray clay loam and silty clay loam.
Plastic and wetter with depth. Layers of varying clay/silt
proportions. Subsidence potential if dewatered.
6-:

-2

SOURCE: Soil Conservation Service, 1970.
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SOIL SERIES- WEWELLJGW
TYPICAL PROFILE
ft.

NAME: Newell ton
SUBGROUP: Aerie Fluvaquents
FAMILY: Clayey over loamy, montmorillonitic, nonacid, thermic

m
SERIES DESCRIPTION
Clayey over loamy soils with thin dark grayish brown
fine-textured upper (A,B) horizons and loamy lower (11C )
horizons.

2

TYPE DESCRIPTIONS
Newellton: Upper horizons (A,B) 14-20 inches (35.650.8 cm) of dark gray, dark grayish brown, gray, or grayish
brown, clay or silty clay. Medium acid through neutral. Lower
horizon (11C ) grayish brown, gray, dark gray, or light gray
ish brown silt loam, loam, very fine sandy loam, or silty
clay loam. Slightly acid through moderately alkaline. Gener
ally good soil for development. Pilings usually not needed.

-

3-1

4-

5CONDITIONS FOUND IN FIELD IN 5-8 FOOT (1.5-2.4 m) LEVEL
Gray silt loam to 8 foot (2.4 m) depth. Plastic below
6 feet (1.8 m ) .

6

-
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SOURCE: Soil Conservation Service, 1972.
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SOIL SERIES^ LAFITTE
TYPICAL PROFILE
ft.

NAME: La f i t t e
SUBGROUP: Typic M e d a s a p r i s t s
FAMILY: Euic, thermic

m
SE RIES D E S C R I P T I O N
Very poorly dr a i n e d soils w ith m o r e than 50 inches
(127 cm) of or g a n i c material over s e mif luid c l a y e y layers.
N a t i v e v e g e t a t i o n is m a r s h g rass so are herba c e o u s o r igin
soils. Mineral layer is s e miflu id clay several feet thick.
Color of o r g a n i c layers black, to very dark brown, to very
dark gray. M ay have wood fragments. Mineral layer dark g ray
to g r a y i s h green. R e ac tion of surface s l igh tly acid to m o d e r 
ately alkaline. U n d e r l y i n g layers neutral to m o d e r a t e l y a l 
kaline.
TYPE

DESCRIPTIONS
L a f i t t e muck: Very p oo rly d r ained thick o r g a n i c soil.
Low e l e vat ions. Su r f a c e layer dark b rown to black. U n d e r l y 
ing layer s e mifl uid g ray clay. Water level a b o v e su r f a c e most
of year. Su r f a c e runoff slow to none. When drained: Soil
will c o n s o l i d a t e and shrink. Will lose 2-3 feet (.6-1.8 m) in
e l e v a t i o n w i t h i n a year of drainage. O rgan ic soils m a y burn.
Long term s u b s i d e n c e potential. A c i d i t y increases. Pilin gs
needed.

C O N D I T I O N S FOUND IN FIELD IN 5-8 FOOT (1.5-2.4 m) LEVEL
In a re as of L a fitte sampled the s em i f l u i d clay layer
was s eldom reached a b o v e 8 feet (2.4 m) and f r e q u e n t l y was
not r eache d at all. Clay layers and wo od w i t h i n the peat w ere
encounter ed. The soil was u s u a l l y wet b e l o w the 4 -5 foot
(1.2-1.5 m) level, and s e mi fluid at g r e a t e r depths.

Hr&
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SOIL SERIES* SHARKEY
TYPICAL PROFILE
ft.
m

1-

3

NAME: Sharkey
SUBGROUP: Vertic Haplaquepts
FAMILY: Very fine, montroorillonitic, non acid, thermic

SERIES DESCRIPTION
Poorly drained mineral soils with firm clayey substra
tum several feet thick. Occur in large areas between
streams and in swamps or marshes. Surface layer dark gray
to dark grayish brown silty clay loam, silty clay, or clay,
3-8 inches (7.6-20 cm) thick. Underlying layers dark gray
or gray clay or silty clay above 40 inches (101.6 cm). Mot
tled in brown or red. Reaction of surface strongly acid to
mildly alkaline, underlying layers neutral to moderately
alkaline.

:

-

- 1

TYPE DESCRIPTIONS
Sharkey clay: Clayey soils on low natural levees or
rivers adjacent
to swamps. Surface is dark gray clay.
Subsoil is gray or dark gray clay with brownish mottles.
Firm to depth of several feet. Surface runoff slow. Shrinkswell potential very high with volume change range of ten
percent or more. Deep cracks in dry weather. Reaction
strongly acid to neutral in surface, to moderately alkaline
in subsoil. Suited to most uses. Pilings generally not re
quired.
Sharkey clay, miry subsoil variant: Firm clayey soil
at low elevations. Has semifluid layers at depth of 3-4
feet (.9-1.2 m). Surface layer dark gray clay about 5
inches (12.5 cm) thick. Next layer firm dark gray clay with
yellowish brown mottles. Underlain with semifluid mucky
clay or muck with logs and stumps. Surface runoff slow.
Shrink-swell potential is high. Surface is medium to
strongly acid, subsoil ranges to neutral.Fairly well suit
ed to most uses. Pilings generally needed. Buried logs a
problem.

g-

CONDITIONS FOUND IN FIELD IN 5-8 FOOT (1.5-2.4 m) LEVEL
Gray to blue gray clay or clay loam. Higher elevation
soils are firm to 8 foot (2.4 m) depth. Those at lower
elevations become plastic in layers below 5 feet (1.5 m).

7-
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SOURCE: Soil Conservation Service, 1970.
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SOIL SERIES: TUNICA
TYPICAL PROFILE

ft.

NAME: T unica
SUBGRO UP: V e r t i c H a p l a q u e p t s
FAMILY: C l a y e y o v e r loamy, m o n t m o r i l l o n i t i c ,

nonaci d,

thermic

m
0
SERIES DESCRIPTION
C l a y e y o ver loamy soils w ith v ery dark gr a y i s h
brown clay u p per (A) horiz ons, d ar k g ray c lay mi d d l e (B)
hori zons, and light bro w n i s h g r a y loam lower (11C) horizon s
at a d e p t h of a b o u t 30 inches (76.2 cm).
TYPE

2

-

4

-

DESCRIPTIONS
Tu n i c a clay: Flood plain soils with slopes of 0-5
percent. F l ooded p e r i o d i c a l l y if not p rotected. C laye y
a l l u v i u m 2 0-36 inches (50 . 8 - 9 1 . A cm) thick o v e r l y i n g loamy.
a lluvi um. U pper ho r i z o n (A) d ark g r a y i s h brown, gr a y i s h
brown, or d ark g r a y c l ay or s ilt y clay. Rea c t i o n m e d i u m
acid t h rough m i l d l y alkaline. M i d d l e (B) h oriz on silty clay
or c lay w i t h f ew to m a n y bro w n i s h m o tt les. Lower (C) h o r 
izon is silt loam, loam, silty c l a y loam, or fine sandy
loam. G e n e r a l l y su i t a b l e
for d e v elopmen t. P ili ngs u s ually
not needed.

C O N D I T I O N S F OUND IN F IEL D IN 5-8 FOOT (1.5-2.4 m) LEVEL
G r a y s ilty c lay loam f irm to 8 foot (2.4 m) depth.

7--
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SOIL SERIES: SOIL A
TYPICAL PROFILE
ft.
m

NAME: Soil A
SUBGROUP: T ypic f l u v a q u e n t s
FAMILY: C o a r s e silty, mi xed,

nonacid,

thermic

SERIES DESCRIPTION
P o o r l y drained. Mineral soil w i t h 6 -36 inches (15.291.4 cm) of g r a y silt loam, silty clay loam, or fine sandy
loam o ver find sand or silt substrata. Su r f a c e layer m ay
incl ude some thin or g a n i c or shell layers. Su r f a c e colors
gray, to tan, to brown. U n d e r l y i n g layers g ray to g r e e n i s h
gray. M a y have streaks of brown. Pr o f i l e firm to 60 inches
(152.4 cm) but m a y have high w a t e r c o n t e n t b e l o w this level
TYPE

2

DESCRIPTIONS
Soil A, silt loam: S u r f a c e e l e v a t i o n at or only
sli g h t l y b e l o w sea level. Silt loam, s i l t y c lay loam, or
very fine sandy loam s u r f a c e layers. S u bs trata a g r a y to
greenish gray
v er y fine sandy loam or silt loam. M ay
have o r g a n i c material or shell layers. W he n drained : Soil
is firm. L o w s u b s i d e n c e potential.

-

;S
-

1

C O N D I T I O N S F OUND IN FIELD IN 5-8 FOOT (1.5-2.4 m) LEVEL
Soil w as of such c o n s i s t e n c y that the fine sand or
s ilty sand w o u l d f low back into a u g e r h ole at 5-7 feet
(1.5-2.1 m) depth. Howev er, p r e s s u r e on a uger w ou ld not
pe n e t r a t e to d e e p e r depth. Soil at this d e p t h is s a tu rated
but firm. Would have a te n d e n c y to f lo w into e x cavati ons.
Bo ring s n ever r eac hed d e e p e r than 7 feet (2.1 m) w i t h o u t
hole r e f i l l i n g w h e n a u g e r withd rawn.

6
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SOIL SERIES- SOIL B
TYPICAL

PROFILE

ft.

NAME: Soil B
SUBGROUP: T ypi c U d i p s a m m e n t s
FAMILY: Siliceous, therric

m

0
S ERIES D E S C R I P T I O N
Well drained. Mineral soil w ith 0-60 inches (0-152.4
cm) of s andy loam, silty clay loam, m u c k y clay loam, or peaty
loam over a beac.h sand substrata. S u r face layers gray, tan,
black. U n d e r l y i n g sand t y p i c a l l y g ray on top and white, light
g ray or tan beneath. H igh quartz sand content. M ay be dry or
c o n t a i n interstitial w a t e r in substrata.
TYPE

DESCRIPTIONS
Soil B, s an dy loam: No s urfac e layer or s urfac e layer
of s and y loam or silt loam. A thin layer or inc lusion s of
or g a n i c materia l or clay m ay occur. Soil is very well d r a i n 
ed and has very good fo un d a t i o n char a c t e r i s t i c s . Pilings
g e n e r a l l y not needed. Low s u b s i d e n c e potential.
Soil B, clay: 0-60 inch
(0-152.4 cm) layer c on tains
m u c k y clay loam, c l a y loam, or layers of c l a y / s i l t materia l.
Or g a n i c materia l a b s e n t or only present in very thin layer.
U pper s ur face firm and well drained. Low s u b s i d e n c e potential
but m a y have high shrink-swell potential.
Soil B, peat: 0-60 inch
(0-152.4 cm) layer contains
peat layers 1 inch (2.5 cm) or m o r e in thickness. M a y have
clay layers or inclusions. Su r f a c e layer firm and well
drained. M o d e r a t e s u b s i d e n c e potential. P ilings m a y be
requ i r e d .

\
\

C O N D I T I O N S FOUND IN FIELD IN 5-8 FOOT (1.5-2.4 m) LEVEL
Sand ranges from runn ing into auger hole w hen sample
w i t h d r a w n at 5.5 feet (1 7 m) to dry and p owde ry at 8 feet
(2.4 m). Typ i c a l l y , hole refill ed at a bout 6-7 feet (1.82.1 m). Sand is in layers of d i f f e r e n t colors from w h i t e to
light g ray to tan. T e x t u r e is m e d i u m to fine. L ow s u bsiden ce
p otent ia 1.
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SOIL SERIES: SOIL C
NAME: Soil C
SUBGROUP: Fluvaquents, clayey
FAMILY: Insufficient data for classification.

TYPICAL PROFILE

ft.

m
0

SERIES DESCRIPTION
Moderately well drained. Mineral soil. Profile usually
mixed in textural pattern, but contains silt loam, very fine
sandy loam, silty clay loam. Occasionally find shell, gravel,
or organic matter. Fill pumped in in newer areas. Hauled in
in older areas. Pumped fill more homogenous and consolidated.
Firm to 36 inches (91.4 cm) but may be plastic beneath. Sub
strata may contain organic layers that were once on the
surface.

2

TYPE DESCRIPTIONS
Soil C, silt loam: Found in large areas of new devel
opment where area is filled and developed as part of a
single project. Fill usually of firm foundation character
istics. Substrata may be plastic or contain layers of organ
ic material. Subsidence potential moderate where these occur
but low where they are absent. Heavy clays usually absent
from fill.

-

3-

Soil C, dumped: Found in isolated areas and sites
where fill was added at random over a period of time. May
have construction waste, shell, wood, organic matter. Usual
ly not as well consolidated as more organized fill and fre
quently over plastic or semifluid substrate. Subsidence po
tential may be moderate to high depending upon location ana
fill type.

4-

5CONDITIONS FOUND IN FIELD IN 5-8 FOOT (1.5-2.4 m) LEVEL
Borings in field found layers below 5 feet (1.5 m)
were usually plastic to semifluid clay, sandy loam, or silty
clay loam.

-2

SOURCE: Field Investigation (Not anSCS Series Soil)
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SOIL SERIES: SOIL D
TYPICAL PROFILE

NAME: Soil D
SUBGROUP: Typic Udipsanments
FAMILY: Carbonatic, thermic

m

ft.

O -nT m Tm Tn ir -FF i-O

SERIES DESCRIPTION
Soil with 4-15 inches (10.2-38.1 cm) of loamy fine
sand, sandy loam, or clay loam over shell layers. Surface
layer may contain some shell, peat, or woody debris. Shell
layer primarily shell and shell fragments. May have some
sand mixed in.
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TYPE DESCRIPTIONS
Soil D: Observed shell reef area was limited in extent,
occurring on :ly one transect. Surface was highly variable
because of addition of fill by residents. Reef area contain
ed water and auger hole refilled upon withdrawal at about
40 inches (101.6 cm). When drained: Reef is considered to
have high subsidence potential as carbonate shell material
is decomposed over time. Subsidence rate may accelerate over
time as more surface area is exposed to elements.
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CONDITIONS FOUND IN FIELD IN 5-8 FOOT (1.5-2.4 m) LEVEL
No observations made at this depth.
6-
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SOURCE: Field Investigation. (Not an SCS Series Soil!
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SOIL SERIES: SOIL E
NAME: Soil E
SUBGROUP: Typic Fluvaquents
FAMILY: Fine silty, mixed, nonacid, thermic

ft.

SERIES DESCRIPTION
Includes isolated samples for which no classification
could be determined but that were obviously not fill. It is
hypothesized that these represent areas of channel fill,
filled marsh ponds, or soils related to other small scale
features for which soil types have not been developed
because of small size of area coverage.
TYPE DESCRIPTIONS
None.
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CONDITIONS FOUND IN FIELD IN 5-8 FOOT (1.5-2.4 m) LEVEL
Usually plastic or semifluid below 5 feet (1.5 m).

SOURCE: Field Investigation. (Not anSCS Series Soil)
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graduate work.
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Mr. Earle has a wide range of interests in the
His humanist philosophy and approach to life

leads to concern for directing the positive forces of man, nature,
art, and technology to improvement of the surroundings of man and
preservation of the health of the environment.
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